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IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME
If you have never heard American music before,
the music is…. I would not venture to say what it is.
--the electric Bob Dylan to
a hostile 1966 London crowd
The airing of the PBS documentary series American Epic in May 2017 served as yet another attempt by
public television to examine America’s past musical culture. Epic followed the example of the 2000 Ken Burns series
Jazz, the 2003 Martin Scorcese Presents the Blues and the 2001 American Roots Music. Like those earlier shows, the
presentation centered on biographical storylines which tended to spotlight a handful of heroes for whom film footage
can be sourced or still photographs can be shown while music plays underneath. Epic primarily told the story of the
rural white performers of prototypical country music and the pre-war country blues acts recorded in the years on either
side of the Great Depression. The series also offered glances at the more obscure musical backwaters of Cajun, gospel,
Spanish language, Hawaiian and Native American music.
Distinctively, a prominent star of the show was an inanimate object, a rare Western Electric recording system
from the Twenties. Utilizing radio tubes, capacitors, coils and amplifiers in the years before hard drives and recording
tape, the apparatus connected to a Scully lathe which cut an impression to a disc of a performer’s song as it happened
live. A massive counterweight, analogous to the one found in a grandfather clock, powered the lathe. The system was
rebuilt from parts gathered around the world by Nick Bergh, a Los Angeles-based cross between a recording engineer
and an archeologist. Bergh’s scavenging project resulted in a functioning recorder that not only captured a song live,
but provided playback and (through a bit of reverse engineering) could track 78-RPM records from the era with greatly
improved detail and immediacy. That final feature allowed for old records from the time of the Western Electric
system’s use to be heard in the series and mastered for release on compilations summarizing the series’ soundtrack.
Viewers witnessed a sequence of road trips visiting the sites of past recording sessions such as Dallas and
Atlanta, reflecting the show’s thesis that the early commercial record men were preserving the music found at the
fringes of mainstream American life in the Twenties and Thirties. Their actions, born of a mixture of business acumen
and pragmatism, centered on the fact that record sales peaked in 1922 and the rise of radio represented a formidable
rival. Radio offered music for free. The record men needed to seek new markets. Russian immigrants arriving in New
York City fleeing anti-Semitic violence settled in lower Manhattan mere blocks from Italian immigrants. Both had
proved strong markets for ethnic recordings. The labels opted to seek both performers and audiences outside the urban
markets in areas where radio (and often electricity) had yet to penetrate. This tended to be the rural South. A 1922
recording of locally popular Texas fiddler Eck Robertson, “Sally Gooden,” approximated a rural frolic. That it was
released on the Victor label and sold respectably encouraged the company to seek similar artists.

Record label representatives based in the figurative wilderness would discover new talent through a process
of audition or recommendation. H. C. Speir sold records on the Paramount label in his furniture store in Jackson, MS.
A sideline as a talent scout for Paramount and its affiliates earned the proprietor $150.00 per discovery. To cite an
example, Speir received a letter written on behalf of an illiterate Charley Patton asking if he might be allowed to make
a record. Speir tracked Patton to his workplace on the massive Dockery farm and set up an audition in Jackson
recorded on his portable disc cutter. The sides were sent to Paramount, who then authorized Patton’s trip to a studio in
Richmond, IN. Over a dozen sides were recorded on 6/14/29. In contrast, open auditions in Bristol, TN by RCA
Victor’s Ralph Peer in July 1927 led to the first releases from two of the great acts of early country music, Jimmie
Rodgers and the Carter Family.
American Epic offered viewers a chance to hear classics from those artists, as well as new performances of
songs from that era by present day acts recorded via the Western Electric system. Aside from these modern recordings,
there was an unavoidable connection to the 1997 boxed set reissue of the Harry Smith-compiled Anthology of American
Folk Music (which figured prominently in the essay portion of that year’s Jukebox Awards). The considerable overlap
of songs shared by the two presentations served to underscore Smith’s assigning a kind of hierarchy of taste established
by his vast collection of pre-war recordings. Then too, it had the effect on the listener of receiving an otherworldly
transmission, a metaphorical message from another time. One could also say that, by offering its own historical
perspective, American Epic gave a different read on the past.
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The 78-RPM record in the early Twenties was but one stop on the continuing industrialization of popular
music since Thomas A. Edison applied for a patent on his first tinfoil cylinder-recording machine in 1877. The
celebrated inventor’s device eventually used a mechanical process to etch sound onto a wax cylinder. A vocalist would
sing into a large horn, metaphorically pouring his voice into a funnel where a diaphragm at the other end would vibrate
and cause a needle to imprint the results onto the recording medium. The captured performance could then be
manufactured, transported and sold to an audience. One quirk of early recording was the fact there was no mass
production, the equivalent of a factory process to stamp out multiple copies. Typically, a dozen or more cylinder
machines would be set up in a room to capture, say an unaccompanied vocal quartet. After the quartet would sing their
song, the finished cylinders would be removed from the machines and fresh ones installed before a new take would be
captured. Recording sessions for one song became all-day affairs.
The late nineteenth century music business was performance-centered. Anyone who wanted to hear music
either had to play it or have it performed for them. Transmission of a popular song into the broader culture came
through instruction or from the use of sheet music, which offered a blueprint of the tune’s construction and attendant
reproduction. Music stores selling instruments hosted appearances by “song pluggers,” employees of music publishers
seeking out audiences in restaurants, social clubs or wherever the material could be heard. They hoped to entice
customers to buy sheet music, take it home and learn the title to entertain family and friends.
Where did the material come from? Many originated on the musical variety stage, mass entertainment in an
age where the motion picture had yet to establish its dominance. In 1901, Emile Berliner and Eldridge Johnson started
the Victor Talking Machine Company, a firm pioneering the flat, round predecessor to the 78-RPM record. Shortly
thereafter, recording the popular stars of the stage became common practice, allowing early companies to trade on the
name of celebrated acts unlikely to perform in the hinterlands. Names of the past—Billy Murray, May Irwin and
Norah Bayes—often recorded their popular stage numbers, serving to goose sales of the corresponding sheet music.
Unlike the self-contained singer-songwriter of today, Murray and others resorted to professional songwriters. Bayes
had the advantage of being married to Jack Norworth, who co-wrote “Shine on Harvest Moon” and “Take Me Out to
the Ball Game.”
Norworth represented one of the moderately successful professional songwriters endemic to New York’s
“Tin Pan Alley”—not a specific street, but a cluster of businesses in Manhattan halfway between the Lower East Side
and the midtown theater district. The catchphrase denoted more of an attitude, the way “Brill Building” came to
signify music publishers of commercial Sixties radio pop music. The products of Tin Pan Alley tended to reflect
American culture in a time before mass media. The minstrel show’s white performers-in-blackface, depicting
prevailing racial stereotypes, combined comedy and infectious music to stand in the public mind as a guaranteed good
time in the decades on either side of the Civil War. Scores of minstrel shows crisscrossed the globe playing theaters in
cities and tent shows in the sticks, turning cultural appropriation and its distortion into gold. New York song publishers
had staff churn out material in the minstrel style and were quick to jump on new trends such as ragtime when
accomplished pianist and composer Scott Joplin sought to legitimize the songs he had been playing in brothels. The
song publishers figuratively flung their products over the fence while the creations of black composers were compelled
to tunnel underneath. Ragtime’s musical sophistication was aped by Tin Pan Alley, in one instance becoming Irving
Berlin’s 1911 “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” which merely alluded to Joplin’s genre in the lyrics.

The variety format of the minstrel show’s song, dance and comedy inspired the gradual development of
vaudeville in the late nineteenth century. By the dawn of the twentieth, a vaudeville show could present ragtime,
comedy skits and sentimental songs with a whiff of the Victorian era. Performed side-by-side, the styles could not help
but penetrate one another and influence a songwriting business hungry for inspiration and chasing the latest thing.
Elements of the minstrel show persisted as a bit of exoticism with depictions of a black demimonde that the audience
willingly embraced in contrast to more staid singers on the bill. (The hugely popular ballads of the years before World
War I now live on in the repertoire of the barbershop quintet, itself an antiquated show business style.) Al Jolson, the
star of the early talkies motion picture era, began by donning blackface and singing Tin Pan Alley material in an
interpretation of black performance style which translated as a lunging desperation to entertain. It became his
trademark.
Jolson and his imitators paved the way for acceptance of blues and jazz as it emerged from its racial
underground. The singers of vaudeville were engaging in a bit of primitive method acting, portraying a character.
Norah Bayes may have been raised Jewish, but one of her specialties was Irish dialect material. Sophie Tucker
performed in blackface because stage managers felt she was too unattractive to be playing the ingénue. Marion Harris,
a now-forgotten vaudeville performer seized hold of a musical trend sparked by the success of the Original Dixieland
Jazz Band, themselves an all-white aggregation offering an interpretation of then-current New Orleans jazz. Harris
would introduce “Tea for Two” in 1925, but was willing to take on material by black songwriters and sell a less genteel
perspective. She turned “After You’ve Gone” into a 1918 hit conveying the hard-eyed viewpoint of a wronged woman
who was willing to let her man know what he was losing. White performers offering black styles made them
acceptable to audiences ordinarily disinterested or hostile to perceived racial inferiors offering the same material. That
so many of the stars of vaudeville came from Jewish immigrant stock is indicative of how show business provided a
way out of their respective ghettoes for so many minority groups in an era just prior to the rampant suspicion of
foreigners and other outsiders following World War I.
The gramophone recording was not a music video. The listener could not discern the pigmentation of the
performer. Only the occasional inscription “coon shout” on a record label delineated the race of a performer or song’s
subject matter. James Reese Europe recorded a mixture of marches and early jazz. A black composer whose military
band entertained troops overseas during World War I, Reese returned to America and assembled a band to back Vernon
and Irene Castle, the most successful dance act in vaudeville. When the American economic boom of the early
Twenties penetrated every corner of the country, the record business took off. This encouraged the pursuit of more
eccentric musical styles to appeal to an audience seemingly willing to buy anything. Mamie Smith, one of the first of
what was later termed “classic blues singers,” recorded with black jazz band backing in 1920. Her “Crazy Blues” (not
actually a blues composition) presumably sold a million copies, underscoring the jazz craze that was, by turns, going
mainstream.
The records of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band fueled jazz’s standing as the Beatlemania of post-World
War I America. The ODJB launched hundreds of imitators and inspired thousands more. The band’s commercial
success, both on tour and in record sales sparked young musicians in roadside America to see instrumental music as a
career path superior to playing band concerts on the village green. The parallel development of commercial radio
dispersed jazz even as it cultivated a kind of middlebrow taste amongst listeners. While radio offered free music
without the necessity of getting up to put on a new record, the increasing number of broadcast outlets served to market
the fruits of recorded music and its stars. Radio also influenced popular taste more than vaudeville had, since it
exposed a larger audience to the same music. Black jazz musicians were making history as they were engaged in
exploring the creative process. White jazz musicians found the music exciting, but felt compelled to subject the style to
a subjective amelioration based on perceived commercial exigencies. George Gershwin wrote songs for stage
musicals, but ambition drove him so his reach would exceed his grasp. His orchestral work, “Rhapsody in Blue” and
“jazz opera” Porgy and Bess standing as Exhibits A and B. Bandleader Paul Whiteman, who helped introduce
Gershwin’s “Rhapsody” in 1924, assembled perhaps the dominant jazz band of the Twenties with a slant towards dance
music that often only hinted at the elusive quality of swing. Whiteman’s competitors were often described as “sweet
bands,” offering an effete big band alternative to an audience which found hot jazz too intense. Whiteman’s public
statements referenced George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion in his plan to turn jazz “into a lady.” (It often translated as a
languid sentimentality that can still be heard in the music of the Little Rascals film shorts.) Jazz was on the verge of
becoming a product, which could be market-segmented into a commodity for mass consumption or a premium item for
a more discerning clientele.

The audience in the hinterlands preferred what they knew. The aforementioned H.C. Speir later spoke of
selling 600 blues records on a typical weekend at his store in Jackson, MS in the late Twenties, many of them to black
women. For a brief time, labels at the periphery of the music business recorded the impoverished Southern population
in the hope of having what passed for a hit in this niche market. The extensive discographies of Charley Patton and
Blind Lemon Jefferson, scores of sides recorded over separate five-year periods, reflected healthy six figure sales on
some titles. Still, it was strange for American Epic to frame the record men of the era as saviors of a broad variety of
ethnic regional music. Writer John Jeremiah Sullivan has described it as a variety of accidental ethnomusicology.
However, to suggest that the talent scouts described in the series were like David Lewiston making a bush recording in
Bali of the Ramayana’s monkey chant is quite a stretch. Frank Walker of the early Columbia label is quoted in the
show (and companion book) regarding a trip to Atlanta, GA. Walker and his team would audition performers, listen to
their repertoire, then pick out songs worth recording—customarily an even number to provide for each side of a record.
The following day was set aside for a run-through rehearsal and an afternoon recording session. This methodology
leaves us today with a lot of questions as to the musical taste, judgment and prejudices of a middle class white man in
the Twenties. Subsequently, one wonders what was left out.
Self-interest sometimes figured in the scenario. The aforementioned Victor record man Ralph Peer’s deal
with that label compensated him by letting Peer publish the material of his signings as a substitute for salary. Song
publishers made more off a song than the songwriter and got paid first. It was therefore counter to Peer’s interest to
have his acts doing public domain songs or titles written by other performers. When the Carter Family and Jimmie
Rodgers became the biggest selling stars in early country music, Peer slowly grew rich.
Sales were another factor. Frank Walker recorded his picks from what his performers offered up, but if none
of those songs sold, he was probably done with them. Walker would have to find somebody else. Dock Boggs passed
one of those field recording cattle calls held in an eastern Kentucky hotel in 1927. He had been drifting between work
in the coal mines and selling moonshine during Prohibition in a part of the world where crooked cops and criminal
competitors were equal threats. Suddenly he had a contract with the Brunswick label and was off to New York to cut
eight songs. None sold and there was no return trip. Boggs went back to a hard life in the coal country and a few sides
cut for a record label entrepreneur whose dreams were soon swallowed by the Depression.
The songs heard on American Epic are familiar to those who know them from Smith’s Folk Anthology of the
Fifties and the folk revival artists who provided their own renditions. Still, it is hard to imagine them in the context of
their rediscovery by record collectors in the Forties. The Old Timey white rural artists sounded more authentic than the
variety of denatured country music already making forays into hit record charts during World War II. Years of
cinematic singing cowboys and radio performers such as hayseed comedian Judy Canova, had solidified country music
in the public mind as the cultural expression of yokels. Meanwhile, a jazz audience with more scholarly inclinations
heard a Delta blues record as a variety of solo performance utilizing the blues form—a jazz template distinct from
songs having a “blue” feel. The absence of sweetening was obvious in these live-in-the-studio efforts. The Western
Swing of Bob Wills stood as a hybrid form with its use of horns (when Wills could afford them) and a radio-ready
sound that reflected its more modern aspirations. However, just because there was this contrast between old and new
sounds in the Forties did not mean the records of the Twenties were not “produced.” One cannot help but think of the
unrecorded music and the pre-session rejects without feeling that they seem as mysterious and tantalizing as those yetto-be-found 78s that exist only as an entry in an old record catalog—like the missing sides of Robert Johnson’s pal
Willie Brown or the lost Emmett Miller recordings.
Bruce Johnson in a 2003 article in The Cambridge Companion to Jazz titled “The Jazz Diaspora,” posited
that jazz was invented in the process of being disseminated. Music of spontaneous improvisation grew organically, the
rhetoric and modes of expression evolving simultaneously with its improving commercial prospects. A style of music
created by black Americans for their own entertainment began when it was considered beneath mercantile exploitation
and ignored by the mass American culture of the time. By the time the music was making commercial inroads, Paul
Whiteman was rubbing shoulders with Louis Armstrong. Soon Benny Goodman buys the Fletcher Henderson band’s
arrangements and the clarinetist is gradually dubbed the King of Swing. Jazz, by turns, grew entrenched as pop music
and created its own arguments among its adherents as to whether it was music for listening or for dancing.
The material discussed in American Epic did not have a similar identity crisis. Bernard MacMahon, who
helped oversee the series, laments the absence of metal stampers used to manufacture the original sides. They were
likely thrown away or donated to scrap metal drives during World War II. No one in charge at the successor companies
could imagine anyone being interested in this music at some later date. When the recordings began appearing on
bootleg compilations assembled by collectors during the folk boom, labels and other rights holders did not sue to
prevent this extralegal reappearance. The suspicion has always been that all the old contracts had been lost or
destroyed and any legal action would reveal that the original labels had no legal standing. (Notably, the majority of the
material heard on Epic was originally released on labels now owned by Sony, including Arc, Bluebird and Victor.)

And what of the music that preceded these recordings, songs before these sources of American vernacular
music became visible and audible? The intended purpose of the 2009 book Barrelhouse Blues by English blues scholar
Paul Oliver was to discover the link between the blues and the “proto-blues,” that is, the music that existed before the
records of the Twenties. Oliver conducts his search by scrutinizing commercial field recordings as conducted by record
label personnel—a questionable starting point for your present host. When label location recording evaporated as the
Great Depression deepened, Oliver turns to studying studio sessions, then returns to late Thirties sessions made at
various sites around the country. Many of the recordings never saw release. Oliver blames faulty equipment or poor
performances, but gives no evidence to back up these claims—even that the sides may not have been up to label
executives’ standards. The assumption underlying the continued label interest despite the obvious lack of radio play for
the style is that records were the only way to hear the music. Still, an economic disaster in which white Americans had
little money implied that black citizens were even more impoverished. Record purchase was less of an issue in light of
the jukebox market that emerged in the late Twenties. It provided sustained sales because the amusement machines
wore out popular 78s and required a replacement item for the jukebox operator.
Oliver notes that commercial recordings of work songs and field hollers were nonexistent. It took John and
Alan Lomax with their visits to Southern penitentiaries to record them, classify them and continue a quest for their
equivalents in other milieus (such as the “track lining calls” of railroad workers or field hollers by cotton pickers). The
Lomaxes were “song catchers” for the Library of Congress’s ongoing American folklore project; they were not
intended for release. Indeed, the vast majority of the material is still archived and catalogued for researchers, but has
not been made commercially available. Oliver passes over the recorded work of religious ensemble the Fisk Jubilee
Singers, likely due to their non-secular body of work, even though their output can be traced back to the era of cylinder
recordings.
Additionally, Polk Miller’s Old South Quartette is ignored perhaps due to their complicated back story.
Miller was a Civil War Confederate veteran, whose monologist act with his own musical accompaniment, attempted to
portray life on the Southern plantations in the slavery days without resorting to the trappings of the minstrel show.
Crucially, Miller shared the stage with a black male vocal group he employed and their cylinder performances from
1909 offer a mix of religious material, novelties and stereotyped musical portrayals of the genre called “coon songs.”
Still, the Quartette’s delivery offers a glimpse into a black secular performance style that musicologists can only
imagine due to the paucity of actual evidence. And Miller shaped the show’s presentation, further complicating things.
By the book’s conclusion, Oliver has only partial answers to questions he had at the outset. He notes folk
forms preceded the blues the way British Isles folk music was passed down and influenced Old Timey music (as heard
on American Epic). The blues is not original, but it had no single inventor and the blues structures such as the aaab
rhyming scheme, had no specific precedent. The blues was not the sole property of blacks because some rural whites
adopted and adapted it. The degree of commitment to the style varied with the singer and his situation.
They call it a record because, like a rap sheet, it is there for the judge to see. The periodic revivals of the
music of the Twenties and Thirties have generated their own historical thread, whether through the efforts of
proselytizing record collectors or folk song interpreters. The music itself still retains its mystery through its ability to
transport the listener through a metaphorical wormhole into another place in the space/time continuum. Like the
sentimental recordings of the World War II era, which spoke of love and life that would be renewed after peace
returned, a listener can feel emotions more profound than what is offered by the salesmanship of some big band
singer’s delivery of that material.
Perhaps it is that kind of subjective reaction which fuels speculation about the vernacular music of the
Twenties. People are fascinated with bluesman Robert Johnson because, like some contemporary performers, his
music is sold via the stories told about him—his sudden mastery of the guitar, his wanderings, that business about the
devil at the crossroads. Of course, those tales would not be as captivating if the music did not spark commensurate
obsession. It appears that the more obscure a music is, the less known about it, the more it fuels fantasy to fill the
vacuum of the unknown. An album such as Dark Side of the Moon-Pink Floyd has sold in the millions and has the
consensus of mass popularity, but why feel the same way about a piece of music as everyone else? This writer likes
“Black Sheep Blues” by Pigmeat Terry because the performer makes sounds like those an old friend used to make
when he had a headache. When you like something for your own reasons, at least you know you like it—and not
because someone is telling you to do so.
The music on the American Epic set metaphorically stands outside time, but it is not of our present time and
we can indulge in our fantasies about the terrors of those old days as well as our sense of superiority in relation to them.
Perhaps it is only a degree or two of difference from the stories we tell ourselves about ourselves, the ones justifying
our behavior to others or to rationalize how events and people in the past hammered us into the shape we are today. Is
the remembered past just an alibi we have had enough time to construct, the better to declare our innocence?

Karl Ove Knausgaard is a Norwegian writer whose work is a kind of hybrid of autobiography and fiction.
His series My Struggle runs six volumes and exemplifies his ongoing attempt to solve a problem that novelists have had
since Flaubert, that of verisimilitude. Fiction and its attempt to be true to life—ranging from the naturalism of Zola and
Maupassant to modern writers capturing the often-incoherent aspect of human speech (James Purdy for one) and
variations on the stream of consciousness techniques of the early twentieth century (say William Gaddis)—remains
fiction, the end product of varying levels of trickery. Students of serious literature would say a detective story could
never be a work of great literary art because its superstructure is the process of an imagined crime, its detection and
solving. In short, it is a triumph of form over content. Knausgaard wrestles constantly with the fear that fiction, in
trying to offer up reality, portrays instead what we have all come to know as fiction. How many times has an author
presented us with bits of personal heroism or tragedy or degradation to keep us turning the page on events that bear no
resemblance to our own lives—that cycle of wake, work, eat, rest and repeat which Theodore Adorno called “the
spell.” Hemingway’s art was one of subtraction. He did not trust words. Like the sculptor, he carved away at a block
of material to discover the truth inside it. Those he influenced turned his style into parody.
Too often in the critical analysis of past music we are subjected to a confluence of academic disciplines in
which someone’s meal ticket in higher education hinges on forcing a song or performer through the sieve of cultural
studies, feminist studies or some comparable niche to satisfy the necessity of publishing research. Several years ago
your host read the article “See My Face from the Other Side,” which takes its title from the way in which author
Daphne A. Brooks hears the penultimate verse of “Last Kind Words Blues”-Geeshie Wiley. The song is featured on
the American Epic set, which transcribes the complete line as, “I can stand right here, see my babe from the other side”
which makes more sense, but does not generate column inches. (One could write an in-depth article about the ways
writers have misheard blues lyrics over the years.) From the difference of that one word, Brooks spins a web of
suppositions concerning the lesbian relationship of Wiley and her duet partner Elvie Thomas, jail time for the pair and
by turns into an examination of their music as a variety of outsider art fabricated from race, criminality and gender
rebellion. The net result is, to expand a vernacular expression, music criticism relating how it is “to be black three
times.” Brooks writes in a style that collides moments of lucidity with academic jargon and bits of literary theory. Her
view, shaped by quotes from some of the early female blues performers of the Twenties that they had been performing
in that style for twenty years by the time of their first sides, is pure conjecture. No, more accurately, the performers are
making a kind of Jellyroll Morton, “I invented jazz and the automobile” pronouncement. The objections to the “old
white men” canon of literature hinge on the marginalization and outright smothering of minority voices. However, one
wonders what is gained by filling-in the background for two blues performers based on what they might have felt or
may have thought. The listener ultimately determines the universality of the blues, but the theorizing of Brooks is the
kind of overreaching one sees in amateur modern dress Shakespeare. It is a variety of critical anachronism which
superimposes our modern sensibilities on the inhabitants of another age.
Some contemporary listeners dismiss older music as being “before my time.” We should not need to be
reminded that human suffering and racism still exist. The verities of this old music live on. William Faulkner once
observed, “The past is never dead. It is not even past.” Dead performers can colonize our present sensibilities, leaving
us sucker-punched by their art. The feeling, the catharsis, is the kernel of truth. It is just that the narrative changes and
wraps it in a new package. How many times will they sell you the Beatles? Or a new brushfire war?
*

*

*

History is more or less bunk.
--Henry Ford, 1916
The late historian Tony Judt wrote often of how the collapse of the Soviet Union, framed as the end of history
by Francis Fukayama, saw Western capitalism as triumphant, a victory that seemed to subtract from the consensus and
conclusions over what happened in the twentieth century. For those born after World War II, the cost of the conflict
was omnipresent—even for those born in the comparative safety of the United States. War movies and TV dramas
depicted the carnage. Documentary series such as CBS-TV’s The Twentieth Century showed the war’s reality in black
and white film footage. Beatlemania happened the same year as the twentieth anniversary of D-Day. America’s
economic boom of the Fifties served as a way for parents to chide their offspring about the privations of the Great
Depression. The fear of nuclear war was underscored by the fact that atomic bombs had been used twice already. The
Cold War made the likelihood of nuclear annihilation a distinct possibility. Some large cities even had radar
installations and missile batteries scattered around their suburbs.

As time passed and one generation succeeded another, the memories of that world faded. The leavings of
pop culture swamped the reality of historical events. Celebrities and their activities were granted equal weight with
local and national news. Political affairs programming championed only one point of view, with a slant towards
demagoguery casting anyone who disagreed as members of some fifth column (a term coined during the Spanish Civil
War—an event most Americans could not discuss intelligently if asked). What once was a marketplace of ideas, a
public discourse on strategies of civic responsibility, had become inflexible ideology. The Internet allowed people to
choose a news source which ratified opinions they already took as gospel. Social media let sociopaths find the likeminded, commiserate over their feelings of being persecuted and then pursue mob justice on their perceived
victimizers—lager louts (as the British say) framing their boorishness as freethinking. To borrow a line from Monty
Python, it was not argument, it was contradiction: Donald Trump’s version of political, discourse, “I know you are, but
what am I?”
One kept noticing the use of the term “snowflake” as an epithet used by Internet pundits of the right to insult
those they disagreed with. The word appeared in the novel Fight Club by Chuck Palahniuk, later made into a 1999
film. The film’s scenario posits the gradual assembly of a group of directionless bullyboys into a secret society who
stage bare knuckles bouts so they can beat each other up. By turns they start to physically assault targets outside the
group, as they slowly resemble a quasi-fascist organization. The heroes frame their crusade as an opposition to
consumerism, but it more accurately reflects an overabundance of testosterone and a lack of purpose. For years neoNazi groups have used variations of an argument pointing to an enemy within—a racial or ethnic group who are
thwarting the prospective recruit’s ambitions for personal progress. In this manner they build group cohesion in a way
little different from the American military, which have over 200 years of experience training people to kill without
thinking about it.
Still, one must pause at guys (and it is inevitably guys) looking for a narrative to provide justification for their
behavior or a reason for their inability to transition to the responsibilities of adulthood. There is the whiff of Peter Pan
about it. The conservative call for individual responsibility is usually directed at someone else. Perhaps a younger
generation had less ambition in light of a healthy and productive future becoming swamped by the reality of
diminishing opportunities. In many ways, the dream of space exploration ended with the double-digit inflation of the
Seventies. To be sure, it lives on in news of a trip to that space station or the big plans of guys with way too much
money. Still, for maybe fifteen years, the world seemed to be living the reality of various science fiction scenarios—or
at least the promise such imaginings provided. They have been replaced by a trip to the local cinema where every
other film seems to depict multiple future scenarios with plenty of CGI explosions.
A professor of literature or one of those academics inhabiting the popular culture bailiwick has no doubt
already noted a thread in the science fiction of the years since World War II, specifically the siren call of libertarianism.
If someone tells you they believe in the minimal role of the state to better guarantee personal freedom, it sounds
acceptable until they add that social welfare, public works and services provided for victims of disaster are best left to
the free market and those disposed to acts of charity. The view that taxes create an environment of forced labor is an
argument best left to tax protestors. Counting on the free market for disaster relief without government reimbursement
to those dispensing food and shelter is a stretch of credulity. The free market always wants to get paid, so the word
“free” is a misnomer.
Fifties and Sixties science fiction was primarily the young adult fiction of its time. It portrayed heroes
breaking free of authoritarian societies having no place for misfits or those with aspirations greater than assigned roles.
In this sense, it appealed to teenage boys in the transition from being obedient sons to young men straining to express
adolescent identity. The fanzine culture of the punk rock era had its roots in science fiction’s critical readership and its
respective self-publishing ventures. (The late Greg Shaw of Bomp magazine and a small scale independent record label
empire began by self-publishing a science fiction fanzine.) This pushing against limits found a ready audience among
those looking for direction or answers to their sense of alienation. A literature dotted with monsters would resonate
among those beset by hormonal changes, growth spurts and the appearance of body hair. One can embrace rejection,
live for oneself and move forward.
Youth’s search for answers might explain the ongoing popularity of Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand, a 1957
“novel of ideas” written to advance the author’s philosophy of objectivism, which is promulgated throughout the book
with weak literary skills and a verbosity suggesting she was paid by the word. Your humble host must say that reading
Atlas was a character-builder. It gives pause to realize that a book so poorly written had such an influence on so many.
(My secondhand copy was a 1969 paperback edition in its 47th printing.)

Rand was born in Russia to a wealthy Jewish family who lost their holdings when the Bolsheviks came to
power. Fleeing the country, Rand turned away from her religion and styled herself as a novelist. In 1943, her
bestseller, The Fountainhead told the story of an architect trying to build a monumental skyscraper, only to meet
opposition at every turn. In a way, an architect is symbolic of God the creator, forming a world in imitation of the earth
below, the vault of the sky and the four directions. In Rand’s view, lesser men should not hinder the superior man—
even if they paid for the design, real estate and materials. Rather than alter his vision and its execution, the architect
chooses to blow up the building. The book inspired a 1949 Hollywood film of the same name starring Gary Cooper
and Patricia Neal.
Atlas is a work of capitalist science fiction, depicting an America seemingly existing in a parallel universe in
which World War II did not happen, railroads are still the preferred mode of travel and socialism is a worldwide given.
The nineteenth century view of social Darwinism predominates, one in which the cream of humanity rises to the top,
while underlings follow orders and get the crumbs. Its chief proponent, the English journalist Herbert Spencer,
sometimes used it to justify Britain’s imperial aims. Acting as a publicist for broadly held British sentiments,
Spencer’s views did not survive past the Victorian era, but reflected his country’s class-consciousness. There was more
than a hint of Spencer in American posturing about manifest destiny as the country began to look outside its borders,
with supporters framing colonialism-by-another-name as spreading American values in what was later termed the Third
World.
Thomas Huxley once noted that Spencer’s idea of tragedy was a deduction killed by a fact, an apt summation
of Rand’s tendency to neglect mentioning historical points that did not ratify her view. The heroine’s father, the
railroad tycoon Nathaniel Taggart, was of a generation which “drove slavery out of the civilized world,” while
neglecting to mention Chinese coolies or the “railer’s chain” of convict labor in the American South. Rand’s only nonAryan superman character is descended from an ancestor who founded a copper mine in South America without slaves
or forced labor, but with aboriginal volunteers. Mr. Taggart is described as a self-made man, but the actual railroad
builders benefited from government land grants as incentives to connect the frontier to the coasts. A story of Taggart
giving the bum’s rush to a politician soliciting a bribe is an inversion of the usual formula. It was the railroad men who
bent politicians to their will by greasing palms.
This tendency of elision in Rand’s narrative is accompanied by shrugging-off any ideas that do not conform
to her philosophical construct. Philosophers such as Berkeley and Hume advanced their arguments by debates
structured as dialogues. The ideological conflict in Atlas is between Rand’s fictional disciples and well, idiots. There
is no debate with verbal conflict as in a court of law or even an argument over sports in a bar. The set-tos usually
consist of statements such as, “But you’re your brother’s keeper,” answered with a blunt “No, I’m not.” Notably, this
reflects the core of Rand’s thesis, selfishness without guilt. Her villains are depicted as incompetent, mustache-twirling
clichés.
The heroes of Rand’s book—industrialists, bankers, inventors, and geologists—frame themselves as victims
because they were never rewarded to their satisfaction. John Galt, Rand’s chief male protagonist, speaks of “a world
that should have been ours” and a future when his miraculous electric motor will make him rich beyond the dreams of
avarice (to borrow a phrase). With his puissant electrical engineering skills, Galt hijacks a national radio hookup to
expound his philosophy—a lecture rambling for 90-plus pages. (On Rand’s planet people apparently have a longer
attention span than on ours.) Another character inverts the tale of Robin Hood, stealing from the world’s governments
and hoarding it for hamstrung industrialists via piracy on the high seas with his solitary battleship.
Stop laughing.
If it has not yet occurred to the present readership, there is a flaw in Rand’s fairy tale. Men of superior
ambition are not limited in number to twelve disciples or so. Rand’s heroes may have withdrawn into their land of Oz
in the mountains of Colorado, but in a real world less-talented men of a rapacious nature would have stolen her heroes’
figurative market share in their absence. The slow collapse of society would have seen the rise of authoritarians, and
not of the Soviet stripe. Business is always ready to make common cause with military strongmen to keep the wheels
turning. And the mass of men goes along because, well, you have to eat. Rand’s angry few hope to wait out the
collapse of civilization and emerge as saviors to dictate their own terms. They have a rewritten Constitution handy
with a line about making no law abridging the freedom of production and trade. And they plan to bring back the gold
standard. Will they come as conquerors, giants with outsized ambitions waiting for a massive thinning of the herd to
weaken any opposition? The book depicts millions dead from the accidental explosion of a government-constructed
doomsday device, the kind of literary ploy commonly used by author Stephen King to herald the arrival of the
emissaries of Satan.

One philosophy of predation is pretty much like another. Whittaker Chambers, the McCarthy era’s witness
against Alger Hiss and no friend of communism, described Rand’s view as “To a gas chamber, go!” Her philosophical
followers went on to propose eugenic solutions for the physically handicapped as a means to preserve resources for the
able-bodied. It was the equivalent of the ancient Spartans leaving a sickly infant on a mountain peak to die of
exposure. If everyone has to make his own way, where do you stop? It is not far from Margaret Thatcher’s view that
there is no society, though she likely did not intend to evoke the words of the political philosopher Hobbes that the
absence of civil society creates the state of nature where life is “nasty, solitary, brutish and short.” The Athenians gave
the world a model for democracy and community participation. The Spartans left us tales of military sacrifice and the
story of a boy remaining silent to conceal his theft while a stolen fox claws out his viscera.
Rand’s contempt for religion echoes throughout the book, likely sprung from her despising of charity as a
mandated obligation. Religion is pilloried for being irrational, but one suspects it has more to do with her characters’
repeated hatred of anyone picking their pockets. Repetition is Rand’s guiding literary principle. Over the course of
Atlas’s 1,000-plus pages one discerns that the author’s dictum is, “Anything worth doing is worth doing over and over
again.”
Likewise Rand’s book recalls radio personality Harry Shearer’s takedown of comedian Billy Crystal,
“Something borrowed, something blue, something borrowed and something borrowed.” Rand’s heroine Dagny
(Serious?) sleeps her way to the top of the superman heap, a strategy likely designed to insert sex periodically to keep
the reader awake. John Galt, who “stops the engine of the world”, echoes Gort, the robot in the 1951 film The Day the
Earth Stood Still, starring The Fountainhead’s Patricia Neal. When Galt is captured and hooked up to an electric
torture apparatus, the scene recalls Winston Smith interrogated in the Ministry of Love in Orwell’s 1984. However,
Galt is made of sterner stuff. When the device breaks down, he tells the interrogators how to fix it. This is like the
Catholic St. Lawrence in The Lives of the Saints. Executed on a griddle over a fire, the patron saint of comedians asks
the executioner to turn him over so he cooks evenly.
Atlas may have had some appeal in Cold War America among John Birch Society types with a phobia about
creeping communism. In Europe, any audience had a perspective illuminated by the experience of Nazism. Britain’s
titled class and the French right wing looked on Hitler in the Thirties as a bulwark against Soviet Russia. When France
fell to the German onslaught, these same ideologues struck a devil’s bargain with the invader, one allowing them to
keep French rule in half the country and framing it as preserving national polity. Mutual cooperation saw the Vichy
government send Jews and Communists east to concentration camps. After D-Day, the Free French under de Gaulle
were informed by the Allied military command that the communist-led resistance movement could not be allowed to
put their politicians in power. Reality set in when the resistance reminded de Gaulle that they had done the real work
before D-Day and demanded a say in a liberated France. Likewise, a British Labor government came to power in 1945
and replaced Winston Churchill as prime minister, feeling his opposition to Nazism had been lukewarm in the Thirties
and his “man of the hour” rhetoric was a product of changing political winds. Social programs took off in England and
France after the war because the common man had borne the brunt of the conflict’s hardships. However, in America it
was a cup of coffee and back to demonizing the left.
Atlas is ultimately a variation on the genre of dystopian fiction, framing a world where the present is reflected
in some future time, grotesquely, as in a funhouse mirror. Orwell’s 1984, published in post-World War II England,
depicted an authoritarian Britain on an eternal war footing; a surveillance state in which history was continually
rewritten to suit political decisions in flux. The author created a collision of Stalin and Hitler’s respective cults of
personality and the aftermath of the West’s alliance with Moscow veering into enmity. The population of Orwell’s
fictional Oceania rallies against external enemies and traitors while maintaining vigilance against those not supporting
the government. At the dawn of the McCarthy era, reviewers framed the book as Orwell’s disillusion with Russian
communism. Today Oceania seems to share elements with the America of today.
Then too, Atlas can be seen as a literature of victimization, one fitting the perspective of the rich who
bankroll the politically conservative politicians advancing the perspective that those with money are the injured parties
in America. “Burdensome regulations” promote worker safety and keep businesses from poisoning people. “Excessive
taxation” compels them to shelter their wealth in the Cayman Islands and pay lawyers to write statutes favorable to
their businesses which are then turned into law by sympathetic congressmen. Their goal, to quote one political gadfly,
is to comfort the comfortable and afflict the afflicted. All this is made possible by “the best government money can
buy,” an old joke greeted today by bitter laughter. Some cannot be happy, even with all this. Joe Ricketts, patriarch of
the family which launched discount brokerage TD Ameritrade and owns the Chicago Cubs, shut down news site
DNAinfo on 11/2/17 after its workers voted to unionize. In March of that same year, Ricketts bought the blog
Chicagoist and ordered them to delete all critical references to him and his conservative politics, including his financial
support of Donald Trump. It points to increasing evidence that the wealthy are not satisfied with owning the
government, they want to control their public image and, by extension, have power over the way people think.

They form common cause with evangelical Christians because the one-percenters cannot sway elections with
that percentage of the popular vote. Apparently, Christians are not content knowing that they are going to heaven and
no one else is. They must push for legislation marginalizing those perceived to be violating Christian morality.
Secular laws must sanction those without religious affiliation because Christians can ask their God to forgive them for
any transgression—and for their hypocrisy. Punishing sinners cannot wait for the next world. The performer known as
Father John Misty, raised in a Christian fundamentalist sect, noted, “their worldview is a culture of resentment.” Of
course, religion has no lock on the ability to blame outside forces for personal unhappiness. Just look at that mob
showing up at every Trump rally. Yet somehow it ends badly and usually for someone else. The rabble-rousers run the
coat check while the crowd fashions a noose. The Serbs in the former Yugoslavia had a history of persecution by the
Ottoman Turks. The Ottoman Empire ended 100 years ago, but the memory of past subjugation led the Serbs to form a
nationalist militia that conducted ethnic cleansing and the slaughter of Muslims in the abattoir of the Balkans in the
Nineties.
It is a bleak prospect when dissent is marginalized and opposition becomes increasingly limited. This has
become manifest in the political dominance of climate change deniers and a president seemingly willing to threaten
some third-rate country with nuclear annihilation every couple months. It creates a feeling of hopelessness and
diminishing confidence in the ability of mankind to survive to the end of this century. This zeitgeist has come to be
reflected in art and literature. Margaret Atwood’s 1985 novel The Handmaid’s Tale was adapted for television several
years ago, envisioning American democracy overthrown and a Christian dictatorship supplanting it. The show’s
popularity, despite plotlines depicting the serial crushing of dissent and the subjugation of women, is mysterious on one
level. Why would viewers expose themselves to what is a variety of torture porn—“must-see” masochism? Another
cable television series, Westworld, also has its source in the past, in this case a 1973 film. In a slight departure from
that film’s plot, the televised Westworld’s futuristic theme park posits a playground for rich sociopaths. For an
exorbitant price, visitors can live out their fantasies of murder, rape and indiscriminate violence by committing these
acts upon the resort’s android residents without suffering any consequences. As the series went on, the androids
became self-aware and launched a revolt. One suspects it will end badly.
Proliferating scenarios of a horrific imagined future moved literary critic Jill Lepore to pen the essay “No,
We Cannot” in the 6/5/17 issue of the New Yorker. Lepore noted that dystopian fiction once had an element of
redemption. One could even say Atlas Shrugged had a redemptive aspect because her heroes hope to triumph over
socialism when they return to a ruined America. Lepore notes the dystopia of the right is the paradise of the left and
vice versa. Each side of the aisle has its own literary traditions. Stories often center on a resistance movement
coalescing and its eventual triumph (as in The Hunger Games film franchise). Now the same genre increasingly tells
of a slow slide to apocalypse with stops along the desolate way in a struggle for the barest necessities to sustain life.
(The aforementioned Ms. Atwood has spent much of her post-Handmaid‘s career writing books in this vein.) Lepore
observed that it reflected an increasing belief that the future is a disaster waiting to happen because it cannot be
stopped.
Five months before in the New Yorker, “Survival of the Richest” by Evan Osnos described how certain
wealthy individuals are making sure they can safely flee to armed compounds when whatever complex of scenarios
cause the collapse of civilization. (Tip: You have to provide accommodations for your pilot and his family so he has
skin in the game when it all hits the fan.) Of course, the first question that comes to mind is why not fix the
societal/environmental/economic problems plaguing the world? Well, the article mentions the statistic that 25 hedge
fund managers make more money than all the kindergarten teachers in America. We have our priorities straight in
America and self-interest makes for a whole bunch of Ayn Rand fans plotting a course to their own private Oz.
H.G. Wells, in his 1895 novel The Time Machine, had his hero visit a post-apocalyptic future. The book
became a science fiction classic and served as the model for later time travel fictional speculations. The ability to
travel forward or backward in time as a means to create dramatic scenarios seemed to proliferate as the twentieth
century gave way to the new millennium. Perhaps it was simply that the possibilities of stock plot situations had come
to feel as exhausted as the TV family sitcom. The impulse to want to travel to the future could be as simple as the
dream of better possibilities (the cliché of the lottery ticket’s “dollar and a dream”). The yen to visit the past almost
always centers on changing something, reflecting nearly everyone’s psychic burden of a lifetime of botched
opportunities. The Terminator film franchise centers on the robotic agents of the artificial intelligence attempting to
make mankind extinct in the near future. The emissaries travel back in time to kill the humans who would avert their
victory. On a lighter note, the 1993 film Groundhog Day shows a hapless hero living the same day over and over, as if
engaging the reset button in a videogame. He gets out of bed and explores various possibilities, eventually leading him
to aspire to a level of virtue allowing him to exit the time loop so can go on with his life. The Nineties television series
Quantum Leap found the fictional Dr. Sam Beckett trapped in a time travel device that kept his body in the present, but
his consciousness sent to different dates in the past where he inhabited the body of a stranger. He was forced to be a
quick study on his current host body’s personal situation in order to overcome some challenge. The premise was that
the presumably enlightened mindset of the present could solve the injustices of a less morally evolved past.

The writers of these time travel entertainments have not contemplated certain aspects of the concept as deeply
as Catherine Gallagher. Her recent book, Telling It Like It Wasn’t: The Counterfactual Imagination in History and
Fiction, explores the proliferation of novels superimposing what-if scenarios on historical events as well as
philosophical and military speculation which grew out of arguments against prevailing beliefs or war game strategizing
respectively. Most alternate history scenarios were rooted in nineteenth century views of progress, understandable in
an age of invention. (Gallagher does not discuss the historical determinism of Hegel and Marx, but a belief in man’s
inevitable progress can be traced to the Enlightenment.) As mankind marched towards a supposedly more advanced
future, setbacks in the past could be seen as missed opportunities. Such diversions from development could be
rehabilitated by fictional construct. The 1836 novel Napoleon and the Conquest of the World by Louis GeoffroyChateau sees the French emperor withdraw early from his military adventure in Russia and gradually spread the French
Revolution’s concept of citizenship around the globe. In contrast, the British exploitation-driven Guilty Men by the
pseudonymous “Cato,” was written in the aftermath of the evacuation at Dunkirk. It assigns blame vaguely because
most English politicians had been in favor of avoiding war, including Churchill’s conservatives. Guilty Men offers
many examples of past moments when action could have been taken and the crisis avoided.
Fact-based books, even those using actual events for fictional purposes, have a bottom line brand of
catharsis. Gallagher notes how plotlines that alter the past by making it worse turn the actual present into an unlikely
outcome, which provokes a kind of nausea. Amazon TV recently aired its adaptation of the 1962 Philip K. Dick novel
The Man in the High Castle, which imagines a conquered America under joint German and Japanese rule. The 2004
Philip Roth novel The Plot Against America frames a scenario in which celebrity aviator Charles Lindbergh and his
isolationist agenda win for him the American presidency and the country stays out of World War II, but adopts
variations of white nationalist policies.
Gallagher has a lengthy discussion of stories depicting Britain under Nazi domination. In many cases,
fictional characters must process an imposed end of their national identity and it triggers a search for meaning. A 1978
English television series An Englishman’s Castle is set in the country some years after its conquest. Amnesty was
granted to the English, but not races targeted by the Nazis. Since the victors do not disturb private life, conditional on
acceptance of the invaders’ policies, no one protests. Hannah Arendt’s controversial observations on the banality of
evil are ratified when a population acquiesces to domination rather than compromise their own comfort. As in Orwell’s
1984, the erasure of the past helps perpetuate the packaged reality of the present. The fictional characters in Castle are
unable to imagine the reality of the viewing audience. The Nazi triumph, part of the characters’ present reality, makes
them less able to think of life as a free people as their memories recede into the past.
Gallagher also zeroes in on alternate history centering on the American Civil War. Many of these are
theoretical exercises filtered through the prejudices contemporary with their authorship. Noted cynical crank H.L.
Mencken’s 1930 essay “The Calamity at Appomattox” frames a world in which slavery would have ended out of
economic necessity, but the author nonetheless mourns the decline of the Southern landed aristocracy. Had the elite
retained their prominence, poor Southern whites would not have become such a force in political life. By framing
slavery’s end as a business decision, Mencken takes the religious/moral argument out of the equation. These rhetorical
points allow Mencken to target two of his favorite bugbears: rural boobs and religious do-gooders respectively.
From the same year, Winston Churchill’s “If Lee Had Not Won at Gettysburg” speculates on the
consequences of a Confederate victory. The Confederacy, United States and England gradually reunite to better form
an alliance to advance their imperial ambitions. Their eventual global domination prevents World War I and the Great
Depression. Not surprisingly, an advocate of empire like Churchill does not consider the aspirations for independence
in Third World countries. (Gallagher points out that both Mencken and Churchill note that Reconstruction failed, but
they advance no solutions to redress still-extant grievances of people of color—not that the future Knight of the Garter
and opponent of Gandhi would care.)
These two commentators, one American and one English, could not come close to the flood of “noble cause”
defenders writing from the Reconstruction period to our own day. These scribes frequently pair a Southern victory
with the withering away of slavery in the war’s aftermath. The linked events echo to frame the Civil War as a military
conflict, thereby subtracting the moral dimension. Southern gallantry on the battlefield hogs the spotlight while the
present’s continuing legacy of racism is ignored. Alternate history is, after all, a way to deny real history. In the minds
of its fans, it becomes of equal value. It is as if it had actually happened. The whole Civil War re-enactor hobby can be
seen as a way to prolong the war and live in a past where a Northern victory did not occur.

Gallagher points out that slavery’s projected evaporation following a Southern victory is a fantasy. She refers
to a pioneering work of economic history, the 1958 article, “The Economics of Slavery in the Ante-Bellum South.”
Authors Alfred H. Conrad and John R. Meyer submitted slavery to the kind of standards any modern entrepreneur
would employ. If one could not make more on an investment than would be made by purchasing government bonds
with the same amount of money, why bother? Comparing the financial instruments available before the war, the
authors concluded slavery was demonstrably profitable. As a source for building wealth, it still can be found today in
the undeveloped world. You can ask the ten-year-old kid locked inside a hovel and weaving rugs in Bangla Desh.
One could make an alternate history argument that the Civil War did not end in 1865. It is still being fought.
The North won the war, but did not win the peace. That peace is still not settled, the way the Korean conflict ended
with a truce in 1953, but continues with belligerents glaring across the 38th parallel. The South’s political leaders were
not jailed and their generals were not charged with treason or mutiny. That meant General Nathan Bedford Forrest was
able to lead the Ku Klux Klan during Reconstruction. In 1876, with a presidential election headed to the Electoral
College, Republicans agreed to withdraw federal troops from the South in exchange for Southern Democrats not
blocking the victory of Rutherford B. Hayes. The fate of the ex-slaves was not important to the two parties. A 75-year
reign of Jim Crow turned racism into a Southern institution. In 1952, with racial integration of the American armed
forces a given, a Republican pact with Southern “Dixiecrats” blocked Harry Truman’s efforts to dismantle the political
traditions of the South—segregation, lynching and the poll tax. It set up a separate Republican strategic tradition in
which blacks were demonized and any attempt to advance their station was framed as a diminution of white status.
The history of civil rights for black Americans ends up recalling that film Groundhog Day, only it is not
about personal moral progress. It is a game of Chutes and Ladders minus the ladders. The political gamesmanship of
1876 and 1952 translate as ways to press the reset button. Metaphorically, it is a do-over in a team sport that only
benefits one side.
Gallagher, in a revelatory section of her book, discusses tort-law and how affirmative action programs took
the position that all of society was to blame and no one was at fault save history. She then goes to Thurgood Marshall,
the first black Supreme Court justice, and his minority opinion in the 1978 Regents of the University of California v.
Bakke. Alan Bakke, a white man, argued that minority set-asides kept him from admission to the state’s medical school
at Davis, CA. The Court ruled in Bakke’s favor 5-4. Marshall took the opportunity to drag the Court to the woodshed.
In previous civil rights cases, particularly the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson ruling (upholding “separate, but equal”
facilities), Marshall wrote that the Court “destroyed the movement toward complete equality.” He added that if the
court had ruled in 1896 that lesser treatment based on color was illegal, Bakke would not have brought his case before
the bench in 1978.
The textual originalism theory of right-wing jurisprudence aside, there is an excess of law in this present
conservative-leaning Supreme Court, but not much justice. Their tendency is to talk of the Constitution as if it was a
combination of the Old Testament’s Leviticus and Deuteronomy as filtered through the Talmud. That philosophical
underpinning translates as ideology. They set back the clock, assuming that there are no problems that have not
happened before—ones waiting for old solutions. It turns Constitutional law into an esoteric religion, one suited to the
initiates and leaving the perceived heathens to suffer the fate of outsiders.
In novelist Lawrence Durrell’s Monsieur (1974) a Gnostic sect combining early Christian and pagan elements
meets in the Egyptian hinterlands. Entry to the sect bestows secret knowledge. Paramount among their beliefs is that
the God the world worships is actually Satan and that the centuries of greed, murder and subjugation in the name of
religion offer evidence in abundance. The true God of the Gnostics will supplant the Evil One just as Jesus smote the
money changers in the temple since He could see Satan was in their midst.
Ellen G. Friedman, writing about the bloodbath in El Salvador during the Reagan years depicted by Joan
Didion in her book Salvador, noted, “If ‘what happened’ cannot be determined, how much more removed is the
meaning of what happened.” The Republicans and their continuing attempts to erase the legacy of the New Deal is a
way to rewrite the sufferings of the Depression. They recast the economic disaster as prolonged by Roosevelt’s
policies instead of being caused by inadequate oversight of the financial markets. They call a senile old man the Great
Communicator and frame Nixon as a statesman instead of a paranoid with an enemies list.
Let us presume for a moment that all the talk of conservative pundits; all their reverence for the founding
fathers is a sham. Their emphasis on some parts of the Constitution (“the right to keep and bear arms”) while ignoring
others (“the right to vote shall not be abridged on account of race”) is all bullshit. Their beliefs are just a complex of
lies they tell, just like the ones the current Commander-in-Chief does every day. What if their real idol is not Paine,
Jefferson or Madison, but an exiled French diplomat writing at the dawn of the nineteenth century? (There’s that era
again.)

Joseph de Maistre had seen the French monarchy collapse, the ensuing revolution and the rise of Napoleon
from a vantage point outside the country. He spent his final days as Sardinia’s envoy to Russia. Understandably,
Maistre felt the Enlightenment had been a mistake. In his view, man was a sinful creature given to disorder. He goes
into battle willingly, eager to kill for the license that war provides to rape and steal. (The same workers who marched
on May Day in 1914 to demonstrate international worker solidarity were killing their foreign brothers six months later
in the trenches.) Since man would be just as happy to kill his neighbors, authority must be unrelenting, ideally a
theocracy in Maistre’s view. This variety of rule has gravitas by the threat of punishment in the present as well as the
afterlife. Like Machiavelli, Maistre felt the usual position a ruler found himself in was to be loved and feared.
Consensus was to be avoided because the introduction of a contrary viewpoint brought dissension and usually
downfall.
The Enlightenment promulgated the view that men everywhere were the same (the “all men are created
equal” line slipped into America’s Declaration of Independence). Not to Maistre. Any freedom is at the discretion of
authority. Rulers understand that man is motivated by superstition, folkways and traditions. He cannot be allowed to
indulge in critical thinking. It would only make him unhappy and restless. Ancient Rome epitomized government at
its best for de Maistre. Slavery and crucifixion kept the mob in line. In his time, Maistre felt government and religion
united the people, with the Catholic Church overseeing equality and regulating competition through moral authority.
The concept emanating from France’s revolution that citizenship made you French regardless of national origin
disgusted him. Ethnicity and language defined nationalism. (One finds this idea echoed today in America’s white
ethnics griping about Spanish language options on voicemail stealing five seconds from their precious telephone time.)
The homogenized nation as an ideal was Maistre’s key to any country’s preservation. As Isaiah Berlin observed, this
sense of realpolitik indicated that men prefer vengeance and security to liberty.
So in our present America, puppetmasters stoke hatred against racial and ethnic minorities, as well as swarthy
foreigners and Muslims, while taking time to attend a prayer breakfast or two. Yet in their secret lair (which I imagine
looks like the “war room” where the real rulers of the planet meet in almost every episode of the cartoon series
Metalocalypse) they gather and raise their glasses to Joseph de Maistre, who taught them how to bring mankind to heel
by catering to their base nature.
*

*

*

And now back to our regularly scheduled program.
SoundCloud, the Website hosting DJ sets and hip-hop mixtapes has 175 million users worldwide, but laid off
173 staffers and announced cost-cutting in July 2017. Co-founder Alexander Ljung had secured $70 million credit in
March, but required an additional $170 million cash infusion a month after the layoff. Like most online destinations
facilitating copyright infringement, SoundCloud carried on a running war with the major labels virtually since its
inception. Mixtapes were available for download using uncleared samples. The mix creators and the site each pointed
fingers at each other. Though the mixtapes were often free, this did not quell label protests over what they felt was
abuse of their intellectual property.
SoundCloud had been prodded by the major labels to sell ads and split the revenue in the manner of video site
YouTube, thereby guaranteeing some revenue to the imprints. Warner Music Group licensed catalog to SoundCloud
amidst talks of a proposed subscription music service. Universal and Sony were less enthused and pulled music from
the site before deciding to work with SoundCloud in 2016. However, by that time, Spotify and Apple Music had much
larger use bases—Spotify with 60 million worldwide and recent arrival Apple with 27 million.
One barrier to SoundCloud’s growth was its identity as a launching pad for “bubbling-under” acts without a
contract. These unknowns had free exposure, but the site’s users were reluctant to become subscribers to a fee-based
service when Spotify and its rival Pandora had a free tier with established artists.
SoundCloud was likely to run out of money in a stock market having much more profitable places for
investors to put their money. Another scenario might see its purchase at a discount by another streaming service in
need of an audience to mine for demographic gold and market share to draw ad dollars.
*

*

*

Jay-Z’s Tidal streaming service remained as a standalone entity despite ongoing rumors of an impending sale.
Google was said to be offering $500 million for the service at the beginning of 2017, but that proposal did not
materialize. Tidal added modestly to its subscriber base, fueled by exclusives such as Jay-Z’s latest release 4:44.
However, the pool of artists able to commit to providing any service with sole access to a new release shrank
considerably in early 2017. Universal Music Group’s Lucian Grainge banned any of his acts from going with a single
service to the detriment of others. This decision had collateral damage for Apple, whose use of exclusives had figured
prominently in sales pitches for its download service iTunes as well as its streaming service, Apple Music. Apple
wanted to continue to exploit exclusives to draw users from competitor Spotify.
Of course, the open secret is that the major streaming services basically offer the same songs. Each tries to
stand out through debuts of new artists, guest stars or curated playlists. The streaming pie was expected to be cut into
smaller slices following Amazon Prime’s membership drive in 2017 and its corresponding push of the Echo, best
described as a wireless speaker and eavesdropping advice. An Amazon streaming service could thereby enter half the
homes in America as a Trojan horse by early 2018.
Still, it will be a bigger pie for the streaming services. The U.S. Department of Commerce in early 2017
predicted global streaming revenue would hit $5.4 billion by 2019. The figure comes despite all streaming audio
brands having a hard time getting users to pony up for a subscription. Pandora’s free version has 78 million users per
month. The $4.99 per month Pandora Plus has 4.3 million.
Nonetheless, Spotify is dragging its feet on setting a date for going public. One would think that, with the
present administration’s pro-business environment, the timing would be right for an initial public offering. Of course,
Spotify’s origins in Sweden might bump up against current American economic nationalism. In the meantime, a spring
2017 deal saw that streaming service yield to Universal on how long it could feature a new release on its free, adsupported tier—two weeks after a new album drops. This could be framed as a stalling tactic to delay discussion of the
licensing fees it pays to labels as an on-demand streamer. Spotify’s borrowing structure states that for every six months
it delays its IPO, the interest rate on its debt rises 1%. On the other hand, it slides lower an unspecified amount if the
number of subscribers continues to increase on its fee-based tier. This suggests Spotify might continue this figurative
balancing act for some time.
Spotify would prefer to improve its bottom line by pushing for a reduction in those licensing fees. A possible
part of a strategy to gain leverage in future negotiations saw Spotify go into talks with Chinese Internet conglomerate
Tencent Holdings Ltd., the world’s largest videogame publisher by revenue. Tencent is unusual in the Chinese
business community because it is willing to substantially invest outside the borders of its own country. In 2017, it
added $2 billion to a stake it already had in Snap Inc. provider of the video/social media hybrid Snapchat. Tencent
owns the popular-in-China WeChat and previously paid an undisclosed (and likely considerable) amount to the major
labels to oversee their music rights in China. This enabled the success of the company’s streaming division, Tencent
Music Entertainment Group. Competitors to TMEG must go through the firm to obtain song rights for major label
repertoire. Tencent has 700 million monthly users on its free, ad-supported system, mostly accessed via mobile phone,
nearly ten times Pandora’s corresponding global footprint.
The Spotify-Tencent deal, described at the beginning of December in the Wall Street Journal, would translate
to 10% stakes in each other’s businesses. Tencent would provide cash to make the stakes of equal value. Both firms
are privately held. Presumably, the pair would jointly negotiate licensing fees with the labels. If the end result were
favorable, it would goose investor sentiment for both firms’ future IPOs. Tencent, like Spotify, plans to go public and
the Western firm is offering expertise to their partner on how to grow the number of paid subscribers in China.
Separately, a compelling part of the sales pitch for Spotify’s user base is its algorithm-driven playlists. Users
who are not inclined to picking songs one-by-one can choose a playlist centered on a theme (say, “classic rock” or
“exercise music”) and can listen while determining if the results suit their needs. It seems simple enough, but not
behind the scenes.
Spotify has 4,500 playlists. Some of these are label-owned and flog their catalogs. Spotify will program
independent artists or sources cheaper to license than major label music as a way to keep costs down. The streaming
service has 150 programmers globally—not computer programmers, but personnel seeking out music to place in
rotation on the playlists. As such, this curatorial function serves as the equivalent of a radio station’s program director.
Lately, the PD has become an endangered species in broadcasting, particularly at the local level. Radio conglomerates
with a nationwide presence now rely on national program directors. These executives guarantee songs congruent with
the station “image”—the same songs for the corporation’s modern rock formats in Spokane, WA and Cincinnati, OH
for the usual brand consistency reasons we are all too tired of hearing about.

Spotify also has a chart of its audience’s most popular songs. This encourages some labels to attempt to hype
their way onto the chart via those aforementioned label-owned playlists on the streamer. The most popular playlists
have become de facto hit charts. RapCaviar is consistently the most popular playlist on Spotify with 8.4 million
followers. Programmed by one Tuma Basa, RapCaviar is the exception to Spotify’s inclination to offer programming
unique to specific global markets. Mr. Basa is, in effect, a PD with an international impact. His choices are swiped by
his lazy brethren in radio without the skills to do the research themselves beyond scanning social media for the next
YouTube sensation to blow up.
One way for artists to guarantee exposure on Spotify is to establish their own playlist. Acts often program
their friends in an unintentional parody of the denizens of crowdfunding as they pledge money to help press each
other’s albums. Celebrity playlist curators include Father John Misty for one. Those less drawn to celebrity branding
can resort to Spotify offerings such as the muzak-like Peaceful Piano and Deep Focus. Rolling Stone’s 8/24/17 issue
relayed industry suspicions that the fodder for those instrumental playlists, recorded in Sweden, was owned by Spotify.
Produced contractually, they offered the company an income stream. (No pun intended.)
*

*

*

Since streaming has been on the ascendancy in the past couple years, downloading-as-ownership has receded
both in visibility and as a consumer preference. This has left Neil Young in a bit of a muddle. Jukebox Awards readers
may remember that Young launched his Pono download ecosystem in 2014, hyping its high-resolution audio quality
and a proprietary player. In short, he was offering up his own version of the iTunes business model. However, Apple’s
musical ecosystem went into decline as consumers began to listen to music streamed to their phones. The Pono audio
format cannot be imported to the iPhone or any other mobile environment. Oops.
This required a rethink by Mr. Young, particularly after Apple bought Omnifone in 2016. Omnifone ran the
PonoWorld store for Young. Apple chose to shutter Omnifone after buying it. In April 2017, Young announced a deal
with Singapore-based Orastream to launch the streaming service Xstream. The new service would offer highresolution playback despite changes in bandwidth, adjusting on the fly without interruption to listening. The streaming
“format” was unique to Orastream. Young looked back on Pono and expressed frustration with the expensive charges
labels imposed to generate high-resolution files for the service, fees that had to be passed on to Pono users.
Correspondingly, the cost became a bone of contention with Young’s investors.
As for those who purchased the PonoPlayer, they would have to set it aside. It is not a streaming device and
cannot be used with the Xstream system. It will make a nice conversation piece on the coffee table.
*

*

*

For home audio equipment queers inclined to amuse themselves by reading the quarrels generated in online
forums, the arrival of MQA was likely an occasion for joy. The layman was more given to shake his fist at what
appeared to be another audio format designed to suck money from his wallet. Master Quality Authenticated is a codec
(a way to encode and decode signals) offering high-resolution audio in iterations ranging from the mastering process of
recordings to streaming audio and other related entertainment applications. It reduces bandwidth in a way that evokes
that earlier data compression format of the Napster era, MP3. An MQA file is offered at 24-bit/384kHz sampling, but
“folds it down” to 24-bit/44.1kHz or 24-bit/48kHz and makes it compatible with CD sound resolution. As a bonus, it
can be “unfolded” at its destination back to the original resolution of 384kHz. MQA would translate in typical music
player software, but would sound best in an MQA-equipped digital audio converter capable of offering the notably
higher sampling rate. The ability to have a smaller music file for “transmission,” ease of download and streaming all
figured into the sales pitch. Consumers given to storing audio on a server would have the dual benefit of highresolution audio and more room for it.
Without turning things into a technical workshop, MQA was conceived as a way to better convey the way
music sounds as posited by scientific consensus in the psychoacoustics discipline. As outlined in a September 2017
article in the high-end audio magazine The Absolute Sound, writer Robert Harley explained that new thinking about
how humans and animals hear sounds in the wild influenced technology. Previously the ear was considered to be a
metaphorical microphone feeding sound to the brain for processing. Sound discernment was subsequently determined
to have more to do with the ability to figuratively parse sound waves by detecting repetition, pauses and isolating
specifics from background noise. (For humans you could compare it to the process of hearing music on a radio in
another room while a person was speaking to you, gradually recognizing the song, then identifying the performer while
the other person continued talking.) In this view, timing is more than rhythm as the brain analyzes and reanalyzes
incoming sound information. MQA packs less information in its file, but formats it in a way so the ear does not miss
incoming information while still processing it as music.

MQA rapidly found acceptance in the streaming business. Tidal announced it would stream MQA files at the
dawn of 2017. Universal Music Group soon followed suit. By summer, Sony was leaning toward adopting it while
global digital rights agency Merlin offered to help its client list of independent labels and distributors encode their
master recordings in MQA.
The stampede of support may have been a factor in a growing outcry of opposition in both the professional
audio community and among prospective consumers. That same issue of The Absolute Sound featured a guest editorial,
“The Politics of MQA” by Andrew Quint. Unnamed sound engineers auditioning MQA weighed in skeptically on the
new format. The barbs ranged variously as either a new technology no one needs, a marketing ploy to sell a fresh
package of product complexes to audio hobbyists or a lateral move rather than an advance since it offered no
discernible improvement over currently available technologies. Mr. Quint, for his part, stated that MQA sounded to
him comparable to other high-resolution options and, when not better, different. Analog champion Michael Fremer
seconded that view in the September issue of Stereophile, giving MQA a thumbs up, but noting that vinyl records
sounded superior.
The debate above does not even touch on the other aspect of MQA’s rapid adoption by the record labels and
their competition. MQA Ltd. is selling its services to the labels, the hardware and software manufacturers. The
listeners are somewhere down the supply line. When the labels converted to the CD format, the vinyl format was left
to whither. Records became an orphaned technology for the most part. Due to the attractive price point for MQA’s
direct customers, universal acceptance would mean freezing out any emerging technology which might improve or
discover a new advance to deliver music. (Ask an older audiophile about the decision to adopt red lasers rather than
blue lasers in optical disc technology, then duck.) MQA’s low cost to entertainment companies means it would not
only be adopted by music-related businesses, but video, film, theater sound and, by extension, multichannel sound for
the home. People already using home audio servers and multichannel devices for viewing films know the dizzying
array of products and options, not to mention filtering choices in digital audio converter units. This suggests excessive
obsolescence for hardware already owned unless the purchaser can be content with not hearing MQA in the optimal
way the company intended.
In the meantime, the Internet is flooded with gripes about MQA varying from audio hardware manufacturers
concerned about sharing proprietary technology with MQA Ltd, to consumers worried about having to switch to a new
format to small consumer electronics players feeling shut out because they are not big enough to play in the MQA
league.
And the beat will go on, no doubt.
*

*

*

All this talk about streaming and bandwidth serves as evidence of the hit physical product continues to take in
the marketplace. At the beginning of 2017, Canada’s biggest music retail chain HMV went into bankruptcy, planning
to close 102 stores by the end of April.
A visit to a record store, if you can find one, usually reveals a shrinking CD inventory and a burgeoning vinyl
section often stealing square footage from the optical media. Vinyl has popped-up in Whole Foods grocery stores,
Urban Outfitters clothiers and Barnes & Noble bookstores thereby illustrating the diversity of outlets flogging the
format. Many are reissues of older recordings; catalog sourced from the major labels. This has strained demand at
record pressing plants and filled production schedules. Indie label bands must wait in line like everyone else and make
a cash commitment many are unable to afford. This is best evidenced by the rising retail price of LPs, even in nonaudiophile versions.
Surprisingly, your local record store might have shelf space devoted to cassettes. Previous editions of the
Jukebox Awards have referred to the popularity of the vintage format among the indie rock crowd and the incarcerated.
(Prison ministries issue cassettes since CDs are considered contraband in light of their ability to be repurposed into an
edged weapon.) The cassette’s comeback as a music carrier centers on its inexpensive unit cost to combos on a tight
budget. Like LPs, cassettes can be packaged with a download card, obviating the need for the purchaser to convert the
analog tape to a digital signal for transfer to a portable device. As a bonus, the band can leverage the purchaser contact
info into marketing statistics. Bandcamp, which serves as a distribution channel for indie rock bands, noted on
12/28/17 that there had been 17,872 cassette tapes released by performers via the Website in 2017.

The cassette gained higher visibility over the past several years through a variety of celebrity endorsements.
Lin-Manuel Miranda oversaw The Hamilton Mixtape, derived from his hit Broadway show. Mr. Miranda insisted on
the format as a tribute to the mixtape phenomenon of his youth. The soundtracks for recent films in the Star Wars
franchise also appeared on cassette, presumably inspired by cassettes for the two Guardians of the Galaxy films in
which an heirloom mixtape figures as a plot device. Album releases by Justin Bieber (Purpose) and The Weeknd
(Beauty Behind the Madness) saw release in the format, a nod suspected to snare the dollars of obsessive fans.
With these factors in mind, it came as no surprise that National Audio Company in Springfield, MO (once
dubbed “the recording capital of Greene County” by Lou Whitney of local heroes the Morells) was in the process of
building the country’s first new assembly line in years for the production of ferric oxide cassette tape. NAC had
maintained a stockpile of one-eighth inch magnetic tape, canvassing nationwide for new sources, but looked to run out
eventually. The new assembly line was a necessity if they intended to remain in business. It involved re-engineering a
machine used to make magnetic strips for credit cards into something more suited to NAC’s purpose. The company
looked to start shipping finished product by the dawn of 2018.
However, it is part of our job at the Jukebox Awards to puncture the balloons of overenthusiastic hipster
consumers. The variety of cassettes manufactured for the indie audience is schlock-writ-large. This writer has taken
note of the quality of items on display and they recall the promotional cassettes dispensed by the Columbia family of
labels in the late Seventies. These were apparently intended not to last very far beyond the publicity cycle of those
releases. Today’s cassettes use normal bias tape, not chromium dioxide or “metal” varieties of high bias product. The
shells containing the tape lack the anti-resonance properties of brand name standard bearers of the era such as Maxell
and TDK. And to personalize this issue via this correspondent’s experience, a various artists cassette accompanying
the fanzine Galactic Zoo Dossier bound-up in my cassette deck and got munched.
Stop trying to be cute. Spend some money you cheap bastards. You do not catch companies melting down
old Barbie dolls to make vinyl records. Yet.
A more surprising comeback in the recording tape market was the resurgence of the reel-to-reel format.
(Please, no angry letters from you Nagra owners demanding a correction.) Player/recorders (tape decks to our more
mature readers) include the Mara Machina MCI JH110 HiFi, a one-quarter inch, two-track unit priced at $7,000.00 and
the Gamut D3i with similar features selling for $8,490.00. Readers may assume that these devices are being pitched to
home recording analog enthusiast musicians, but audiophiles were more excited at the near simultaneous return of
albums available on reel-to-reel tape. Before cassettes swamped the marketplace, albums on reel-to-reel were prized
because they were sourced from the original master tapes. Acoustic Sounds, a mail order retailer, launched a series
bannered “Analogue Productions Ultra Tape” and rendered at fifteen-inches per second. Available titles include the
1994 Hope-Hugh Masekela and 1993’s Breaking Silence-Janis Ian. Brand names plowing the same furrow include
Fone, Groove Note and Opus3, with more likely to come. Attractively priced for the vendor, Ultra Tape goes for an
exorbitant $450.00 each. One shudders at the likelihood of yet another pissing contest among audiophiles.
As long as we are “back here with the gear” it would be worth noting how specialized equipment tends to
spontaneously appear once any leisure activity is firmly established. As people try to become master chefs in their
spare time, they feel the need to have pie chains and eventually a sous-vide rig. Likewise in audio, the erstwhile
turntable owner soon finds himself contemplating a record cleaning system priced at over $500.00. However, a survey
of the vast vista of consumers will find all sorts of people buying what they do not need. So behold the wireless
turntable. The music extracted from the grooves is sent through the cartridge to a set of speakers or headphones via
Bluetooth connection. Essentially the user is converting an analog signal into digital and a wireless signal back into
analog. This writer takes note of the product’s existence, but offers no recommendation, brand name or price point.
However, it is a good bet potential purchasers would get better mileage out of a simple stereo system.
Other technophiles with deeper pockets than this writer might take note of the DS Audio DS 002, an optical
phonograph cartridge. Not a moving magnet or moving coil device, the DS 002 uses an LED optical sensor to respond
to the movement of the stylus as it tracks a record. Tests in The Absolute Sound magazine determined the product was
good at translating voices, but threw the soundstage off balance and picked up groove noise. For $2,250.00 one should
be able to obtain a product whose manufacturer has already done the beta testing instead of leaving it to the consumer.
Who do they think they are? General Motors?
*

*

*

One older technology having a harder time of it was radio. In March 2017, radio conglomerate iHeart Media
tried to renegotiate the debt it had taken on when purchased from the Mays family in early 2008. The economic
collapse later that year would make further profit forecasts difficult. The $10 billion amount carried a payment
deadline, but the corporation had put off creditors over a dozen times. Ostensibly a public company, iHeart’s principal
owners are private equity firms Bain Capital and Thomas H. Lee Partners. Over the course of the year, iHeart’s
problems grew with its debt load. On 11/30/17 the broadcaster’s bid to restructure the $15 billion it owed was rejected
by its creditors, among them Franklin Resources. The radio firm offered a debt-for-equity swap of 87% of IHeart
Media as well as a smaller share of its Clear Channel Outdoor Holdings, a publicly traded company whose signature
billboards are scattered all over the country. The Franklin group demanded 95% of the radio unit and all of the more
lucrative billboard division. Negotiations would continue into 2018, but the clock was running. A separate debt
package of $8.4 billion was due in 2019.
Across the radio landscape one could find entities with problems similar to iHeart Media. Speculators who
had bought up parts of the entertainment landscape with borrowed money in the past came to find the returns on their
new purchase were insufficient to service that debt. To make the colloquial nut, radio combines were forced to add to
the commercial load. However, with competition from the Internet and its promise of targeted ads, customers were less
likely to advertise on radio. Ratings firm Nielsen, with information culled from its proprietary portable people meters,
discovered that radio listenership was down in morning and afternoon drive times. This upset a pricing model that sold
advertising for those air shifts at a premium. Then too, as commercial loads increased, audiences tuned-out. (Sidebar:
Is this writer the only one suspicious when switching stations during a commercial break and finding the follow-up
station is also on commercial break? Joint station ownership? Secret treaties?)
Commuters had more entertainment options. They could plug their smartphones into car audio systems and
listen to music uninterrupted. Satellite radio offered music to suit listener taste commercial free. Then too, the recent
snake pit of national politics drove listeners to news and talk formats. They attracted an older audience of less interest
to certain advertisers.
As the year went on, radio consolidation accelerated. In November 2017 Cumulus Media filed for Chapter
11 reorganization. The owner of four radio stations in Chicago alone, Cumulus would likely sell off some properties.
In the same month, radio conglomerate Entercom bought the radio holdings of CBS for $2.4 billion. One surprising
byproduct was the change in format for WJMK, Chicago’s longtime FM oldies station in the Eighties and Nineties.
Without advance publicity or a gimmicky transition, the station became “104.3 Jams” with a format of Nineties hip-hop
and rhythm and blues.
Surprising as this was, a search across the radio dial will reveal a middling sameness. Heritage formats
abound in which older music can be heard on stations recycling the same 500 songs. One can often hear a song twice
in one day, broadcast from two different frequencies. Variety may come from an unlikely source. In the same way
Amazon is trying to get its Echo into homes, it is pushing to have the wireless speaker come stock in new car models
from American automakers. Drivers could request songs from an Amazon streaming audio company. This will allow
staffers at the tech giant to hear you swear at other drivers—a different angle at gathering data. It will make for a great
gag reel to play at office meetings.
*

*

*

An article in the 9/2/17 issue of Billboard discussed Amazon’s attempts to enter the event ticketing business
by going into competition with Ticketmaster. The overall strategy hinged on the product loyalty of Amazon customers,
one that would be deepened when the company expanded its Amazon Prime program and signed-up even more
participants. In the same way that Ticketmaster’s owner, concert promoter Live Nation, pitches event tickets to
frequent customers, Amazon envisioned a scenario of Prime members buying tickets with the incentive of not having
Ticketmaster’s add-on fees and service charges.
As the only source for tickets to most events, Ticketmaster has long made concertgoers bristle at service
charges that are usually based on a percentage of the ducat’s face value. As seat prices have risen, so has the cut
Ticketmaster takes. The audience grumbles, but pays the tab. (Those buyers purchasing by phone are often staggered
by the bottom line when the customer service rep says, “Your total is…”) Some speculate over some future tipping
point, including Live Nation executives. Company CEO Michel Rapino called Ticketmaster service charges “not
defendable” in a leaked email. The company’s public relations representatives were compelled to agree.
After Amazon staffed its new ticket sales division, initial success came in Europe. In the EEC, venues do not
have exclusive arrangements with ticket vendors. In America, Live Nation owns most of its venues and Ticketmaster is
the only source to gain entry. The promoter spends $4 billion a year to lock up exclusive relationships with outside
clients. In the case of acts, Live Nation pays to route entire tours onto their stages.

Running up against this near-monopoly in America, Amazon attempted to negotiate with their competitor,
one unlikely to split profits with them. Additionally, Ticketmaster wanted demographic information about Amazon’s
customer base, something the tech giant prizes more than any business relationship. Not surprisingly, Amazon was at
an impasse. It could pitch its service to small market venues and acts not associated with Live Nation, but those
locations might fear being frozen out of national tours or the ability for performers to play the concert behemoth’s
venues respectively.
Separately, those upset about getting cheated out of decent seats by scalpers or, as they like to be called,
“ticket brokers,” Ticketmaster launched the Verified Fan system. By screening ticket purchasers and establishing
buyer identity, Verified Fan was designed to hamper the use of bots to suck up vast segments of computerized ticket
sales. Country act Eric Church cancelled 25 thousand tickets sold for an early 2017 Louisville, KY show because they
could track the purchases to a site in Brooklyn.
Verified Fan starts its process with a prospective buyer register. These names are vetted, and then receive a
code to buy the tickets. The system also checks the purchaser’s email address and record of previous sales. Bruce
Springsteen chose Verified Fan for his one-man Broadway show with a top ticket price of $850.00. Ticketmaster can
tweak the conditions for purchase, an option favored by Taylor Swift, which gave preferential treatment to fans buying
her merchandise or promoting the singer on social media. Ticketmaster exec David Marcus noted at year-end that
Verified Fan cut down scalping by 90%. Perhaps, but brokers still managed to offer $1,500.00 tickets for a night with
The Boss.
U2 picked Verified Fan to sell all its tickets for their 2017 run, the top-selling tour of the year at just shy of a
$317 million gross. The band used the system’s option to bundle purchase of their current album with the price of the
concert ticket (a strategy once used by Prince). Worth noting is that Billboard’s album chart methodology will add
such album purchases to sales totals. However, chart referees require that the CD/record/download of the album must
be claimed. Some concertgoers agreed to the deal just to be guaranteed a seat and ignored the rest of the transaction.
This recalls the old distinction between shipping platinum and selling platinum.
*

*

*

If some of the above passages concerning the concert business seemed a bit like rivals squaring off in some
cinematic racketeering scenario, it would not be surprising. In this case an old show business expression should be
amended to, “The bigger they are, the meaner they are.” Promoters in two of the biggest U.S. markets, Los Angeles
and New York, are separated by thousands of miles, but this does not keep them from trying to cut each other’s throats.
Irv Azoff, talent manager for the Eagles and other acts, serves as chairman/CEO of Azoff MSG
Entertainment, owner of Madison Square Garden in New York. Azoff began informing acts that if they wanted to play
the Garden they would have to play the Forum in Los Angeles, not the Staples Center. MSG’s rival, promoter AEG
Live, owns the Staples. That promoter responded by telling acts wanting to play the O2 Arena in London (booked by
AEG Live) that they would have to play the Staples Center.
Two promoters worth billions of dollars serve to illustrate how lucrative the concert business has become and
the cash outlay needed to make it work. In 2017, Mr. Azoff launched a pair of stadium events—one in metropolitan
New York and one in Los Angeles. Framed as a destination festival, Classic East and West’s lineup could be described
as the survivors of Seventies California cocaine rock: the Eagles, Fleetwood Mac, the Doobie Brothers and Steely Dan.
Lower deck seats were priced at $950.00 each.
The timing was more than coincidental with the fact that Desert Trip, the 2016 classic rock festival dubbed
“Coachella for Geezers” took the year off in 2017. (Incidentally, one of Trip’s partners is AEG Live.) These events
are hard to schedule since the lead time involves snagging big acts less likely to play dozens of spots in America. The
festival concept combines tourism and music. If a band is playing in your state, you are disinclined to hack to that polo
ground near the California desert to see them. Festival headliners can play a handful of these events for big paychecks,
but this tends to leave less for the support acts. Those bands can be enticed to do the gig for the exposure and resign
themselves to a lesser payday. There have also been situations when a hot new band booked well in advance for
respectable money falls off the social media radar by show time. Bonnaroo, the Tennessee festival launched to attract
jam band fans, had an audience downturn of 28 thousand attendees in 2016. They booked U2 for the 2017 edition, the
first festival appearance for the Irish band, which received $3million for the gig.

With so much money riding on a festival’s success or failure, it is not a game for amateurs. This was brought
home by the farce that became the Fyre Festival. Scheduled for the last weekend in April 2017, Fyre was framed as a
VIP event. Promoters Billy McFarland (son of two real estate developers) and rapper Ja Rule intended to present a
diverse lineup of acts at Norman’s Cay in the Exumas district of the Bahamas. The site was described as having berths
for yachts and guest villas. VIP packages topped out at $400 thousand, including an Artist’s Palace offer combining
lodging, gold circle tickets for eight, access to the site’s Artists’ Village and dinner with one of the acts for
$399,995.00. Some 10 thousand people bought tickets in the $2,500.00-$4,000.00 range, depending on
accommodations. When the event was abruptly cancelled on 4/28/17, early arrivals found portable toilets and tents.
Local authorities were forced to mount a relief/rescue mission.
In the aftermath it was discovered that neither partner had any concert promotion experience, much less the
necessary logistical knowledge to mount a festival. McFarland fired three staging/production firms before deciding to
do it himself. Booking agents for the acts claimed deposits and anticipated retainer fees went unpaid. In contrast,
money flowed recklessly to celebrity endorsers to talk-up Fyre. Kendall Jenner was paid $250 thousand. Shills hired to
post on Instagram were given $10 thousand a holler. Unsurprisingly, the partners lost an estimated $10-$25 million
and faced a class action lawsuit asking $100 million in damages. An unchastened McFarland announced he wanted to
reboot the festival for 2018. Not quite six months after the debacle, McFarland entered a not guilty plea to fraud
charges in a Manhattan courtroom.
*

*

*

A far cry from a festival whose plot line plays like a low budget Seventies film comedy is one that has the
elements of a violent video game. Such was the experience of those attending the 10/2/17 Route 91 Harvest Festival in
Las Vegas, held in the streets of that city. A lone gunman carried a small arsenal into a high-rise hotel room, broke out
a window and fired into the crowd. The carnage was horrifying—58 dead and 851 injured by the time the shooting
stopped—a staggering body count in a country becoming numb to such massacres. The shooter utilized semiautomatic
rifles modified with bump stocks, a device which allows the firearm to cycle bullets with the rapidity of a fully
automatic machine gun. The Josh Abbott Band, onstage at the time, had to dive for cover as did the crowd. Police
broke down the door an hour after the shooting began to find the perpetrator dead from a self-inflicted gunshot wound.
He left no documents citing a reason for the slaughter.
Country musicians and their fans tend to be rural and Republican. There was a remote possibility that being
the target of some heavily armed maniac might boost IQs. Wrong. Caleb Keeter of the Josh Abbott band was the only
member of the group who spoke out against unrestricted gun access. The rest of the band stayed mum. Performer John
Rich of duo Big & Rich had played earlier and was offsite when the shooting started. As a Trump supporter and gun
advocate, Rich did not surprise with a change of heart. In the 10/14/17 issue of Billboard’s coverage of the Vegas
shooting, the magazine asked 24 acts and executives in the country music field if the attack changed their opinions on
gun control. Most had no comment. The magazine quoted Steve Sisolak, chairman of Vegas’s Clark County
Commission, “No law could have prevented what happened.”
Well think of one, asshole. Let me help.
Ownership of fully automatic weapons in this country is restricted to those holding a special Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms license to sell the same. It has a screening/application process taking up to a year. The
bump stock is a dodge around this restriction, legal in a number of states. One can also buy a hand crank device that
mounts over the trigger and guard enabling a semiautomatic rifle to fire in the style of a Civil War era gatling gun.
What would a presumably law abiding gun owner want with these devices? They say it allows tighter groupings at the
target range. Tell us another whopper. Okay then. The use of silencers on firearms is regulated state-by-state with 42
allowing them. Why are they needed? Shooters claim it is to protect their ears. Apparently they do not know about
those insulated headphones worn at airports or they are blind and cannot see the hearing protectors most people wear at
the target range. I would get into the example of the evil genius wanting to show the world how to use 3-D printing to
make a plastic pistol you can probably get through airline security, but I want to get to higher ground before the bullshit
rises.

You can count on the National Rifle Association to use their “slippery slope” argument that any limit on gun
access would lead to abrogation of the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. The organization has an NRA
Country offshoot conducting outreach to fans of the music. Veteran stars such as Alan Jackson have played their
conventions. Nashville trade group the Academy of Country Music distanced itself from the NRA following the Sandy
Hook Elementary School shooting in Newtown, CT in December of 2012. Neutrality is not opposition. Country star
Tim McGraw once played a Sandy Hook Promise benefit show, but felt compelled to say he was a gun owner and offer
the weasel words “sensible solutions.” You can contrast that with the iron in Roseanne Cash’s 10/2/17 New York Times
guest editorial accusing the NRA of funding domestic terrorism. Cash is country by lineage but lives in New York;
safe from the kind of people she grew up with.
A country music critic whose name slips my mind once noted that the style is basically an affirmation of
whiteness. It expresses pride in the way things have always been done by its audience. However I direct you to former
U.S. Court of Appeals Judge Richard Posner’s words, “How can tradition be a reason for anything? I don’t get that…
We’ve been doing a stupid thing for a hundred years, a thousand years, we’ll keep doing it because it’s tradition?”
Like that “Free Bird,” they can’t change. Country stars feel they would jeopardize their careers and lose part of their
audience if they expressed opinions counter to that of their fans. Jimi Westbrook of Little Big Town, interviewed prior
to the Vegas bloodbath in the 2/25/17 issue of Billboard, defended his apolitical stance. “I don’t think people want to
hear that from me,” said Westbrook. It recalled Bob Dylan’s inspiration for writing “Blowing in the Wind”—a roomful
of people hesitant to speak about the violence done to black protesters in the early Sixties American South. “Your
silence betrays you,” thought Dylan as he summoned his muse.
Deaths in U.S. firearms-related incidents compared with total U.S. war deaths:
* 1.53 million firearms-related deaths in U.S. 1968-2015
* 1.2 million U.S. war dead 1775-2017
(USA Today 12/8/17)
With no satisfaction likely from a Republican Congress, the first lawsuit from survivors was filed within a
week against Live Nation, promoter of the Las Vegas festival.
The Vegas attack was presaged by the 5/22/17 assault on the audience leaving an Ariana Grande concert at
Manchester Arena in that British city. A suicide bomber left 22 dead and 59 injured. Consensus among crowd safety
experts in the aftermath concluded that no venue can be 100% secure. A Los Angeles conference catering to venue
safety professionals in summer 2017 floated a number of exotic strategies and technologies. Jamming devices could be
employed to block radio control signals to a drone aircraft used to carry explosives. Smartphone body cameras on
police could network to a central command center to better coordinate a response. Advances in metal detector
technology to screen crowds faster and trained dogs able to detect the odor of explosives were among other possible
tactics. The security tab for concert promoters looks to be increasing, a possible factor in Kevin Lyman’s decision to
discontinue his annual Vans Warped Tour. Corporate sponsorships paid the tab for Lyman’s events, the bands got next
to nothing and the margins must have been miniscule and looked to get smaller.
A call for advanced facial recognition software echoed the plans of China’s central government to have photo
identification on file for all its billion-plus citizens. It reflected the view of former Ticketmaster CEO Nathan Hubbard,
“If we need to know everything about 100 people trying to get on an airplane, it seems like we should know something
about 100 thousand people trying to get into a stadium.” The police will like this because more Homeland Security
money will flow into their coffers for military grade weapons. The implication is that the right to keep and bear arms
creates the need for a garrison state to protect one group of citizens from another and lessen the body count. David
Schwester, promoter of outdoor events in England such as the reborn Isle of Wight Festival noted in the 6/15/17
Rolling Stone, “Festivalgoers will have to concede they are taking risks and make decisions for themselves.”
In the interest of helping concertgoers save money, the Jukebox Awards offers the following information to
aid in that decision about attending live events. Philip Anschutz, a Christian conservative billionaire, owns AEG Live.
John Malone, the conservative billionaire owner of Liberty Media, owns Live Nation. Cable TV billionaire James
Dolan owns Azoff MSG. The Ricketts family, owner of the Chicago Cubs, tries to annually increase the number of
concerts they can hold at Wrigley Field whenever the Cubs are not playing there. What do all these people have in
common? They all bankrolled Donald Trump and support the crafting of laws and policies that strengthen their status
as the American aristocracy. Do you really want them to have your money?
*

*

*

The September 2017 sale of Rolling Stone magazine in its 50th year of operation marked the end of publisher
Jann Wenner’s continuing attempt to balance coverage of legacy performers of the Baby Boom with acts of today
thrown on the cover to move copies off the newsstand. (Submitted for your approval: Migos—three rappers from
Atlanta with a champagne budget, but still drinking cough syrup to party down and unable to hire security competent
enough to keep crazy ex-girlfriends from interrupting studio work.)
Stone founder Wenner started the paper to cover the exploding 1967 San Francisco scene and the
underground rock movement coalescing globally. Rolling Stone outlasted competing journals covering the scene such
as Crawdaddy, Changes, Rock, and numerous also-rans in the then-roiling underground newspaper field. After a lateral
move into book publishing in the Seventies with the Straight Arrow imprint, Wenner parlayed Stone’s status as an
arbiter of the rock scene into an executive slot at Cleveland’s Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Wenner’s later magazine
ventures included a competitor to People called Us and the fashion-driven/celebrity mash-up titled In-Style, clogged
with apparel ads. One suspects that these later efforts reflected Wenner’s likely belief that pop culture and celebrity
had supplanted artistry in music among members of his generation. A 2/9/17 Rolling Stone cover featured Paris
Jackson, daughter of Michael. She was not angling for a music career. Paris (and her 50 tattoos) was fishing for a
modeling or actress job while telling tales of growing up Jackson.
Titles were sold off one-by-one until Rolling Stone was the last to go. Its final years were marred by bad
publicity. Actor Sean Penn’s 2016 interview with Joaquin “El Chapo “ Guzman, the Mexican drug lord, combined
celebrity coverage and sensationalism. A defamation suit against the magazine followed a 2014 expose about campus
rape culture at the University of Virginia—a story collapsing when the victim recanted. Perhaps Wenner had become
disengaged from the property that built his fortune. Some find it easier to start something than to maintain it. Walking
away may be difficult, but sometimes staying away is harder—especially if you don’t realize how much something
means to you. Berry Gordy sold off Motown, but it is not as if he had a second act in his life to keep him from
repeatedly returning to the scene of the crime.
*

*

*

The appearance of a new reissue label, Craft Recordings, was surprising in an age of declining sales of
physical product and an accompanying paucity of sales for the massive boxed sets that were so common in the
Nineties. Its debut release in late summer 2017 was a 3-LP boxed set, The Complete 1957 Riverside Recordings of
Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane. By Christmas they offered a career-spanning retrospective of bluesman John Lee
Hooker. Craft was a new subsidiary of the Concord Music Group, a firm which has gone from serving as an umbrella
for some of the last names of the old independent label sector to a diverse enterprise on a par with its major label
competitors.
Concord’s initial visibility was as a mainstream jazz label in the Seventies, founded in 1973 by Carl
Jefferson, a wealthy California jazz fan and promoter. The roster consisted of jazz veterans, paralleling those on the
then-active Pablo label. Concord essentially reflected the musical taste of its owner. With Jefferson’s passing, sale of
the imprint saw the beginning of a shopping spree by the new owners, including TV mogul Norman Lear. 2004 saw
the purchase of Fantasy, the Berkeley, CA independent jazz label which made a fortune with the hits of Creedence
Clearwater Revival. At that time the old indie label business model of the Fifties/Sixties was dying. Those record men
were often cashing out for a pittance. Fantasy had the bright idea of buying up imprints it felt would be good fits. By
the time Concord came knocking, Fantasy was home to Pablo, Prestige, Riverside, Contemporary (all offering jazz
back catalog), the Seventies holdings of the Stax/Volt soul label and the onetime home of Little Richard, Specialty
Records.
To some observers, the new Concord seemed to lack the instincts of experienced record men. Their forte
seemed to be marketing and forming joint ventures. A deal with Starbucks offered CDs at point of sale in the coffee
chain’s outlets—exclusive releases in agreements with established acts such as their breakthrough deal in 2002 to sell
Genius Loves Company-Ray Charles. It was followed by similar pacts with Paul McCartney, Joni Mitchell and others.
Today Concord has a roster including St. Vincent, the Pretty Reckless, Prophets of Rage, James Taylor and
Paul Simon. R.E.M.’s music is licensed worldwide through Concord, after the band acquired its Warner Brothers back
catalog. In June 2017, the company bought Imagem Music Group, a music publisher with a library of 250 thousand
copyrights. And Concord continues to hunt independent labels, purchasing both the Razor & Tie imprint and Vanguard
in 2015. This sequence of deals prompted some to ask if the company was going to have an IPO or to sell the company
outright. A stock offering is frequently an exit strategy for investors. Some statistics rank Concord as the seventh
largest label globally and the R.E.M. deal made them look healthier than major label Warners.

In one sense, a sale would go against the business climate of the past several years. Label-owned music
publishing is generating the bulk of the majors’ revenue despite the pittance paid per each music stream. As a
consequence, the remaining pool of independent music publishers are being snapped up by investors hoping to create a
pool of copyrights capable of generating a predictable rate of return. This in turn could be framed as an asset—
collateral used to borrow with a rate of return applied to service the debt.
Round Hill Music Royalty Partners, a private equity firm, purchased Carlin Music in late September 2017 for
$245 million. Freddy Bienstock who published rhythm and blues songwriter Otis Blackwell and counted “Don’t Be
Cruel” and “Fever” had assembled Carlin among his holdings. Round Hill also bought the publishing and master
recordings of veteran punk rockers the Offspring. The partnership also owns the four early Beatles 45s and B-sides not
owned by Sony Music Publishing. Round Hill’s strategy is to buy more song rights and pay investors a fixed periodic
rate of return from incoming royalties in the manner of a real estate investment trust.
Billboard reported in November 2017 that songwriters who own their publishing were selling it for ten-totwelve times or more the net publisher’s share (a business metric used as a standard of a catalog’s worth). Publishing
business executives with more experience offered rebuttal in the magazine’s 11/18/17 issue. BMG’s president of U.S.
repertoire and marketing, Zach Katz noted that a pop song-focused catalog will peak in three-to-four years and then
generate 20% of that amount. In Katz’s view, too many were paying too much.
Of course, there is money to be made administering catalog as well. Private equity firm Blackstone Group
bought performing rights organization SESAC in 2017. Like its bigger competitors ASCAP and BMI, SESAC collects
on behalf of publishers by tracking song use and charging them a fee. SESAC represents 20 thousand publishers and
675 thousand compositions.
As streaming becomes the preferred mode of music consumption, publishers are among the few getting paid.
Additionally, they are the only entities drawing royalties for radio airplay. Streaming alone accounts for Universal
Music Group’s increase of 14% in revenue in the first half of 2017 over the same period in 2016.
*
*
*
For those who still buy compact discs, whether to support the performer or a hesitancy to buy into the
streaming audio ecosystem, it is easy to become dismayed by the decline in packaging quality for the product. The
jewel box design (a polystyrene hinged case designed to protect the disc), once the industry standard, is now seen with
decreasing regularity. It has been replaced by containers of varying degrees of shoddiness. Examples include:
* A miniature version of a cardboard LP cover in which the CD is inserted
without benefit of a plain paper or polylined sleeve to protect the CD
from scratches.
* A variation on the above, only a miniature version of a gatefold LP
sleeve with an additional pocket for a small poster, lyrics sheet or
album credits.
* A minimal plastic CD snap-in “keeper,” which is then glued to a thin,
card stock gatefold cover in imitation of a jewel box, only offering
less protection.
The above variations tend to offer multiple opportunities to mishandle the compact disc—scuffs, fingerprints
and losing one’s grip on the item. In his car, this writer stores a soft, cloth-like paper towel to pull reluctant discs out of
their covers for insertion (and removal from) the auto’s player as a means of minimizing damage.
Multiple disc sets create their own problems since, though more expensive, they utilize elaborations of the
same dodgy design issues. British label Cherry Red offers 3-CD boxed sets containing those miniature LP sleeves in a
laminated cardboard box. One can anticipate the box’s eventual collapse in the style of George Harrison’s vinyl set for
All Things Must Pass. The Grateful Dead’s live show reissue program on Rhino sees cardboard sleeves for 3-CD sets
which unfold in the manner of the 1971 Woodstock soundtrack album, a likely intentional packaging allusion.
However, the Rhino sets’ packaging varies from release to release, as if the album art designer dictates how the music
software will be installed to accommodate his vision. Protection of the CDs appears secondary.

Special scorn must be reserved for German label Bear Family. Once the label switched to more
environmentally friendly presentations ten years ago, they did not rethink their tendency to include in-depth
informational liner notes. The booklets receive more care than the records and have pride of place. Bear Family’s
Country & Western Hit Parade year-by-year compilation series feature a gatefold hard cover similar in thickness to a
Dr. Seuss children’s book. The over-60 page booklets are bound in, but the CD is in a hard cardboard sleeve glued into
the interior of the back cover. The disc is very hard to extract and re-insert. That American Epic set mentioned above
is rendered in a mock-up of a 78-RPM album booklet of the Forties—very attractive, but hard on the CDs.
Similarly, Bear Family’s Sweet Soul Music year-by-year compilations are packaged in that aforementioned
triple gatefold Woodstock style. A slot within holds the removable 70-plus-page book, while a keeper tray is glued to
the inner back panel to hold the CD. The tray has already become detached from my 1968 volume.
It should be noted that neither cheaper packaging, nor the decline in CD sales have led to reduced costs to the
consumer for frontline/new releases. One is inclined to think that the major labels and their distribution arms servicing
indie labels are indifferent to physical product. This thinly disguises their view that the format will die off soon. For a
product that was framed as “perfect sound forever”—well, forever does not mean what it used to.
*

*

*

Jimmy Page, since the end of Led Zeppelin, has been a “guitarist without a country.” Zep’s vocalist Robert
Plant reunited with Page in the Honeydrippers and the Firm in the Eighties. Page did a solo album in 1988 and
recorded with Whitesnake vocalist David Coverdale in 1993. Page reunited with Plant the next year, but Plant soon
decamped to a number of varied and eclectic projects. Critical consensus holds these all constituted a weak second act
for Page, particularly after being part of what was considered the world’s most successful group in the early Seventies.
So with the present looking not that inspiring, Page decided to exploit his past. He launched Jimmy Page
Music on his Website, becoming a label executive in the process. The first release in April2017 was Chris Farlowe &
the Thunderbirds: The Beginning. Farlowe first came to prominence in the UK in 1966 with the hit “Out of Time,” a
Jagger-Richard tune recorded for their manager Andrew Oldham’s Immediate label. Page was session guitarist on the
song, but his association with Farlowe goes back before 1961, the year he produced the vocalist’s debut album at the
age of sixteen.
A fan of Thunderbirds guitarist Bobby Taylor, the teenaged Page offered to finance a recording session.
Page had already been playing as a studio guitarist, the result of the shortage of adult session musicians in London
having a feel for rock ‘n’ roll at the time. The future Yardbird impressed the band with his command of the studio.
Nonetheless, in a pre-Beatles Britain, there was little label interest for a self-contained group with a style anticipating
the beat groups which would saturate the country in a couple years.
Farlowe went on to a long career, fronting one group after another (Juicy Lucy and Colosseum in the
underground era to name two) and was still gigging when Page contacted him about the 1961 recording. In articles
about this archival release, Farlowe revealed Page had a warehouse of memorabilia spanning the course of his career,
one worthy of ex-Rolling Stone Bill Wyman. This served as a clue to Page’s next label project.
Yardbirds ’68 was hyped at the beginning of November 2017 as containing eighteen “never-released”
recordings by the influential Sixties band, which at varying times included Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck and Page in the lead
guitar slot. However, the press release required substantial qualification.
The source for Yardbirds ‘68 consists of two 3/30/68 live sets done at the Anderson Theater in NYC and
studio session for the Epic label on 4/3-4/5/68. In the studio, the band listened to the live shows” enhanced” by
producer Manny Kellem with overdubbed reverb and added applause. The group, led by onetime studio rat Page,
balked at the sound quality and exercised their contractual right to deny release. The Yardbirds split in July 1968 and
Page went on to form Led Zeppelin.
Flash forward to 1971 and Epic decided to capitalize on the success of Page’s new band. The label released
Live Yardbirds! Featuring Jimmy Page. The guitarist then filed a cease-and-desist, causing the record to be
withdrawn. In 1976, the album reappeared on the Columbia Special Products imprint. Page quashed this as well and
took the additional legal move of demanding that Epic destroy all master recordings and materials associated with the
album.

Over the ensuing years the album was repeatedly bootlegged using the few extant Live Yardbirds! LPs as a
source. This continued in the CD era with a summer 2000 bootleg release. A later bootleg 2-CD set, Cumular Limit
contained earlier Yardbirds outtakes and rough mixes of the four April 1968 Epic studio songs. Page reacted as
previously, despite Limit having the involvement of ex-Yardbirds Chris Dreja and Jim McCarty. Still, the participation
of his former bandmates set the stage for further contact.
Page eventually invited Dreja and McCarty to a listening session at a London studio. It transpired that Epic
had turned the 1968 Yardbirds tapes over to Page in the aftermath of the 1976 cease-and-desist. Page placed the tape in
his archive where it was ignored until he hatched the idea of remixing it. The listening party was designed to show off
his handiwork and get Dreja and McCarty to sign-off on the project so they could get compensated when the reissue
came out.
Yardbirds ’68 takes the Anderson Theater show presented on the 1971 release and strips it of the extraneous
production funk. The second set was not used due to vocalist Keith Relf imbibing between sets and botching lyrics
after they retook the stage. The sole exception is a second set “Drinking Muddy Water,” included for its torrid reading.
The companion studio sessions include the quizzical choice of “Knowing That I’m Losing You” with Keith Relf’s
vocals removed. “Knowing” is the early version of what later became the Led Zeppelin song “Tangerine”. No
explanation is given for Relf’s omission and he cannot complain since he has been dead since 1976. The reborn
Anderson Theater show stands as a marked improvement over the withdrawn Epic release and serves to remind those
of a certain age how the Yardbirds were the most innovative of the prominent British Invasion groups save the Beatles.
Their forward-thinking experimentation anticipated the Freakbeat acts as well as the underground acts that preceded
Led Zeppelin.
Now that Page is puttering around in his rooms of dusty mementoes, perhaps he will render a high quality,
authorized version of those frequently bootlegged collections of his studio work in the Sixties.
*

*

*

“Despacito”-Luis Fonsi & Daddy Yankee became the song of summer 2017, not because of some sort of
balmy, good times feel, but by sheer omnipresence. The song dropped in January and was a streaming hit globally,
save for the States. Teen idol Justin Bieber heard the song in a Bogota, Columbia club and realized the commercial
prospects of turning it into a collaboration of Spanish and English-speaking acts. The remix came credited to the
original artists with the addition “featuring Justin Bieber.” His third-party participation took the record to the top of the
Hot 100. It stayed there for seventeen weeks. By July “Despacito” was the most streamed song ever to that date. A
video of the song had 4.5 billion YouTube views.
Seventeen Latin songs entered the Hot 100, notable in a year when Donald Trump dubbed Spanish-speaking
immigrants criminals and worse. It served to illustrate that consumer buying decisions can be personal and bypass
political considerations. Then too, Trump’s hostility might have encouraged purchase as an act of defiance. Booming
out of car radios around the country, “Despacito” said, “In your face!”
*

*

*

Some people refer to Chuck Berry as the “King of Rock ‘n’ Roll.” It is usually intended less as praise for the
St. Louis singer/guitarist, but more a slap against Elvis Presley. Gone for over 45 years, Elvis managed to dodge the
fate of his preceding holders of the title “Hippest White Guy in America.” An early death spared him a long, twilight
drift into more misguided musical directions, inappropriate fashion choices and a parade of ex-wives. Mick Jagger
took up that cross.
Chuck Berry’s survival, long after the career crises that plagued most Fifties rockers, saw him become a kind
of elder statesman to second generation rockers while having his biggest hit with a double entendre novelty he did not
even write. He eased into semi-retirement, but was willing to play anywhere for anyone willing to meet his ironclad
contract conditions (Some made a career of renting promoters the vintage musical gear Berry insisted upon using.) and
pay him up front.

Berry had a staggering flair for making the wrong choices for a black man born in America before the civil
rights era. In 1944, out of money on his way to California with two friends, the trio took to robbery. Berry wound up
with a ten year bid in Missouri juvenile facility Algoa, but was paroled in three. A 1959 arrest for violating the Mann
Act drew a three-year sentence in a federal penitentiary. A Seventies IRS audit saw Berry plead guilty to tax evasion
and spend four months in California’s Lompoc Prison Farm. He entered Lompoc a month after playing a show at the
Carter White House. Then there was the embarrassment of paying out a number of cash settlements to women featured
in sex videos with the man and to some unwilling stars of subsequent hidden camera footage from the ladies room at
Berry’s Southern Air Restaurant in suburban St. Louis.
Perhaps it was an outgrowth of an artist’s temperament—breaking rules and seeing what would happen. On
one level it wrote a drama of his life, one pushing against the limits an American black man had. He was not going to
stop. People talk about survivor’s guilt, but what about survivor’s curiosity? What else can I get through? Or could it
be the gambler’s philosophy that playing involves losing sometimes.
Berry could best be thought of as one of the first rock ‘n’ roll auteurs. He wrote and performed his own
songs while developing a singular style on his instrument of choice. Berry drew his subject matter from the
environment of his Fifties teenage audience, even though he was in his late twenties when he first hit with
“Maybelline.” His themes of cars, high school, dating and dancing encapsulated the lifestyle of Fifties Baby Boomer
youth. The competition in the chart primarily consisted of song stylists performing material written by others—Elvis
and Jerry Lee Lewis being the most masterful. Through exposure to the subject matter of Berry’s songs, Eddie
Cochran was inspired to pen his own teenage snapshots. These went on to influence the Who and countless British
Invasion groups who put their personal spin on the work of the Fifties rockers. Of course the cars and fun Beach Boys
were such subconscious Chuck Berry fans they were later forced to give him a writer’s credit on “Surfin’ USA.”
Influence does not necessarily lead to happiness, particularly if someone can make more money off what you
can do better. Comedian Chris Rock once observed that it would be hard to find a middle-aged black man who was not
bitter. The Berry seen in Taylor Hackford’s 1987 documentary film Chuck Berry: Hail! Hail! Rock ‘n’ Roll is thorny,
canny, suspicious and has the pessimism born of realism.
I saw Chuck Berry in the early Seventies at a hot rod and custom car show back when rock bands regularly
played these events. Local group Possum River (with ex-Cryan’ Shames personnel) opened and were to act as Berry’s
backing band. I sat at the foot of a large pillar three feet away from a black gentleman with his back against the same
column. When he got up and took the stage, I realized it was the man himself. He was attired casually. How so? I
recognized his striped bell-bottoms as the same ones my high school buddy’s hipster dad wore, purchased from Kmart.
Berry ran through his catalog of hits that night, often turning his guitar neck away from his body as he sang
so Possum River could see what chords he was playing. He climaxed with “Johnny B. Goode,” making “Aw, shucks!”
faces as the crowd took over singing back the lyrics to him. It was a bit of show business he took up later in his career.
He was about a year away from “My Ding-a-Ling” that night, but even then he knew that sometimes the work is bigger
than you are.
Fats Domino, who also died in 2017, had the distinction of being the biggest selling Fifties rocker next to
Elvis with 65 million records sold by the early Eighties. A New Orleans native, Antoine Domino’s early exposure to
Crescent City piano giants such as Professor Longhair and Archibald, as well as then-current rhythm and blues pianists
such as Amos Milburn, led the young man to develop a rolling deliberate style in contrast to the flash of those keyboard
men. Joining trumpeter Dave Bartholomew’s band, he soon became featured vocalist and found a strong co-writer in
his boss. (Coincidentally, Bartholomew wrote Berry’s hit, “My Ding-a-Ling.”) A 1949 session featured the pair’s
composition “The Fat Man” and its success served as a template for a flood of New Orleans R ‘n’ B hits under
Domino’s name or other local acts backed by Bartholomew’s band. (The combo was so versatile that the same
ensemble backed Little Richard on record, only at a faster tempo.) Domino’s ability to cross from the pre-rock era into
the age of Elvis was evidence of his ability to appeal to some adults with his easygoing delivery. Growing up, one
sometimes found his records tucked in friends’ parents’ home entertainment centers.
Domino did not have the global influence that Chuck Berry had, but oddly enough the rotund pianist had a
profound impact in the countryside outside New Orleans. In the Cajun bayous, with its indigenous French language
folk music and the accordion-driven blues sound of zydeco, the appeal of Domino’s music helped inspire the style
called swamp pop. Young white and black musicians took to the simplicity of Domino’s hits and the diminished tempo
of his performing style, leading them to create an archetypal Fifties groove ideal for slow dancing. Prior to the dawn of
the Sixties, swamp pop threatened to break out of the bayous. The #2 hit “Sea of Love”- Phil Phillips, with its
prototypical elements of country ballad and a stately rhythm ideal for when it is too hot and humid to dance the
jitterbug, was almost the catalyst for a national craze.

The genial feel of many of Domino’s records and the low key nature of his live presentation made him seem
less charismatic than his Fifties peers. (His death did not lead to obituaries worthy of his accomplishments, with
Rolling Stone declining to give him respectable column inches.) Domino’s record sales and co-write credits gave him a
more comfortable living than the typical Fifties performer cheated out of royalties. His commercial success insured
good treatment by his label home Imperial, while a stable home life and eight children kept him off the police blotter.
The fact that Domino’s house was lost during Hurricane Katrina in 2005 initially led many to assume he had perished
in the disaster, reflecting how identifiable he had become with his home city. Death from natural causes was consistent
with a scandal-free life.
Tom Petty’s death in 2017 had less impact on this writer, than on his many fans. I recall seeing him at a
Chicago radio station show on his first tour. Elvis Costello opened that night on his first tour with a set that absolutely
killed. Petty and the Heartbreakers took the stage next and the main floor crowd reacted with an enthusiasm not shared
by two concert-going companions from our seats under the first balcony.
“I don’t get it,” he whispered.
I answered, “His charisma must not get past the first twenty rows.”
Petty represented a generation sparked by the Beatles in the same way an earlier generation had been jolted
by Elvis, who inspired a million rockabilly cats. By the mid-Sixties each town had a half-dozen garage bands. For
some of these young musicians it was a passing fancy, but others saw it as a career. The true believers pursued it
doggedly to success, failure or death.
Though unmoved by Petty the artist and classic rock fixture, I always granted Petty respect as a man. He
played with the same core bandmates for most of his career; only dumping bassist Howie Epstein from the
Heartbreakers after his heroin addiction became an issue. (Petty had just beaten his own opiate problem and the
friction was comparable to Miles Davis and his mid-Fifties firing of John Coltrane for near-identical reasons.) He
reconvened his high school band Mudcrutch twice, making records and taking them on tour. It offered his boyhood
pals a victory lap that had been denied them by their metaphorical road not taken. The gesture was indicative of Petty’s
tendency for creative side trips, like his solo albums or his stint in the Traveling Wilburys—a way to look inside
himself for something different or find a new aspect in himself through the interpersonal chemistry of working with
different people. Having a musical career of such consistent quality is achievement in itself when so many of his
Seventies peers essentially became oldies acts. Prior to his death, Petty spoke of quitting the road, but as a musician he
died with his boots on.
*

*

*

Wayne Russell wrote a pair of slim books privately printed in the early Seventies called Footsoldiers and
Kings. They offered a brief gloss on rockabilly performers, many of whom never became big stars. They made a
record or two, which may have been great, but continued success eluded them. Record collectors found the singles
later and lauded them. Still, the performers ended up with the kind of cult status that brings neither wealth nor fame.
Some became truck drivers or public works employees. In their private moments they probably cursed music for
offering a dream that would elude their grasp and torture them with memories. The good times and the girls under the
stars, well it was not enough. Looking back, it may as well have happened to another person for as far away that life
seemed from the one they ended up living.
A pop music generation is short—about as much time as one travels from junior high to a high school
diploma. (It seems longer when you are a kid watching a classroom clock at 10:15 A.M.) Stylistic shifts in music
happen about as fast. Elvis as the hillbilly cat with the guitar is supplanted by Bobby the poet, the spokesman of his
generation. The doo wop group becomes the English band that accompany themselves on their own instruments. We
process it as an imaginary movie of our youth in which we have the lead role. That the same music can be heard by our
metaphorical supporting cast creates the drama of a tumultuous youthful solidarity in which each person is blind to a
shared struggle toward adulthood because our vision goes only so far as the mirror. We have to fight our own battles.
Popular music captured some of the zeitgeist of the Sixties. A newer world seemed to be taking shape and
supplanting an older one of responsibility, epitomized by dad in his easy chair curled up with a beer. That type of life
seemed to balance on a fulcrum the weights of work and exhaustion. There was life in the music of the Sixties, a
glimpse of possibility. Your parents seemed to be living a life that was.

For some, it was not enough to listen to the music, but to play it as well. With Beatlemania, musical
performance seemed the key to popularity and sexual attraction to one’s peers. After the Beatles, songs about hot rods
began to disappear. Owning your dream car seemed less a goal than being a local music star and, by turns, expressing
artistry. Music was perfect for those having a kind of monastic bent and limited social skills. They could seclude
themselves with their instrument or favorite records and derive a benefit they could not obtain from interacting with
others. If musical skills could accrue, performance might do the hard work of socialization with the kids at school.
Music back then could lead you down paths you could not find on your own. The Doors could point you to
Aldous Huxley. A Frank Zappa liner note allusion could lead you on a pre-Internet search for a classical or jazz
musician who was only an exotic name. Zappa knew as much, once telling an interviewer that the target audience for
his music and the cynical barbs of his liner notes was alienated adolescent males contemptuous of those more adept
than they were at navigating the high school environment. Youthful rebellion became rebellion against those for whom
the system seemed organized to benefit. Estrangement led to more estrangement.
The saga of so many amateur musicians often ended with their first band. If that experience was
unsuccessful, it was easier to put away music as one of the “childish things” belittled by St. Paul in the Bible. For
others, the pleasure obtained from recognition and approval was justification enough to stay the course. The
transformation of rock ‘n’ roll into big business by the dawn of the Seventies offered encouragement. Performing
popular music was no longer seen as a passing phase for youth. The Beatles and Dylan proved you could have careers.
The motivation of so many musicians has stemmed from the thought, “I can do better than them.” Often, there was not
sufficient introspection to recognize that sentiment as a species of narcissism. The surrealist artist Salvador Dali used
to say that disasters in the modern world could be blamed on Jules Verne. That author made man aspire to greatness in
new and dangerous ways. One could (and some have) just as easily blamed the Beatles and the Sgt. Pepper’s album for
compelling the children of rock ‘n’ roll to hunt something they were not meant to discover—stylistic overreach their
own music could not support. That was the problem of art coming from people of limited inspiration and abilities.
Unreasonable expectations about life were easy to have in the pre-inflation Sixties when jobs with benefits
were common and one could make do with the discarded necessities of those with more money than you. When the
military draft ended and men did not have to face induction, masculinity and maturity were no longer imposed by
national service. One could approach adulthood leisurely and postpone the hard decisions prior to the realization that
the race is not to the swift. The professional musician is depicted in the 1974 hit “Taking Care of Business”-Bachman
Turner Overdrive as living a life of leisure. That band’s hot streak ended less than two years after its chart peak. Still, it
captured the truth of a lot of down time for the struggling musician. Perhaps there was a job with nights free to perform
and rehearse, the kind of work explained with the words, “But right now I’m working as…”
For some, music became a crutch for those without a sense of purpose. It seems more than coincidental that
the stereotypical yuppie emerged around the same time that some musicians looked at their mattress on the floor and
their roommates’ dirty dishes and began craving a place of their own. Maybe reality set in and the musician figured it
was time to take care of himself because he had lucked out after all those years without health insurance while dodging
any medical disasters. The maudlin 1975 Mac Davis hit “Rock N’ Roll (I Gave You the Best Years of My Life)” made
this writer bristle at the time. It seemed a kind of moral failure to blame music for one’s personal shortcomings and the
kind of breaks that are not really within one’s power to control. Yet it was also a way to say that you can love the
music, but it will not necessarily love you back.
The lifestyle killed many, certainly among the bluesmen. Alcohol, cigarette smoke and drugs put miles on
the figurative odometer and usually led to a one-way ride in the black station wagon. However, vices are not the only
perils of a life lived with recreational substances at hand. Everyone knows that one variety of fool, the last guest at the
party. He derives energy from booze, not relaxation. This tends to provide the first inkling that their personality is
being slowly eroded by their cravings. Gradually, their talent declines as well. The narrator of Tom T. Hall’s song
“The Year Clayton Delaney Died” worships the titular guitar player. Delaney tries to dissuade the narrator from
playing music even while teaching him how to drink. The message could simply be, “Don’t turn your life into a
country song if you can help it.” A modicum of talent does not avert personal disaster. I recall one of those local hero
singer-songwriters who could not work hard and could not work smart. He wrecked his marriage and his money slowly
dwindled to the level of guys living in a room at the YMCA. Yet he was happy as long as he could use his guitar as a
tool to pry open a woman’s legs.
At least he was alive, though not living the kind of life one would embrace rationally. Suicide looms large in
the world of the musician. Too much free time and not enough to fill it can lead many people to contemplate their
degree of failure. Often the more elevated the self-image; the greater can be the degree of disappointment. It need not
be a case of depression; it can be a perfectionist streak that reaches to achieve a standard which convinces neither an
audience nor themselves.

I recall another musician who died young and I think of Allen Ginsberg’s line, “I saw the best minds of my
generation destroyed by madness.” He went from guitarist in his high school jazz band to a college course of study in
electronic music composition. In an alternate time line he might have ended up in the Seventies New York downtown
experimental music scene, rubbing shoulders with Glenn Branca and Rhys Chatham. Instead he wound up suffering a
mental collapse, living at home with his parents until his death.
One can love music, but time can slowly transform our relationship with it. Oh, it is there for us, but it
increasingly becomes something that takes us by emotional surprise accidentally, Perhaps some songs from our youth
act as touchstones, akin to writer Susan Pierce’s description of souvenirs,”…lost youth, lost friends, lost past happiness,
they are the tears of things.”
The slang expression “the Irish sports pages” stands for the obituaries. (One should look daily to see if you
are in the line-up. It might save you a trip to work.) The names of the heroes and peers of our lifetime slowly accrue in
black and white. Time passes. Perusing a list of upcoming concerts gives us fewer reasons to see a show. Maybe we
never wanted to act like our parents, proclaiming that the music of their early lives was preferable to ours. Still, one
can apprehend a figurative changing of the sonic guard as we survey today’s scene. Chicago Cubs fan Eddie Vedder
plays a concert at Wrigley Field with Pearl Jam while ignoring the actions of the Ricketts family and their “onepercenter” agenda. Those must be pretty good complimentary seats for Eddie. Or maybe he just perceives it as another
corporate gig, playing for rich swells willing to bask sympathetically in the glow of someone else’s greater degree of
street credibility.
Beatlemania represented a kind of stereotype of the teenage fad, a combination of fashion and music intended
to fracture the cultural morass and create a “before and after.” For any number of reasons, it generated an extraordinary
loyalty that served to contaminate a succession of younger audiences as the years passed. In this way, it became an
institution, but it also meant it no longer remained transgressive. People are attracted to the outrage in the arrival of a
new thing. There was the theatrics of Alice Cooper, then Marilyn Manson, then Lady Gaga. Loud, angry guitar noise
ranging from punk rock to death metal to Japanese noise bands such as High Rise found its adherents. There was
always an audience for more abrasive styles, if only to forge a sense of solidarity within those ranks. One constant
from rock’s beginnings was that those who could find an affinity for rejected music could sometimes find room for
rejected people.
Grammy-winning performer Beck spoke to Billboard in the 10/28/17 issue about his latest album Colors, 21
years after his breakthrough Odelay. Taking home a trophy made him a little more deliberate in crafting a finished
product, a common strategy of building upon popular success and industry recognition. However, it was interesting to
read him framing his years of recorded blendings of genre as influenced by hip-hop and sampling. By extension, he
noted the ways this has transformed how pop music sounds as a studio concoction built from electronic
instrumentation. “Now it’s like, if it has a guitar, it is not as compelling,” Beck observed. He added later that rock
needed, “to find a new sonic dimension to work in.”
One could listen to the products of the country music charts to receive an object lesson in how meticulously
played electric guitars could end up sounding bloodless and perfunctory. Perhaps the age of the guitar is over in the
same way the age of the saxophone ended at the dawn of The Sixties as instrumental bands became more guitaroriented. Guys who played in marching bands had to do a rethink the same way saxophonists Howard Kaylan and
Mark Volman refashioned themselves as vocalists when they formed the Turtles. The music of the 78-RPM era
captured a rehearsed live performance in the studio. Once mistakes could be fixed and overdubs could enhance a song
in the Fifties studio, things were already looking to the day of recording songs without musicians with computers doing
most of the work.
Maybe it is a generational thing. Rockabilly is now a revivalist genre for those not teens in the Fifties. The
original audience which sustained it is dying off. Onetime producer Jimmy Iovine, now an executive at Apple Music,
noted in the 10/7/17 Billboard, “It’s a matter of time before the Sixties become the Fifties and the Fifties become the
Forties.” For the youth of the Sixties, music was a driving force and obsession. It represented a core truth since
childhood. Now the audience draws from it as one part of the media smorgasbord of video-on-demand, Spotify and
Websites that confirm our political preferences. The risk is that the means of consumption begins to become more
important that the pleasure we once derived from the music itself. It is part of the phenomenon manifesting itself in
those who say, “My phone is my life.” Can we ever emotionally keep something we once loved without the baggage of
the intervening years? Will anyone be able to truly express that history and what it meant—good and bad? Will
anyone understand it when its history is rewritten?
Michael B. O’Connell
3/31/53-12/11/17

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SORTS
Oxford American Winter 2017 If you have not had enough of the South in the past year’s politics, you can check out
this publication’s annual Southern music issue, which draws from the state of Kentucky. An interview with Les
McCann touches on his ever-relevant “Compared to What.’ Read about the United States Narcotic Farm, where
countless jazz musicians went to dry out during the be bop era. Freakwater discusses their career indifference, while an
article tells how “Happy Birthday” came from the streets and returned to the public domain, However, above all, the
tale of John Prine’s “Paradise” and its take on how Peabody Energy destroyed that Kentucky town to expand a coalfired power plant. Peabody was mad at Prine then and held a grudge as late as 2015, asking that the song’s lyrics be
stricken from a lawsuit filed against the company.
Save the Last Dance for Me: A Love Story of the Shag and the Society of Stranders-Phil Sawyer and Tom Poland
(Univ. of South Carolina Press: Columbia, SC, 2012) How white teens and young adults in post-World War II danced
to rhythm and blues records in the beach towns of South Carolina and turned it into a lifestyle. The book lovingly
describes what some readers may conclude is the actual, slow ossification of what is edgy into establishment. By the
last third of the book, veteran shaggers nearing retirement age are fighting over who will keep the party going with all
the nitpicking of a Florida condominium association. Flaming youth burns out.
“Young and Dumb Inside”-Emily Flake in the New Yorker 12/4/17 A comic strip depicting the artist’s punk rock
youth, her love of Jawbreaker and the way her crowd turned on the band when they made the transition to major label
affiliate DGC in 1995. Flake goes to see the reunited Jawbreaker at Riot Fest in 2017 and realizes she is there to grieve
the punk rock that was. Unstated is the view that punk enthusiasm and its sense of ownership of the music no longer
exists. And it may no longer mean anything.
Against the Current: Essays in the History of Ideas -Isaiah Berlin (Princeton, 2013) Berlin founded an academic
offshoot of philosophy that traced the development and reaction to the evolving historical threads of the Enlightenment,
communism and debates over determinism and logical positivism. Philosophy as a discipline has hinged on how an
answer is only valid until a better one comes along to supplant it. Berlin was a conservative, only inasmuch as he
concluded that so many political solutions of the past 400 years were utopian fantasies in the face of man’s greed and
savagery. His observations on nationalism-turned-fascist imperialism/expansionism frame it as a corpse which refuses
to die. Peace through trade and mutual interests was an imperfect unifier in the late twentieth century, but it is
preferable to the ethnic hatreds and xenophobia presently boiling over to scald the globe. His discussion of Joseph de
Maistre shaped this year’s essay.
“Please Don’t Bury My Soul”-John Jeremiah Sullivan in the New York Times Magazine 4/13/14 A visit to Mack
McCormick and a glimpse at his disorganized massive files leads to the revelation that the veteran blues researcher has
previously unpublished information on Geeshie Wiley and Elvie Thomas, two of the greatest country blues performers
and biggest enigmas on the old Paramount label. Sullivan is sparked to pick up the ball because the reclusive
McCormick is in ill health and uncooperative. Sullivan uncovers more than McCormick’s 1961 interview with Thomas
and finds a life lived coloring outside the lines. The revelation that the pair recorded for four days and all that survived
was six sides is the world’s loss. The article is also notable for a digression concerning McCormick’s views about
Robert Johnson (of whom he has an unpublished photo). McCormick wonders aloud here whether the stories now
extent about Johnson—even those published by Peter Guralnick with the help of McCormick’s research—are even
valid.
Telling It Like It Wasn’t: The Counterfactual Imagination in History and Fiction-Catherine Gallagher (Univ. of
Chicago, 2018) Perhaps theoretical physics and its speculation about parallel universes has led to the seeming
explosion of books offering alternate histories and “what if…” scenarios. Gallagher draws connections between
history-as-narrative and historical fiction in startling and enlightening ways.
“See My Face from the Other Side”-Daphne A. Brooks in Oxford American Winter 2016 A meditation upon the record
“Last Kind Word Blues”-Geeshie Wiley (Paramount 12951)

REISSUES
Reissue Event of the Year (Domestic):
American Epic: The Collection-Various (Sony Legacy/Columbia) Music from the 78-RPM era in
this 5-CD set comes across as a worthy successor to the Harry Smith Anthology of American Folk
Music from the Fifties. A new process of mastering the old recordings translates them with greater
clarity. The cast of characters has more of a multicultural flavor than the Smith collection. Newcomers
to this music will find much to discover and enjoy.
Reissue Event of the Year (Foreign):
:
Birth of a Legend—Truly Complete Starday and Mercury Recordings 1954-1961-George Jones
(Bear Family German import) Country giant’s earliest sides, which established his credentials as
the music’s outstanding vocalist, now stripped of later overdubs and fake stereo. Includes a 174-page
hardcover book.
Other Reissues of Note:
* Poetry for the Beat Generation-Jack Kerouac and Steve Allen (Real Gone Music) Limited edition
vinyl reissue of a 1959 album on the Hanover label in which the hero of the Fifties beatniks recites
his prose and poetry to jazz accompaniment. Beat with a beat.
* Action Painting-the Creation (Numero Group) Sixties Mod-gone-Freakbeat British band
produced by Shel Talmy after his work with the Kinks and the Who. Guitarist Eddie Phillips
used a violin bow on his axe prior to Jimmy Page and the group’s experimental approach is
heard throughout. Available as a pair of CDs or a truncated double LP set.
* Milk of the Tree: An Anthology of Female Folk and Singer-Songwriters 1966-1973-Various
(Grapefruit/Cherry Red UK import) Compilation of American and British vocalists captures the
transition form the either/or of girly pop singers and folkies into artists with their own vision and
their own material. Give the ladies some.
* Purple Rain (Deluxe and Expanded Edition)-Prince and the Revolution (Warner Bros.)
Respectively, 2-CD and 3-CD versions of the soundtrack to the 1984 film offer outtakes and
unreleased songs. The 3-CD version includes a concert DVD of a 1985 Syracuse, NY show.
A must for Prince fans.
* British Esoteric label’s reissues of the UK versions of the Colosseum albums, Those Who Are
About to Die Salute You was issued in America on Dunhill, combining tracks from that debut
with ones from the sophomore Valentyne Suite. Colosseum’s mixture of jazz and progressive
rock should have made them superstars.
* S/T-Arthur Alexander (Omnivore) Soul giant’s 1972 comeback attempt for the Warner Bros.
label adds six bonus tracks. Old pal Dan Penn co-wrote the highlight track “Rainbow Road,”
the hard luck saga of a soul singer that Alexander makes his own.
* It Happened One Bite-Dan Hicks (Wounded Bird) The 1978 Warner Bros. LP was intended
as the soundtrack for an animated film. Hicks and his band the Hot Licks had just split, but they
are all over this CD, which doubles the number of tracks with outtakes and alternates.
* And His Manzarene Dreams-Washington Phillips (Dust-to-Digital) Singing evangelist of the
Twenties accompanies himself on his homemade instrument, the manzarene. (For years, collectors
thought it was a homemade harp guitar or the exotic doceola.) Phillips’ subdued vocals, radiating a
calm as if viewing heaven’s prospect, sound like the inspiration for Dylan’s gospel work.
* Boogie Uproar: Complete Aladdin/Peacock Singles 1947-1961-Clarence “Gatemouth “ Brown
(Jasmine UK import) Panoramic view of the Texas blues singer/guitarist who also had solid
skills as a violinist. This set focuses on his jump blues beginnings at a budget price.
* World Spiritual Classics Volume 1: The Ecstatic Music of Alice Coltrane Turiasangitanada (Luaka
Bop) Following a mid-Seventies retirement from her jazz career, John Coltrane’s widow became
an active Hindu devotee, opening an ashram on the grounds of her Woodland Hills, CA home. Ms.
Coltrane led services combining chants, songs and ragas, accompanying herself on various keyboards.
Previously only available on cassettes offered by her ashram, the performances build on the spiritual
jazz of her late commercial sides for the Impulse! label.

* The Best of Judge Dread (Trojan UK import) Surprisingly dotted with British chart hits in spite of
being devoted almost exclusively to what the Jamaicans call “slackness.” Alex Hughes, a bouncer
from the suburbs outside Cambridge, set double entendre lyrics to reggae tracks (“Big Seven,” “Big
Ten,” “Up With the Cock”) and became a star.
* King of the Boogie-John Lee Hooker (Craft) Book-styled 5-CD boxed set offers a panoramic view of
the Mississippi-born bluesman from his solo beginnings to his later years as elder statesman of roots
music. Includes dozens of sides from his label-hopping in the Fifties under aliases.
* At Big Pink-Bengali Bauls (Floating World) You probably heard the story that the two guys with
Dylan on the cover of John Wesley Harding were Indians, but India Indians? Brought to America
by Dylan’s then-manager Albert Grossman, they soon recorded a 1969 Buddah label album in the
Band’s Woodstock studio. Members of a sect of wandering mendicant minstrels in their native land,
there the Bauls take a donation, cook up a meal, then serenade their host with Hindu religious music.
* Tauhid, Jewels of Thought and Deaf Dumb Blind –Pharoah Sanders (Anthology Recordings UK import)
Triple vinyl set of the saxophonist once perceived as John Coltrane’s heir apparent, culled from his prejazz fusion days.
* Legrand Jazz-Michel Legrand (Impex Records) Sides from 1959 featuring the Columbia label’s
heaviest hitters in support. Miles Davis, John Coltrane Paul Chambers and a host of others back the
French pianist and composer. Out of print for decades.
* Live at George’s Club 20-Curtis Knight featuring Jimi Hendrix (Dagger Records) The Hendrix
estate’s custom label devoted to live recordings of varying quality now sees veteran engineer
Eddie Kramer clean up these frequently reissued tracks of instrumental cover songs.
* Bright Phoebus-Lal and Mike Waterson (Domino) Long out-of-print 1972 album by offshoot of
mid-Sixties British folk sibling act the Watersons. The pair break from their doctrinaire past and
embrace folk rock aided by Fairport Convention and Steeleye Span members. Also available in a
version containing the album’s demos.
* Even a Tree Can Shed Tears: Japanese Folk & Rock 1969-1973-Various (Light in the Attic)
Japanese bands and solo acts influenced by the early singer-songwriter era of the United States.
Nippon was a little behind the times and it is all to the good. The Japanese knack for glomming
onto American culture helps them find their own voice. Listeners will find much to like here despite
the language barrier.
* Looking at the Pictures in the Sky: The British Psychedelic Sound of 1968-Various (Grapefruit/
Cherry Red UK import) A follow-up to the label’s set devoted to songs from 1967, this
compilation gathers singles, B-sides and unreleased material to offer an overview of a time when
the English scene was embracing experimentation and what had been underground was gaining
increasing visibility.
* Move Into the Light: The Complete Island Recordings 1969-1971-Quintessence (Esoteric/
Cherry Red UK import) Drawing much of its membership from a liberal Hindu sect based in
London, Quintessence’s hybrid of rock/folk/Indian classical music was spiced by an
improvisational streak. Live performances are scattered through out this 2-CD set. Light the
incense and serve the curry.
* The Works 1969-1971-Principal Edwards Magic Theatre (Cherry Red UK import) Formed by
a collective of actors, musicians and artists at Exeter University in Britain’s southwest, the
Theatre offered an early version of the costumed presentation seen in Genesis during Peter Gabriel’s
tenure. Overly histrionic moments are balanced by solid songwriting as evidenced by “Ballad (of
the Big Girl Now and the Mere Boy),” which captures the pain of first love’s ending. The band
found a champion in legendary BBC radio host John Peel and thanked him by cleaning out his
larder.
* In Belgium They Call It Popcorn!-Various (Not Now Music) Those old enough to remember the
pre-Beatles Sixties are aware of how rhythm and blues records then had a certain vibe—like the
Motown records before their 1964 hit streak. This too-brief 2-CD set gives a glimpse of a scene
parallel to Britain’s Northern Soul style, only less frantic. James Brown’s 1969 “Mother
Popcorn” sent deejays in search of records with a slower groove, one screaming “1963” to this
listener. The cover offers photos of guys you can make fun of and girls you wish you could
chat up. Contains Harvey Fuqua’s nutso “Anyway You Wanta.”
* One Nation Underground-Pearls Before Swine (Drag City) The biggest selling album in the
early days of the ESP label helped bankroll their extensive catalog of avant-garde jazz acts such
as Albert Ayler and Sun Ra. This new edition of the band’s debut reconstructs the original mono
LP version minus added reverb from the time. The Sixties stereo release was one of those
“simulated” fake stereo efforts. Pearls helped pioneer psychedelic folk and its haunting
material proves a classic of the era.

* Fight Fire—The Complete Recordings-the Golliwogs (Craft) Collected works of the Oakland garage
band which later became Creedence Clearwater Revival. Most of these sides saw reissue on a 1975
Fantasy label album, but this new compilation adds previously unreleased songs.
* Years-Marc Johnson (Real Gone Music) Most acts from the Seventies singer-songwriter era were
dispensing a variety of tranquilizer to an audience of contemporaries. A few had an artier view of
personal expression. This 1972 Vanguard label album sees Johnson filter his viewpoint through
heady influences such as Love’s Arthur Lee, Tim Buckley and early solo Van Morrison.
Reissue Series of the Year:
British label Edsel offers “two-fers” of Wilson Pickett albums from his prime Sixties heyday
on the Atlantic label.
Rhino Tin Horn for Redundancy in Reissues:
Pink Floyd reconfigured their massive 10 CD/9 DVD/8 Blu-Ray discs/ 5 7-inch 45s retrospective from
2017. At an SRP of $699.98, it seemed a good idea. In spring 2017, it was also issued as six
separate sets having a presentation of a CD/2-DVDs/Blu-Ray disc for a price point of $49.98,
Nothing Exceeds Like Excess (Overambitious Boxed Sets):
Fanfare: 1970-1997- Emerson, Lake & Palmer (BMG UK import) contains 19 CDs, 3 LPs and a
Blu-Ray DVD, of which 5 CDs and the LP records consist of unreleased live shows.
Single of the Year:
“1-800-273-8255”-Logic featuring Alessia Cara and Khalid for the fact that it is the phone number
of the National Suicide Prevention Hotline
Breaking-up Is Hard to Do (Reunions):
Nineties hardcore band Glassjaw and emo act Brand New
Breaking-up Is Not So Hard to Do:
Milwaukee hardcore band Expire—but why would anyone break-up when they could just go on
hiatus and play Riot fest ten years later.
When Is a Reunion Not Like a Reunion?:
Ritchie Blackmore’s Rainbow went out on tour with guitarist Blackmore as the only member of the
original group. (Well it is Ritchie Blackmore’s Rainbow.)
Hardest Working Man in Show Business:
Henry Kaiser hoped to have twelve albums released over the course of 2017. (You can do that when
you are an improvising guitarist. Just look up the discography of the late Derek Bailey.)
Live Shows of the Year:
1. Giuda/the Sueves 5/31 First Ward
2. Redd Kross/Hearthrob Chassis 5/11 Empty Bottle
3. John Primer and the Real Deal/ Demetria Taylor 12/22 Blue Chicago
4. Lee Renaldo/Steve Gunn/Meg Baird 1/16 Empty Bottle
Great Moments on Stage:
* Redd Kross cover “Deuce”-Kiss and “It Won’t Be Long”-the Beatles
* John Primer’s set of blues Christmas songs.
Great Moments in the Crowd:
Trying to figure out what was barely covering up the female frontwoman of Hearthrob Chassis
at the Redd Kross show.
Say Hello to the King:
Nat Hentoff (jazz critic/producer)
Marvell Thomas (Stax session keyboardist)
Peter Sarstedt (UK pop singer-songwriter)
Maggie Roche (sister act the Roches)
Larry Coryell (veteran jazz guitarist)
John Schroeder (UK songwriter/producer)
David Axelrod (producer/arranger/composer)

Richie Ingui (singer the Soul Survivors)
Steve Wright (Greg Kihn co-writer)
Sylvester Potts (Motown’s Contours)
Tom Edwards (UK guitarist-for-hire)
Al Jarreau (jazz/pop vocalist)
Joni Sledge (co-founder Sister Sledge)
Peter Skellern (Seventies UK solo act)

Svend Asmussen (Swedish jazz violinist)
Steve Lang (bassist April Wine)
Ric Marlow (co-wrote A Taste of Honey”)
Dave Valentin (Latin jazz flutist)
Banner Thomas (guitarist Molly Hatchet)
Robert “Bob” Cunningham (jazz bassist)
Robert Miles (dance music DJ/producer)
C’el Revuelta (bassist Black Flag)
William Onyeabor (Nigerian funk giant)
Eddie Lewis (vocalist doo wop’s Olympics)
Dave Rosser (Afghan Whigs guitarist)
Chester Bennington (frontman Linkin Park)
Joe Fields (founder Muse jazz label)
Melissa Bell (vocalist UK’s Soul II Soul )
John M. Jack (British producer/promoter)
Eric Eycke (singer Corrosion of Conformity)
Gord Downie (co founder the Tragically Hip)
Mel Tillis (C & W solo act/songwriter)
Luis Enriquez Bacalov (film composer Django)
David Cassidy (Seventies teen idol/actor)
Mitch Margo (singer/producer the Tokens)
Chad Hanks (bassist American Head Charge)
Keely Smith (ex-Louis Prima vocalist)
Warren Dane (frontman Sanctuary/Nevermore)
Roswell Rudd (acclaimed jazz trombonist)
Larry Harris (Casablanca label exec)
William T. Carney Jr. (jazz producer)
Big Jerry Parnell (Memphis bluesman)
Ellyn Webb (Atlanta blues impresario)
Gustav “Lil Peep” Ahr (rap solo act)
Linda Hopkins (stage actress/gospel singer)
Carol Neblett (noted operatic soprano)
Chuck Stewart (jazz photographer)
Ardella Williams (Chicago blues vocalist)
Don Rickles (comedian/actor/recording act)

Lynn Roberts (big band vocalist)
John Sib Hashian (drummer Boston)
Jim Fuller (co-founder the Surfaris)
John Geils (guitarist J. Geils Band)
Toby Smith (co-founded Jamiroquai)
Kevin Garcia (bassist Grandaddy)
Keith Mitchell (co-founder Mazzy Star)
Ronnie Davis (veteran reggae vocalist)
Rosalie Sorrels (Sixties folk veteran)
Marcus Kaye (producer/dance DJ)
Goldy McJohn (keyboardist Steppenwolf)
Michael Johnson (Seventies pop solo act)
Joe Thomas (jazz multi-instrumentalist)
Grady Tate (jazz drummer/vocalist)
Guy Villari (doo wop’s the Regents)
Keith Wilder (vocalist disco act Heatwave)
Malcolm Young (guitarist AC/DC)
Ben Riley (veteran jazz drummer)
Della Reese (pop/jazz vocalist)
John Coates Jr. (jazz pianist/clarinetist)
Jim Nabors (singer/Sixties TV star)
Sunny Murray (drummer Albert Ayler a.o.)
Pat DiNizio (frontman the Smithereens)
Bonnie Hearne (Texas C & W vocalist)
John Critchinson (UK jazz pianist)
Vincent Nguini (Paul Simon guitarist)
Casey Jones (Chicago blues drummer)
William Barlow (blues scholar /author)
Georges Pretre (noted opera conductor)
Jimmy LaFave (Texas singer-songwriter)
Robert Guillaume (TV actor/recording act)
Jason McNinch (ex-Pigface guitarist)
Jeffrey Campbell (rap act UTFO)
Lola Albright (actress/recording artist)
Bea Wain (veteran big band singer)

Gene Serina (Sixties doo wop’s the Lost Souls)
John Wetton (bassist King Crimson/UK/Asia)
Peter “Overend” Watts (bassist Mott the Hoople)
Roger “Deke” Leonard (guitarist Sixties Welsh rockers Man)
Jaki Liebezeit (founding drummer Krautrock’s Can)
Geoffrey “Geoff” Nicholls (Eighties keyboardist Black Sabbath)
Mike Kellie (drummer Spooky Tooth/the Only Ones)
C.H. “Butch” Trucks (drummer the Allman Brothers Band)
Tommy Allsup (Nashville session guitarist/producer)
Armando “Buddy” Greco (adult pop singer/pianist)
Louis “Buddy” Bregman (TV/film arranger and producer)
Joey Powers (1963 Top Ten hit “Midnight Mary”)
Bobby Freeman (1958 Top Ten “Do You Wanna Dance”)
Ronald “Bingo” Mundy (co-founder doo wop’s the Marcels)
Robert “Strangen” Dahlqvist (ex-Hellacopters guitarist)
Walter “Junie” Morrison (Ohio Players/Funkadelic keyboardist)
Clyde Stubblefield (signature James Brown drummer)
Valerie Carter (Seventies singer-songwriter/session singer)
Lyle Ritz (L.A. session man on bass/ukulele)
Horace Parlan (pianist with Charles Mingus/Roland Kirk)
Francis “Far” Laidlaw (trad jazz cornetist/clarinetist)
Barbara Carroll (veteran nightclub pianist/cabaret vocalist)
Guitar Gable (Excello label blues guitarist)
David Yorko (guitarist Johnny & the Hurricanes)
Tommy Page (1990 #1 “I’ll Be Your Everything”)
Ritchie Adams (co-wrote 1961 #1 “Tossin’ and Turnin’”)

Misha Mengelberg (pianist Instant Composers Pool)
Don Markham (veteran member Merle Haggard’s Strangers)
Eric Miller (longtime Pablo label producer)
Alan Aldridge (did album art for Captain Fantastic-Elton John)
Leon Ware (Motown songwriter/solo act/ producer)
James Cotton (noted Chicago blues harmonica player/vocalist)
Robert “P-Nut” Johnson (Parliament/Funkadelic mainstay)
Paul O’Neill (co-founder Trans-Siberian Orchestra)
Arthur Blythe (co-founder World Saxophone Quartet)
Clem Curtis (vocalist hit act the Foundations)
Lonnie Brooks (Chicago blues guitarist/vocalist)
Don Warden (Sixties Porter Waggoner steel guitarist)
John Lever (drummer UK Eighties act the Chameleons)
Rudy Lawless (NYC jazz drum veteran)
Joey Alves (Eighties guitarist hard rockers Y & T)
Pete Shotton (washboard player Liverpool’s Quarrymen)
Rosie Hamlin (doo wop’s Rosie & the Originals)
Thomas “TNT” Tribble (Fifties R ‘n’ B drummer)
Brenda Jones (Eighties R ‘n’ B’s Jones Girls)
Terry F. Siegel (co-founder one-hit wonders the Murmaids)
Ikutaro Kakehashi (founder electronic keyboard firm Roland)
Tommy LiPuma (co-founder Blue Thumb label/producer)
Maxx Kidd (Curtom label producer/Eighties go-go maven)
D. Robert Hunstein (shot cover photo Dylan’s Freewheelin’ LP)
Alan Holdsworth (jazz fusion/prog rock guitar whiz)
Linda Hopkins (gospel & jazz vocalist/stage actress)
Bruce Langhorne (noted folk music session guitarist)
Scotty Miller (drummer Seventies act Instant Funk)
Alan Henderson (guitarist Van Morrison’s Them)
Robert “Bob” Wootton (onetime Johnny Cash guitarist)
Cuba Gooding Sr. (lead vocalist the Main Ingredient)
Kerry Turman (touring bassist for the Temptations)
Sylvia Moy (Sixties co-writer with Stevie Wonder)
Barry “Marshall” Everitt (UK engineer/producer/journalist)
Greg Allman (keyboards & vocals the Allman Brothers Band)
Chris Cornell (frontman Soundgarden/Audioslave)
Barry Riddington (co-founder UK’s Talking Elephant label)
Jim Copley (drummer Upp/Magnum/Manfred Mann)
Dave Pell (jazz multi-instrumentalist/producer)
Alessandro Alessandroni (first sang the Muppets’ “Mah-Na Mah-Na”)
Jimmy “Bro” Hayes (a cappela group the Persuasions)
Corki Casey O’Dell (Fifties guitarist with Duane Eddy)
George Reiff (bassist Tedeschi Trucks Band a.o.)
Lionel “Saxa” Martin (saxophonist the English Beat)
Pierre DeMudd (co-founder Eighties act Dazz Band)
Brian Matthew (BBC radio host Top Gear show a.o.)
Joy Buyers (Sixties songwriter “Ring Dang Doo” a.o.)
Jean-Luke Epstein (album cover designer Chrysalis/Arista labels)
“Frankie Paul” Blake (Jamaican dancehall hitmaker)
Nicolai Munch-Hansen (Danish jazz bassist/composer)
Mike Ungefehr (bassist Sixties German band Toxic)
Gerri Allen (jazz pianist/composer/session musician)
Kelan Phil Cohran (ex-Sun Ra multi-instrumentalist/AACM co-founder)
Prodigy (rapper in Mobb Deep/solo act)
Norris “Norro” Wilson (wrote 1974 #1 “The Most Beautiful Girl”)
Carlo Driggs (vocalist Seventies acts Kracker/Foxy)
Trevor Sandford (singer-guitarist UK’s Water Into Wine Band)
Curtis Womack (Womack Bros./Valentinos vocalist)
Bern Nix (guitarist Ornette Coleman/Prime Time)
Timothy Wilson (doo wop’s Tiny Tim & the Hits)
T. “Skipp” Pearson (saxophonist/educator)
Gary DeCarlo (co-wrote 1969 #1 “Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye”)

Nigel Grainge (founder Seventies UK label Ensign)
Gary Ashley (founder Nineties UK label Mushroom)
Ward Sylvester (assoc. producer TV’s The Monkees)
Bobby Taylor (frontman Motown act the Vancouvers)
Pierre Henry (electronic/musique concrete composer)
John Blackwell Jr. (drummer Prince’s New Power Generation)
Chris Wong Won (rapper “Fresh Kid Ice” of 2 Live Crew)
“Dave Z” Zabledowsky (bass Trans-Siberian Orchestra/Adrenaline Mob)
Billy Joe Walker Jr. (Nashville session man/songwriter)
Erik Cartwright (ex-Foghat guitarist/ guitar tech)
L.C. Cooke (doo wop’s the Magnificents/the Upsetters)
Peter Principle (songwriter/producer Tuxedo Moon)
Robert “Red” West (songwriter/member Elvis’s Memphis Mafia)
Ray Phiri (guest guitarist Graceland-Paul Simon)
Peter “Pede” Marshall (Seventies R ‘n’ B act the Choice Four)
Geoff Mack (wrote 1962 C & W #1 “I’ve Been Everywhere”)
Glen Campbell (pop country singer-guitarist)
John Abercrombie (veteran jazz guitarist)
Albert “Sonny” Burgess (Sun label rockabilly act)
Bernard Ighner (Hollywood session singer)
Chuck Loeb (jazz guitarist Fourplay/session man
John Dalby (British singer-songwriter/actor)
D.L. Menard (renowned Cajun music performer)
Tony Cohen (veteran Nick Cave producer/engineer)
Paul Oliver (pioneering UK blues researcher/historian)
Holger Czukay (composer/bassist Krautrock’s Can)
Walter Becker (bassist/co-writer Steel Dan)
Don Williams (veteran C & W singer-songwriter)
Dave Hlubek (co-founder/principal songwriter Molly Hatchet)
Ronald “Skip” Prokop (drummer the Paupers/Lighthouse)
Winston Samuels (pianist for Desmond Dekker’s Aces)
Larry Elgart (co-wrote TV theme song for American Bandstand)
Rick Stevens (founding vocalist Tower of Power)
Murray Lerner (film director of musical performance documentaries)
Grant Hart (ex-Husker Du drummer/solo act)
M. “Will” Youatt (Piblokto/Man bassist)
Laudir De Olivera (onetime drummer for Chicago)
Tom Paley (frontman folk’s New Lost City Ramblers)
“King” Raymond Green (co-founder Black Heat/doo wop singer)
Virgil Howe (drummer UK act Little Barrie)
E, CeDell Davis (Arkansas country blues artist)
Johnny Sandlin Jr. (Seventies Capricorn label producer)
Charles Bradley (Daptone label soul act)
Mark Selby (Nashville songwriter/solo act)
Folke Rabe (Swedish modern classical composer)
Jack Good (pioneer of rock on TV/created Shindig!)
Frank Slay (songwriter/producer Strawberry Alarm Clock a.o.)
Walter “Bunny “Sigler (producer/songwriter for Philadelphia Intl. label)
Jerry J. Ross (wrote 1969 #2 “I’m Gonna Make You Love Me”)
Kenny Beard (Nashville songwriter for John Conlee a.o.)
Lou Gare (British free jazz saxophonist of AMM)
Jimmy Beaumont (lead doo wop’s Skyliners)
Al Fritsch (frontman Drive, She Said)
George Young (Easybeats guitarist-turned-AC/DC producer)
Paul Buckmaster (frequent Elton John orchestrator)
“Muhal” Richard Abrams (pianist/composer jazz’s AACM)
William “Billy” Mize (Bakersfield C & W singer-songwriter)
Dudley Simpson (veteran UK TV composer)
Chuck Blackwell (Shindogs drummer/session man)
Daisy Berkowitz (ex-Marilyn Manson guitarist)
J. Mundell Lowe (jazz guitarist/composer/arranger)
Warren Moore (writer and singer Motown’s Miracles)

Jon Hendricks (jazz singer/composer Lambert, Hendricks and Ross)
Johnny Halliday (veteran rocker “the French Elvis”)
Michael “Dikmik” Davies (Seventies Hawkwind keyboardist)
Chuck Mosley (Eighties frontman Faith No More)
Wayne Cochran (Sixties white soul act/wrote 1964 #2 “Last Kiss”)
Louis McKelvey (guitarist Sixties Canada band Les Sinners)
Tommy Keene (respected power pop solo act)
Bill Nicks (onetime Jr. Walker drummer)
George Avakian (pioneering producer of jazz in LP format)
Hank Hunter (co-wrote 1962 Top Ten hit “Vacation” a.o.)
Charles Manson (convicted murderer/singer-songwriter)
Robert Knight (1967 hit “Everlasting Love”)
Frank Holder (veteran UK jazz drummer/dancer)
Martin Ain (ex-bassist metal band Celtic Frost)
Liam Davison (ex-guitarist UK act Mostly Autumn)
Debbie Wright (Parliament/Funkadelic vocalist)
Howard Caroll (guitarist gospel’s Dixie Hummingbirds)
Dominic Frontiere (film/TV composer)
Leon Rhodes (guitarist for the Grand Ole Opry/TV’s Hee Haw)
Willie Pickens (jazz pianist/composer/arranger)
Ralph Carney (rock session saxophonist for B-52s a.o.)
Kevin Mahogany (jazz singer/multi-instrumentalist)
J.R. “Curly” Seckler (singer Flatt & Scruggs/Stanley Bros.)
Melton Mustafa (jazz trumpeter/session man)
Richard Dobson (Nashville singer-songwriter)
Ron Beitle (drummer disco act Wild Cherry)
Stefan “Z’ev” Weisser (percussionist for John Zorn a.o.)
Melvyn “Deacon” Jones (John Lee Hooker/session organist)
Frank “Little Sonny” Scott Jr. (Chicago blues guitarist)
“Right Hand” Frank Bandy (Chicago blues bassist)
Michael Prophet (Seventies Jamaican vocalist)
Maurice Peress (jazz and classical orchestra conductor)
Harry Prime (onetime Tommy Dorsey vocalist)
Calep Emphrey Jr. (longtime B.B. King drummer)
Joseph Savarin (founder the Blues Foundation)
Tom Dutko (Chicago blues drummer)
Bishop Dready L. Manning (Carolina bluesman-turned-preacher)
Homer “Papa Don” McMinn (Memphis blues bandleader)
Mike “Gabby” Gaborno (frontman Cadillac Tramps/Manic Hispanic)
Sam Lovullo (co-created TV show Hee Haw)
Eddie Kamae (Hawaiian music preservationist)
Dick Gautier (original Conrad Birdie in Broadway’s Bye Bye Birdie)
Roberta Peters (celebrated Fifties operatic soprano)
Nicolai Gedda (renowned lyric opera tenor)
Irwin Stambler (author The Encyclopedia of Rock and Soul)
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski (veteran music director Minnesota Orchestra)
Willie J. Barney (founded Chicago record label Four Brothers)
Fred Weintraub (founder NYC club The Bitter End)
Morris Stewart (wrote Oprah’s theme song “Run On”)
Geoffrey G. Yunupingu (Australian aboriginal folksinger)
Margo Chase (designed exotic typefaces for Prince, Madonna a.o.)
Dick Gregory (comedian/activist/recording artist)
Jerry Lewis (comedic actor/recording artist)
Mike “Mic One” Malinowski (Chicago underground rapper)
Shelly Berman (comedian/actor/recording act)
Troy Gentry (C & W duo Montgomery Gentry)
Michael Friedman (off-Broadway musical composer)
Harry Dean Stanton (film actor/singer-songwriter)
Morris Ellis (Chicago trombonist/bandleader)
Hugh Hefner (publisher/founder Playboy record label)
Trey Gruber (frontman Chicago band Parent)
Skip Haynes (Aliotta, Haynes and Jeremiah)

Al Hurricane (“Godfather of New Mexico music”)
Clark Dean (saxophonist in Chicago’s Jazz Me Blues)
Dmitri Hvorostovsky (renowned operatic baritone)
Shadia (Egyptian film star/pop singer)
Jack Boyle (promoter at Washington D.C. club Cellar Door)
Maya Lolita Julian (Chicago Sixties girl group the Bronzettes)
Dick Orkin (radio voiceover actor Chickenman/recording act)
Charles “Bobo” Shaw (veteran free jazz drummer)
Charles Hansen (founder home audio firm Ayre Acoustics)
Arnie Nudell (co-founder Infinity Loudspeakers)
Hector Sepulveda (Sixties Chilean rockers Los Vidros Quebrados)
Glenn O’Brien (onetime Interview magazine music columnist)
Kim Jong-Hyun (Korean pop group SHINee)
Jimmy Dotson (Houston blues multi-instrumentalist)
Micky Roker (drummer with Dizzy Gillespie a.o.)
Robert Murphy (ex-Clifton Chenier drummer)
Mark Spitz (Spin magazine journalist/novelist/playwright)
Bob Higgins (founder/CEO music retailer FYE)
Freeman Brown (Nashville blues/ R ‘n’ B drummer)
John De Leon (modern blues album cover photographer)
Gustav Metzger (auto-destruct artist/Who influence)
Ed Victor (literary agent for Keith Richard and Clapton memoirs)
John Potter (blues/soul keyboardist)
Joan Krenzer (played carillon at Chicago’s Rockefeller Memorial Chapel)
Tom Coyne (renowned pop music mastering engineer)
Jonathan Demme (directed Talking Heads film Stop Making Sense a.o.)
Col. Bruce Hampton (led Hampton Grease Band/Aquarium Rescue Unit)
Michael Parks (actor/1970 hit “Long Lonesome Highway”)
Mario Maglieri (owned Whiskey a Go Go/Rainbow Bar in L.A.)
Paul Legzdins (led Latvian protest song act Chicago Five)
Nicholas Sand (synthesized LSD variety Orange Sunshine)
Kent Follett (music business photographer/philanthropist)
David Lewiston (acclaimed ethnomusicologist/folklorist)
Solomon Spector (noted ex-Chicago Symphony Orchestra violinist)
Henry Helyong Lee (New Orleans violinist/restaurateur)
Philip Gossett (academic expert on nineteenth century Italian Opera)
Anita Pallenberg (model/actress/Keith Richards muse)
Bill Dana (Sixties comedian of “Jose Jimenez” albums)
David Maslanka (modern wind ensemble composer)
Barbara Cook (musical theater actress-turned-cabaret act)
Walter Levin (founder chamber group LaSalle Quartet)
Stuart McLean (veteran host Canadian radio’s The Vinyl Café)
Sonny Geraci (frontman Sixties acts the Outsiders/Climax)
Evan Johns (frontman of the H-Bombs)
Hiroshi Kamayatsu (Japanese Sixties band the Spiders)
Pat Wickler (punk era act Matchheads)
Marv Gellman (drummer the Beachnuts)
Bobby Stampley (bassist Sixties act the Uniques)
Earl Lindo (keyboards Bob Marley’s Wailers)
Penny Nichols (veteran California folksinger)
Josh Schwartz (guitarist Beachwood Sparks)
Fred Cole (Lollipop Shoppe/Dead Moon guitarist)
Bonnie Flower (Sixties teen duo Wendy & Bonnie)
And:
Chuck Berry, Fats Domino, Tom Petty
Songs That Helped Me Survive 2017:
* “Oh Babe”-Wynonie Harris: Backed by Lucky Millinder’s Orchestra in 1950 performing a
Louis Prima song, Harris is at his exuberant best as the band thunders behind him.

* “Popbelly”-the Morells: D. Clinton Thompson does a solid musical impression of Jimmy
Bryant, the West Coast Fifties country guitar genius. Thompson was probably sweating in the
studio. If you saw him play it live, he would stumble. (Off 2005’s Think About It)
* “Time Machine”-Coliseum: The only live cut on this 1970 album and it is 90% drum solo.
Screw “Toad!” Jon Hiseman plays the great drum solo of the underground era. (Off The Daughter
of Time album)
* “Flying Crow Blues”-Washboard Sam: By the late Thirties and early Forties, recording the
blues was down to a science in Chicago with sharp studio back-up helping raise the game of
rudimentary musicians. Robert Brown’s instrument was a washboard and his street corner
stylings prove he would have made a great drummer. With Big Bill Broonzy on guitar,
Brown covers the same thematic ground of the later “Mystery Train” and it sounds just as
good.
* “Jekyll and Hyde”-Serpent Power: British duo offer up a horror movie miniature with the
trappings of a Sixties garage band. It is all in the riff. (From the 2017 Electric Looneyland)
How Did I Ever Get Along Without:
* ”Step Right Up”-Tom Waits: I did not have a copy of the album Small Change (1976) until I
realized how much I enjoy this track every time I stumble upon it while listening to the radio.
* All Change-Cast: Britpop’s appeal has faded and I bought this used CD for $1.99, but these ex-members
of the Las distilled it to tough riffs and lyrics with barbs at ex-lovers when not singing of the pain of
that same leaving.
R.I.P.:
* Chicago rockabilly night Big C Jamboree concluded its two-decade run via a 5/4-5/6/17
engagement at Windy City bar Martyrs
* Jazz reissue label Music Matters
It’s About Time:
Popular-Van Hunt (Blue Note): recorded in 2008, but held back because the multi-genre style
shifts then made it seem less like a jazz album to those in the executive suites.
Vanity Projects:
* New Worlds-Bill Murray, Jan Vogler and Friends (Decca Gold): The actor/comedian teams
with a classical cellist to sing and perform recitations set to orchestral backings.
* Piano-Benny Anderson (Deutsche Grammophon) Onetime ABBA member performs solo
piano settings of his compositions.

Quotes of the Year:
Why is Leonard Cohen dead and
why is Donald Trump alive?
--Tom Rapp, ex-vocalist of
Pearls Before Swine
The world is vomiting in the
gutter enough without me coming
along and pissing on its back.
--Thomas Walsh of Pugwash on
the need to improve his songwriting
Depression and morbidity…
very powerful mind alterers. I don’t
recommend them.
--J. Wilgoose of UK act Public
Service Broadcasting on artificial
stimulus to songwriting
If Donald Trump were an ice cream
flavor, he would be pralines and dick.
--Transgender rocker Laura Jane
Grace on the Divider-in-Chief
We discovered that our friend—the
high-foreheaded one, the crested-hair
one—is very famous.
--Eden Munoz of Mexican boy
band Calibre 50 on new fan
Conan O’Brien
I don’t do entertainment anymore, kids.
--The Voice judge Blake Shelton
on getting too big for country
music
I definitely don’t want to be Keith
Jarrett, because I don’t like him.
--Jazz pianist Matthew Shipp on
the difficult jazz piano veteran
It means I’m an old guy.

--Al Kooper frames the 50th
anniversary of the Monterrey
Pop Festival

You can’t sing about that beerand-blowjob shit forever.
--Mario Cuomo of Chicago’s the
Orwells on artistic maturity
But we do ask, “Are we full
of shit?”
--Matt Berninger of the National
exercising quality control

It’s not melodic, it’s aggressive, it’s
violent, it’s misogynistic, and it
plays extremely well live.
--Artist Partner Group VP of
A & R Jeff Vaughn on
marketing rap to the rock
audience
Whatever your hustle is, go
somewhere with it. If you’re
going to be a ho, be a good ho.
--Tionne “T-Boz” Watkins of rap
veterans TLC
I find a creative way to tell you
to go fuck yourself.
--Romeo Santos on his “Sin Filtro”
(“No Filter”), which answers his
critics
The “k” gives it extra hardness.
--Round Hill Music founder Josh
Gruss on his side project band
Rubikon
My job is to be chaos in the world,
not to solve problems.
--Shock rocker Marilyn Manson
on why he did not vote in 2016
an ungrateful black millionaire
--Former congressman Joe Walsh
insults Stevie Wonder for taking
a knee onstage at the Global Citizens
Fest because it was too much like
being an NFL player
It’s not even close—we’d kick
their ass.
--Pandora president/CEO Roger
Lynch on his hobby band, the Merger
beating Madison Square Garden
exec James Dolan’s hobby band
in a battle of the rich guys
I’ma domestically abuse y’all little
sister pussy from the back.
--Rapper XXX Tentacion answers
press allegations he beat his
girlfriend
They’re both very guarded creatures.
You wonder if there’s anything worth
guarding.
--Keith Richard sums up the
friendship between Mick Jagger
and Rolling Stone’s Jann Wenner
Magic is all around us.
I learned that on mushrooms.
--Young R ‘n’ B act Jhene Aiko

They should be worrying about
building more schools instead of a
wall….
--Rapper Pitbull at the Latin
American Music Awards on
10/28/17 in L.A.
Am I the guy who’s gonna relive
the life of King Farouk, or am I
more like a steelworker who got
lucky?
--Iggy Pop on balance in life
The inauguration was weak. It
wasn’t as thick as the last house
party, you dig?
--Rapper Quavo of Migos on the
crowd size at Trump’s swearing-in
It’s just gone to the Catskills.
It’ll come back.
--Former Kink Ray Davies on
whether rock is dead
And because they stood up to the
corporations, I’m happy to say, that
today every concert ticket in the
United States is free.
--David Letterman inducts Pearl Jam
into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
on 4/7/17
That opening chord is still a thrill.
--Paul McCartney on “A Hard Day’s
Night”
I’m too fucking old to back off in
what I believe.
--ex-Pink Floyd bassist Roger
Waters on his opposition to
Trump and Israel’s mistreatment
of Palestinians
I’m crazy, but not that crazy.
--Joni Mitchell denies a suicide
attempt after her split with
Jackson Browne described in the
recent biography Reckless
Daughter
I thought I had an understanding of
what rural country folks were like,
what everybody in America was like.
I was wrong.
--Jason Isbell on the 2016 election
I knew that there was two different
types of people in this world: people
who light their cigarettes on the stove
and people who don’t.
--NYC rapper Princess Nokia

And now we’ve got five different
beers and we’ve had multiple album
art images on shoes. So to us we’ve
made it.
--Troy Sanders of Mastodon on
living the dream
It was like Alec Baldwin and Fred
Armisen became A & R people.
--Bush’s Gavin Rossdale on being
backstabbed by his music publisher
I think things would be totally
different now, and we would be
even further behind as a
civilization.
--Megadeth’s Dave Mustaine
imagines not having once been
in Metallica
Even Christians don’t like me.
Mostly the fundamentalists, but
they don’t like anybody.
--Christian rapper Andy “C-Lite”
Mineo
A hangover these days is like being
caught by the fucking Taliban. It
takes me three days to fully come
out of it.
--Onetime Oasis singer Liam
Gallagher on growing older
We’d watch Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood
and we were like, “What the fuck’s a
neighborhood?”
--Zack Carrothers of Portugal the
Man remembers growing up in
Alaska
Spokesman of the Year—Father John Misty:
They’re willfully ignoring context in
order to generate outrage, in order to
generate clicks, in order to satisfy the
media conglomerate that owns them.
And in order to justify that willful
ignorance, you have to make yourself
look really smart by inventing terms like
“toxic masculinity.”
--on reaction to a Taylor Swift sex-invirtual reality line in his song “Total
Entertainment Forever”
If you see the grotesqueness in the
world for what it is, that doesn’t mean
you’re a cynic. It means that you’re
almost way too fucking innocent.
That you expect a certain level of
decency that the world continues
to defy.
--on his mindset as a songwriter

(If Twitter were a place,) would you
ever want to go there?
--on the favorite pastime of President
Trump
But people only want symbolic
victories in pop music, where you
can vaguely project feminism, even
though the industry is so blatantly
anti-woman.
--on the crop of new, edgy women
singing about the same old
relationship issues
Entertainment is really about
forgetting your life, and art is
about remembering your life.
--on how he sees his job
How Tweet It Is:
Good…. Dodged a corny bullet.
Plus it highlights their own hegemonic,
transparent corruption/irrelevance.
It’s all working perfectly.
--Sturgill Simpson on Florida Georgia
Line’s multiple Country Music
Association nominations versus his
getting snubbed
This new trend of non-metal fans
wearing vintage metal T’s is
pretty sickening. Metal is not ironic!
--Twisted Sister frontman Dee Snider
Tay-Tay Takedowns:
* “The thirteen-year-olds who can’t live without you turn fourteen, get high for the first time and
think you’re a big loser.” (Jeff Rabhan, chair of the Clive Davis Institute of Recorded Music at
NYU, frames Taylor Swift’s dominance as an artist)
* “Taylor Swift has so many fans that if she lost some, she’s not going to suffer.” (Bethany
Cosentino of Best Coast on the professed feminist pop star’s seeming hesitancy to speak out
against Trump)
The Critics Raved:
* “’Plankton’ is like a hillbilly group covering Pink Floyd’s ‘Brain Damage.’ In a good way.”
(Ian McCann reviews the B-side of a reissue of Emma DeAngelis’s studio musician work in
the 11/17 issue of Record Collector)
* “A mellotron appears midway… and the tempos duly slow to a magisterial crawl, as though
the weight of the bloody thing has caused their van wheels to sink into the Hungarian mud.”
Marco Rossi reviews Anthology 1968-1979-Omega in Shindig 6/17)
* “’Nights in White Satin’ remains impervious to criticism—an impregnable castle made of
mellotrons.” (“Oregano Rathbone” reviews Days of Future Passed: 50th Anniversary Editionthe Moody Blues in Record Collector Christmas 2017)
* “At its worst, it is the musical equivalent of trying to squeeze yourself into your favorite clothes
of yesteryear: uncomfortable, unflattering and not worth the struggle.” (Hannah Vettese drubs
Lindsay Buckingham & Christine McVie in Record Collector 11/17.)
* “The collision of digital ska and Joan Jett riffs in ‘Chemistry’ is the kind of spectacular
misjudgment that demands the appointment of a special counsel. Who knew about this
song and when did they know it?” (Dorian Lynskey on Everything New-Arcade Fire in the
Village Voice 7/26/17)

* “Alt-J’s retelling of this age-old tale of ill repute has less edge than a mesh sack of Babybel
cheese.” (J.R. Moore’s takedown of “House of the Rising Sun” on the band’s Relaxer album in
Record Collector 7/17)
* “But Witness, whose singles keep stalling out like Trump’s travel ban, diagnoses only Perry’s
desperation for a hit.” (Mikal Wood pans Katy Perry’s latest album in Chicago Tribune 6/12/17)
Critical Amateur Hour:
* “He’s singing very soulfully about not being willing to change.” (Liz Phair sums up Tom Petty’s
appeal in Billboard’s 10/14/17 tribute to the late rocker)
* “How can there be too much music in music? (Guitar-playing rapper Machine Gun Kelly in
Rolling Stone 6/29/17)
* “Coltrane’s music corrects a twisted and crooked mind.” (Carlos Santana endorses the
saxophonist’s album A Love Supreme in Rolling Stone 7/13-7/27/17)
* “I consider her a post-human deity/demon and I could never do what she does and I wouldn’t dare
to try.” (Experimental musician/vocalist Kristen Hayter on those comparing her to performance
artist/singer Diamanda Galas in the Village Voice 10/19/17)
* “Is that like dance music? Like Calvin Harris? Fuck that. Devil’s music, that is.” (Onetime Oasis
frontman Liam Gallagher slams EDM in Rolling Stone 10/19/17)
* “Not sure he can claim ownership of it. He didn’t fucking write it…. the one that sounds like
Adele being strangled by a premenstrual bear. Whatever that one’s called.” (Noel Gallagher
dismisses a track on brother Liam’s album As You Were in Billboard 12/9/17)
Amateur Literary Criticism:
“He was shifty and lazy, but he always kinda knew what was going on.” (John Prine, a subscriber
to Archie comics, sums up Jughead in Rolling Stone 1/16-1/30/17 )
Raise Your Hand If You Smell Bullshit:
“We can’t thank the Obamas enough for serving this country and may God hold Trump’s hand
in the decisions that he makes in this country’s name.” (Garth Brooks in a Facebook video
announcing that touring commitments preclude him from attending Trump’s inauguration.)
Album Titles:
* Full Communism-Downtown Boys
* Fistfight at the Barndance-Gareth Lockrane Big Band
* Riding a Black Unicorn Down the Side of an Erupting Volcano While Drinking From a
Chalice Filled With the Laughter of Small Children-Aurelio Voltaire
* Life Will See You Now-Jens Lenkman
* Queen Elizabitch-Cupcakke
* Dialectic of Ignorance-Pontiak
* Bobby Fuller Died for Your Sins-Chuck Prophet
* Barefoot in the Head-Chris Robinson Brotherhood
* Tell the Devil I’m Getting There As Fast As I Can-Ray Wylie Hubbard
* Fantasizing About Being Black-Otis Taylor
* Satan’s Graffiti or God’s Art-Black Lips
*We’ve Got the Whole This Land Is Your Land in His Hands-Joan of Arc
*John, Paul, George & Django-Hot Club of Cowtown
* Neoprene Fedora-Rockin’ Johnny Burgin
* Just Say No to the Psycho Right-Wing Capitalist Fascist Industrial Death Machine-Gnod
Album Title and Artist Combination:
* Amateur Pro Wrestling-the Evil Usses
* Fake Nudes-Barenaked Ladies
* Earl Grey-Girl Ray
Jazz Album and Artist Combination:
Korean Zombie Movie-Kitchen Cigarettes
Song Titles:
* “Music Is Like Exercise for Words”-Stoney Spring
* “Jesus Was a Social Drinker”-Chuck Prophet
* “Dedicated Follower of Fashioning Misery”-the Holy Orders
* “You Don’t Really Know Someone Til You Fall Out With Them”-Paul Draper

* “I Shit Myself (the Birthday Song)”-E.J. Mathews
* “Discontinuous Impunity”-Tom Collier
* “Kool-Aid Pickle”-John Nemeth
* “Abscessed Pettifogger”-Brandon Seabrook
* “Mexican Fender”-Weezer
* “Disco Tits”-Tove Lo
* “100% Inheritance Tax”-Downtown Boys
* “Vegan Mother’s Day”-Big Hogg
* “You Are No Longer My Friend, My Friend”-Wolf!
* “Too Many Stars and Not Enough Light”-the Diaphanoids
Rap Song Title:
“Pussy on the Phone”-T-Pain
Song and Artist Combination:
“Funeral Dyke”-Couch Slut
Post-Feminism, Feminist, All-Female Horn Band Name:
Genghis Barbie
Special Award (Jazz Division):
Ralph Bowen’s self-titled album contains The Phylogeny Suite with sections labeled “A Rookery
of Ravens,” “A Leap of Leopards,” “A Pandemonium of Parrots” and others for fans of the 1968
book An Exaltation of Larks by James Lipton
Group Names:
* Cult of the Psychic Fetus
* Pouting Grimace
* Crazy Doberman
* Error Jordan
* Mandatory Abortion
* Texas Toast Chainsaw Massacre

* the Wylde Oscars
* Moth Cock
* the War on Peace
* Satan’s Boner
* World War Me
*Let’s Make Dystopian the Future
Great Again

Jazz Group Name:
Chelsea McBride’s Socialist Night School
TV Show House Band Name:
Cable network Viceland’s The Untitled Action Bronson Show features the Special Victims Unit
Label Names:
* The Devil’s Tunes
* Requiem Pour Un Twister
* Just Say No to Government Music

* Impossible Objects of Desire
* Buked & Scorned

Jazz Label Name:
Cacaphonic
Blues Label Name:
One Trick Dog
Indie Label Name:
Procrastinate! Music Traitors
Industrial DJ Name:
Vatican Shadow
Fictional Tribute Band Names:
Wall Street Journal wise guy Joe Queenan in a 6/3/17 piece dreamed up Lazy Madonna (Beatles),
Death by Gallagher (Oasis), Cherub Garcia (Grateful Dead) and a host of others.

Where Are They Now?:
* Take Me to the Trees-Modern English (In Kind Records) marked the return of the English band
best known for the 1983 “I Melt With You,” which has gone on to become a multi-format FM
radio perennial. The album comes after the reunion of four-fifths of the band’s original lineup
in 2010. The recordings were crowdfunded by PledgeMusic, which has become the Kickstarter
of comeback recordings.
* Damage and Joy-the Jesus and Mary Chain (Artificial Plastic) contains the first new recordings in
nineteen years from the English band, experts at dark sentiments mumbled behind walls of reverb
and feedback. Their 1998 Munki was issued on the Creation label in England.
* Don’t Let Up-Night Ranger (Frontiers) sees a comeback for the mid-Eighties hard rock hitmakers.
Band constants Jack Blades and Kelly Keagy are holdovers with the album offering up their polished
sound with flashy solos and no real surprises for the band’s fans.
* Procol Harum marked their 50th year with the release of Novum (Eagle Rock). The band as presently
constituted sees pianist/lead vocalist Gary Brooker as the only founding member. Notably, Peter Brown
now fills the lyricist slot. He co-wrote of many of Cream’s most memorable songs in the Sixties.
* The Nineties shoegaze bands had a bigger impact in England than in the States. (The “movement”
was named after band members’ penchant for looking at and adjusting their foot pedal distortion
devices.) Among the most prominent of these acts, Ride reunited for Weather Diaries (Wichita
Records). The group updated their sound with hints of classic rock, psychedelia and electronic
studio experimentation and were lauded in some quarters for sounding better than in their
original incarnation.
* Charley Pride, the African-American country singer of the mid-Sixties was quite an anomaly in
the Nashville scene, but his dozens of #1 country hits in the early Seventies changed some minds.
Like many veteran acts exiled from airplay on hit-driven modern country stations, Pride has
continued to tour, playing to a loyal fan base. His 2017 Music in My Heart (Music City Records)
is a collection of new material, not an oldies set.
* Peter Lewis, who played and sang in Sixties band Moby Grape, made the album Just Like Jack
(Steadyboy Records) after an over-two decade absence from recording. Lewis had been working
behind the scenes to help his daughter, Arwin’s solo career. The title track is a paean of praise to
Beat writer Jack Kerouac.
* The Dream Syndicate, prominent figures in the Los Angeles Paisley Underground scene of the
Eighties, reunited for the new recordings on How Did I Find Myself Here? (Anti-/Epitaph).
Vocalist Steve Wynn got the old band back together, save for guitarist Karl Precoda, but scored a
coup in booking a guest spot by reclusive former bassist Kendra Smith. Ms. Smith lends a
vocal to “Kendra’s Dream” in a collection of songs that pick up from where the band left off
without becoming an exercise in nostalgia. Precoda declined 2012 overtures to reform the group.
* Rusty Young, the only founding member of Poco to have maintained that group through the
years, opted to disband the country rock mainstays several years ago. Apparently retirement did not
sit well with Mr. Young since he released his first solo album in fall 2017, Waiting for the Sun (Blue
Elan). Not a remake of the third Doors album, Sun highlights Young’s considerable skills on vocals,
guitar, dobro and pedal steel.
* Sweet Pea Atkinson, onetime lead singer of Was (Not Was) and featured on their 1989 hit “Walk
the Dinosaur,” released Get What You Deserve (Blue Note). A mix of soul and funk liberally salted
amidst a selection of covers saw Blue Note head honcho (and Atkinson’s former bandmate) Don Was
produced the new effort.
* Mary Hopkin emerged from retirement with You Look Familiar (Gonzo Multimedia), on which she
shares billing and backing from her son, Morgan Visconti. Though Hopkin’s signature 1968 hit was
the folk song “Those Were the Days,” the new release is all originals penned by mother and son.
* Shania Twain, who dominated the distaff end of the country charts just either side of the turn of the
century, went on a long hiatus. The dynamics of the music business may have changed in the interim,
but Twain seemed to believe in the pairing of album and tour, hence the release of Now (Mercury
Nashville). Her previous release was the 2002 Up! on her current label home.
* Belinda Carlisle has been participating in the sporadic Go-Go’s reunion tours, but has not issued
a new recording in a decade. The appearance of Wilder Shores (Spirit Voyage Records) is made
surprising by being a collection of traditional religious chants Carlisle learned as a practitioner of
Kundalini Yoga. The chants are provided with pop music production beds to further confuse
fans of her MTV-friendly legacy band.
* Evie Sands is known among both girl group and Northern Soul fans for her Sixties songs “Take
Me for a Little While” and “Picture Me Gone” respectively. Her stylistic switch to being a
singer-songwriter in the early Seventies earned her a guest appearance on Johnny Cash’s ABC-TV
show. When the spotlight moved on, Sands went into record production. Her “Shine for Me” EP
(R-Spot) succeeds her 1999 Women in Prison (Train Wreck Records).

.

* Reggie Young, the respected Memphis session guitarist of the Sixties and Seventies, released his
first solo album, Forever Young (Ace UK import). The all-instrumental set recorded in Sheffield,
AL (down the road from Muscle Shoals) underscores the talent heard on countless tracks by
artists ranging from Elvis Presley to Dusty Springfield to Jimmy Buffett.
* David Porter, the co-writer with Isaac Hayes of most of Sam and Dave’s hits on the Stax label,
now heads Made in Memphis Entertainment. The label offers recording studio and music
publishing services to the community in that Tennessee city.
* Harry Taussig and Max Ochs were both guests on the Takoma label compilation Contemporary
Guitar—Spring ’67. Takoma boss John Fahey and fellow guitar phenom Robbie Basho shared
space on that release. The expectation was that Taussig and Ochs would record their debut albums.
This was not to be, but modern label Tompkins Square has moved to correct this shortcoming
with the vinyl LP The Music of Harry Taussig & Max Ochs. Each guitarist receives a side to
demonstrate their chops after over 50 years of practice. Interestingly, both men met for the first
time when this new album was due to be released.
* Clientele, the English band whose career began in the early Nineties, undertook a hiatus in 2011
after they concluded that their music had become too predictable. When frontman Alasdair Maclean
ran into Anthony Harmer, a friend from his teen years, an offer to play music together took an odd
turn. Harmer revealed he had become proficient on the santoor. This Persian hammer
dulcimer injected a new element in Maclean’s songwriting. The pair threw together some material
and the word went out to get the band back together. Music for the Age of Miracles (Merge) is
the result.
*Martha High joined the James Brown Revue in 1964 and stayed with the Godfather of Soul for
over 30 years. Ms. High now offers the late career album Tribute to My Soul Sisters (Record
Kicks Italian import) backed by Japanese funk proponents Osaka Monaurail. (The band’s name is
a tribute to “It’s the J.B.’s Monaurail,” a funk classic.) The singer offers a trip back to the period
when Brown had a sideline producing solo records for his stable of musical employees.
* Onetime Stax vocal group the Temprees reconvened with original members Dejuan Calvin and
Harold Scott from the original trio. (Jasper Phillips died in 2001). From the Heart (Point 3 Records)
revisits their early Seventies stylings, with some less effective forays into modern sounds.
* Black Kids, a Florida quartet were hot for a New York minute in 2008, when their Partie
Traumatic (Columbia) dropped and was roundly panned by those who loved their 2007 “Wizard of
Ahhhs” EP. The original personnel have reunited for the self-released Rookie album.
* Lloyd Price, whose career dates back to the early Fifties, revived his Double L label to release
This Is Rock and Roll. Despite its title, the record is an eclectic set with material stretching from
Jimmy Reed blues (“Baby What You Want Me to Do”) to girl group hits (“Will You Still Love Me
Tomorrow?”). Price has concentrated on his business interests in his time away from the
record charts, though his previous release was the 2012 I’m Feeling Good! Standards in Swing
(Entertainment One Records).
* Lowell “Banana” Levinger, Sixties keyboardist in the Youngbloods, was the surprise recruit in
the latest edition of Little Steven Van Zandt’s reconvened Disciples of Soul aggregation.
The E Street Band guitarist took a new version of his Eighties group on the road while Bruce
Springsteen headed to Broadway.
* Diamanda Galas put out her first new recordings in almost a decade. All the Way and
At St. Thomas the Apostle Harlem, both on her own Intravenal Sound Operations label.
* Jerry Moss, the M in A & M Records (the label he co-founded with Herb Alpert), has kept
busy following the sale in 1989 of the imprint’s holdings to what is now Universal Music
Group. Moss now owns and races thoroughbred horses.
* Steve Mack, onetime frontman for That Petrol Emotion (successor band to Belfast’s finest,
the Undertones), now sings with Seattle glam act Stag.
* Judy Henske, the folk boom vocalist who wound up on Zappa’s Straight label with thenhusband Jerry Yester, discovered that her more rock-oriented approach did not win the
hearts of millions. The 2017 reissue of her Rosebud project on the British Omnivore label
led to her being traced to Pasadena, CA. Hester has been blind for almost two decades and
correspondingly inactive musically. Interestingly, she stays in touch with Billy Edd Wheeler,
composer of her signature song in the folk era, “High Flying Bird.” By coincidence,
Wheeler is also blind.
* Nick Heyward the former Haircut 100 singer, released Woodland Echoes (Gladsome Hawk
Records), eight years since his previous The Mermaid and the Lighthouse Keeper
(Up the Ante Records). His early Eighties band was part of a trend of scrubbed
pop-friendly acts as a response to the austerity of post-punk music. Heyward stays
the course with this release.

* Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark have soldiered on since their late Seventies Liverpool
beginnings with original members Paul Humphreys and Andy McCluskey maintaining
their electronic sound save for Humphreys’ hiatus at the dawn of the Nineties. The duo offered
up the 2017 The Punishment of Luxury (100% Records)
* Stewart Copeland, onetime drummer of the Police, premiered his orchestral suite “The Invention
of Morel” on 2/18/17 at Chicago’s Studebaker Theater. Copeland has previously written TV and
film soundtracks, which bookended the 2007 Police reunion tour. Copeland also found time for
Gizmodrome (EARMUSIC records) which is also the name of his new band with Adrian Belew,
Vittorio Cosma and Mark King.
* Elizabeth Elmore fronted Eighties Chicago acts Sarge and the Reputation before becoming a solo
act. It was likely easier to manage while attending law school. Elmore is now Assistant Appeals
Counsel at the Office of the Prosecutor at the United Nations Mechanism for International
Criminal Tribunals.
* Brood X (In the Red) marks the return of Boss Hog, which centers on the couple Jon Spencer and
Cristina Martinez. Spencer is known for the infrequent contributions from his Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion, but Martinez has maintained a lower profile due to her day job as production
director at the magazine Bon Appetit.
* Tim Kerr, guitarist for Eighties Texas punk band Big Boys, developed a parallel career as a
Visual artist. Kerr paints acrylic portrait works of musicians, political activists and fellow
Artists. Kerr’s work was exhibited in a September 2017 show at the Miishkooki Art Space, a
gallery in the Chicago suburb of Skokie.
* New York City hardcore punk stalwarts Quicksand split in 1995. Sporadic reunions followed
in the years subsequent to the break, including a 2012 appearance on NBC-TV’s Late Night
with Jimmy Fallon. After 22 years away from the recording studio, Interiors (Epitaph) sees
the band return with their ferocity tempered by several reflective instrumentals.
* Coven’s 1969 Mercury label album Destroys Minds and Reaps Souls contained a simulation
of a satanic black mass, perfect for long segments on underground free form FM radio at
the time. When success was not forthcoming, the band wound up on the MGM label, where
they cut the considerably less ominous 1971 Top 40 hit “One Tin Soldier” from the soundtrack
of the film Billy Jack. Lead vocalist Jinx Dawson assembled a new Coven in spring 2017,
leading to an appearance at Chicago venue Metro—on Halloween, of course.
* Masaki Batoh, ex-frontman of Japanese psychedelic veterans Ghost, appears on the 2017
Bajas Fresh-Bitchin Bajas (Drag City). Batoh wasted little time after Ghost split in 2014,
forming The Silence soon after. Batoh contributes guitar improvisations to the Bajas LP.
* Alison Moyet, the female voice in Eighties duo Yaz, made a solo tour of the United States in
2017. Since leaving Yaz in 1983, Moyet maintained visibility in the UK via a succession of solo
albums. This allowed her to pursue a parallel interest as a sculptor in an academic milieu.
* Make It Be-R. Stevie Moore/Jason Falkner (Bar None) sees a pairing of two distinct solo
acts. Moore, with a lengthy catalog of self-released material, is the son of Nashville
session musician and Roy Orbison co-writer Bob Moore. Falkner was one of the
co-writers in pop masters Jellyfish. His solo Can You Still Feel (Warner Bros.) made the 1999
Jukebox Awards Top Twenty.
* Sixties hitmaker Freddie “Boom Boom” Cannon released the 2017 45-RPM single
“Svengoolie Stomp” on the Wondercap label. The song is a tribute to the veteran Chicago
TV horror movie host. The B-side offers an instrumental version so the purchaser and his
friends can practice their karaoke.
* A disparate duo convened to pay tribute to The World of Captain Beefheart Featuring Nona
Hendryx and Gary Lucas (KFR). The former member of LaBelle joins the edgy guitarist who
has worked with everyone from Jeff Buckley to John Zorn (and the good Captain himself).
Hendryx, who was chief songwriter with the Seventies soul trio, surprises on this outing with
her deep feel for the material, but maybe not when considering her previous contributions to
downtown Eighties NYC band Material.
* Parrotopia!-Rodney Slater’s Parrots (Guilty Dog UK import) features the former saxophonist
with the Bonzo Dog Band. Slater revisits his old group’s “New Vaudeville Band-on-drugs”
approach. The Parrots have carried on the Bonzo legacy since 2006
* An unlikely trio forms the Action Skulls on Angels Hear (CMP Records). Vicki Peterson
(formerly of the Bangles and the Continental Drifters), John Cowsill (from that Sixties family
band) and Bill Mumy (of novelty act Barnes and Barnes, but best known as Will Robinson
on the Sixties TV science fiction show Lost in Space).

* Wireless Connection-Gavin Sutherland (label) marks the return of one-half of the Sutherland
Brothers, whose “Arms of Mary” was covered by Rod Stewart. At the time Stewart was said to
be considering a whole album of their songs, but disco beckoned. Some readers may have
heard the Sutherland’s 1973 minor hit in some markets, “(I Don’t Want to Love You but,)
You Got Me Anyway.” Classic.
* Jason Loewenstein, bassist of Dinosaur Jr. offshoot Sebadoh, issued his second solo release
Spooky Action (Joyful Noise Records). The new project comes fifteen years after his previous
At Sixes and Sevens (Sub Pop).
* Shaun Ryder fronted Happy Mondays, big stars in the UK’s rave scene at the dawn of the
Nineties. The band dissolved in a haze of drugs, as did Ryder’s successor band Black Grape.
Ryder eventually cleaned up and assembled a new Happy Mondays while building a bridge
to previous personnel. As if this was insufficiently ambitious, Black Grape reunited for Pop
Voodoo (Universal) twenty years after their Stupid Stupid Stupid (Radioactive Records)
* Brix and the Extricated’s Part 2 (Blang Records UK import) marks the return of the ex-wife
and collaborator of the Fall’s frontman Mark E. Smith. After leaving the band, Brix SmithStart became a TV personality in England. The present album is a mixture of co-writes with
her ex-husband and new material.
* William Ritchie, who played keyboards and fronted Scottish progressive rock trio Clouds,
found himself at loose ends when the band split in the early Seventies. The question of what to
do with the rest of your life once the spotlight has been turned off is the subject of Ritchie’s 2017
self-published Rocking Chair (also available from Australian publisher Hillfield). Ritchie updates
post-fame activities of members of the Bay City Rollers, Skip Bifferty and others. (Sounds like a
draw for fans of this present Jukebox Awards feature.)
* Paul Major had a busier year than usual. Major pioneered uncovering private pressing/selfreleased albums which emerged circa 1970, as groups put out their own records in the absence
of label interest. Major researched and sold his discoveries. He later went on to form his own band
to pay tribute to the era, Endless Boogie. 2017 saw publication of Feel the Music: The Psychedelic
Worlds of Paul Major, appropriately enough as an offshoot of his Anthology label. The book’s
discussion of those finds yielded a companion CD Feel the Music Vol. 1-Various, a compilation
of some of his favorite performances by those private pressing bands. If that was not enough, major
also issued Endless Boogie’s latest, Vibe Killer.
Fun Facts:
* Black live entertainment in the rhythm and blues/soul era was often a bizarre environment
which preserved the vestiges of vaudeville for those trying to break into show business by any
means necessary (and often more than one method). Women who performed with live snakes,
fire dancers and Chicago oddities like the Black Lone Ranger are but a few examples. Jackie
Shane was part of that tradition, but worked a twist upon it. Shane was born a man, but
created a female identity and concocted a nightclub act as a soul singer. The back pages of the
still-living Shane are captured on Any Other Way (Numero Group), a 2-CD set accompanied
by the performer’s career reminisces.
* Future Beach Boy Bruce Johnston and Sandy “Let There Be Drums” Nelson were both in
John Dolphin’s Los Angeles record store and witnessed his 1958 murder by disgruntled
songwriter Percy Ivy in a dispute over money.
* The story of country songwriter Arthur Q. Smith is told in the notes accompanying The Trouble
With the Truth (Bear Family Records German import). Smith was a renowned source in
the Forties and Fifties for material recorded by the likes of Roy Acuff, Carl Smith and Bill
Monroe. Smith was also an alcoholic, given to selling his songs for a flat fee when desperate
for money. Claude Boone purchased “Wedding Bells” for $15.00, slapped his name on it and
Hank Williams’ record of the song created a windfall for the purchaser.
* Silverback Music pressed a very expensive pair of limited edition albums. The records were
made from hashish and cost roughly $7,000.00 ($6,000.00 for the raw materials). Appropriately
enough, the music was provided by jam band Slightly Stoopid.

* The Russian Federation’s entry in the annual Eurovision Song Contest was Julia Samoylova,
a wheelchair-bound survivor of spinal muscular atrophy. Samoylova’s featured tune was
“1944,” a paean to her country’s fight against invading Nazis. She received sponsorship from
broadcaster First Channel, an example of the Federation’s government-dominated media. The
Eurovision competition was held in Kiev, Ukraine, a country invaded by the Federation as
part of its annexation of Crimea. On 3/22/17, Ukraine blocked Ms. Samoylova from entering the
country. The European Broadcasting Union, which airs the Eurovision competition, was upset
Ukraine denied the Russian singer entry. The EBU’s Reference Group met 6/12/17
to decide whether both Ukraine and Russia would be sanctioned for trying to politicize the
competition. On 6/29/17 they fined Ukraine 200 thousand euros for causing delays and
mismanagement of the broadcast. Eurovision winner Portugal will be the host for 2018.
* Don Muller, the founder of Jukeboxes Unlimited, sells restored vintage jukeboxes to a
predominantly celebrity clientele. Muller will gut the celebrated Wurlitzer 1015 model, which
played 78-RPM records, and install 45-RPM capability. Noted brand Rock-Ola sells most
of its products to the home market, including models which play from a digital inventory.
The company’s CEO Glenn Streeter says 2018 will see reintroduction of a 45-RPM unit,
reflecting vinyl’s resurgence. (This writer notes that new stock 45-RPM records of oldies hits
are difficult to find and are rarely pressed, likely due to vinyl demand for heavier weight LP
pressings.)
* Metallica guitarist Kirk Hammett’s collection of horror film posters saw 90 items pulled
for an exhibit at the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, MA from 8/12/17 to11/26/17.
Hammett has been a horror movie fan since grade school.
* The 8/21/17 total solar eclipse in a wide swathe of the continental United States caused a 503%
increase in digital downloads of Bonnie Tyler’s 1983 #1 hit “Total Eclipse of the Heart.”
(Billboard chart statisticians observed the non-astronomical phenomenon in the 9/2/17 issue.)
* Jodi Milstein, a licensed marriage and family therapist, as well as a licensed, professional
clinical counselor, launched a music business-focused therapy practice. Her clients include
bands, solo acts, talent management and label execs. As seen in the 2004 film documentary
Some Kind of Monster, Metallica sorted out its musical and personal conflicts through
counseling. Ms. Milstein charges up to $500.00 per hour.
* Gay London R ‘n’ B musician Sakima, in an effort to mainstream gay lifestyle and acceptance,
offered the 2017 “Ricky” EP containing the song “Polari”—named after a variety of London
slang. The city’s homosexuals used the argot in the Fifties and Sixties before “consenting
adults” laws decriminalized gay sex. The vocabulary and eccentricities of grammar were popularized
on the hit BBC radio show Round the Horn, in which the characters Julian and Sandy traded coded
bon mots. Some of the expressions entered everyday British vernacular, such as “clobber” for
clothes or “naff” for dull and often can be traced to foreign words as if plucked from some
linguistic smorgasbord. It raises the question of how the British can be so proud of their
language yet have a parallel tradition of inventions such as cockney rhyming slang, Liverpool’s
scouse dialect and polari.
* Nancy Wilson of Heart’s recent solo career can be traced to a split between the Wilson sisters
after Ann Wilson’s husband Dean Wetter attacked Nancy’s teenaged twin sons in a backstage
ruckus in 2016. Wetter entered a guilty plea 3/9/17 to two non-felony assault charges in the
fourth degree.
* Frank Sinatra’s 1966 hit “Summer Wind” began as a German language song, “Der Sommerwind,”
with music by Heinz Meier and words by Hans Bradtke. English language lyrics were contributed
by Johnny Mercer.
* “Do I Love You”-Frank Wilson is considered to be the rarest and most desirable Motown
45-RPM single. Wilson was a Motown producer/songwriter at the famed label who
contemplated a performing career. “Do I” was intended as his first release. Motown CEO
Berry Gordy talked him out of the job switch and several hundred promo copies of the record
were destroyed with but a handful surviving. A copy eventually made its way to England, an
acetate copy was made and wowed the dancers at Northern Soul’s ground zero, the Wigan Casino.
Every time that original changed hands, it increased in price. Northern Soul historian Kev Roberts
sold the record for 5,000 English pounds in 1991. Canadian soul vendor Martin Koppel
found another copy and sold it for 15,000 English pounds in 1998. In November 2017,
Detroit area record collectors Dan and Denise Zieja offered up a test pressing of the song with
handwritten notes on the otherwise blank label. Regardless of its sale by auction or directly to
a collector with deep pockets, this latest offering will set a new price standard.
* Jonathan Cain, Journey’s veteran keyboardist, uses his position to spread fundamentalist
Christian beliefs. His wife, Paula White is a non-denominational pastor at the Destiny Christian
Center in Apopka, FL. She also has the hard job of spiritual adviser to Donald Trump.

* In September 2017, Stacey’s auction house in Rayleigh, Essex England put up two printer’s
proof sleeves depicting the Beatles album Get Back. Fans of the Fab Four know that this was
the original title of the album released as Let It Be. Beatles obsessives willing to buy bootlegs
have probably bought extralegal copies with a reproduction of this Get Back cover. The photo
depicts the 1970 vintage Beatles recreating the image on the cover of the 1963UK album
Please Please Me as they look down from a balcony at EMI headquarters. The Stacey’s lot
was provided by Lawrence Goldman, who executed the printer’s proofs. It features the
back cover of the album with liner notes from the author of Please Please Me’s liners,
Tony Barrow and the listing of the fourteen tracks. Skeptics assumed that the proofs were
from one of the bootleg releases and the lot was hammered in the low three figures, the
winner getting a bargain.
* Alice Coltrane, widow of saxophone legend John Coltrane, only took up the harp in the
late Sixties. After all, it was just sitting around the house. Ms. Coltrane was a pianist in
nightclubs when she met her husband. He had a harp manufactured-to-order just prior
to his death with a plan to use it to re-conceptualize his music. He never had a chance to
touch it. His wife used it during her Seventies solo career.
* Rangley, CO is home to the Tank, a 65-foot tall metal container brought to the area to store
water for forest fire control. Concerns over whether the land beneath the structure could
support the weight of the full vessel left the Tank empty for years. The site was
eventually turned into a performance venue that doubles as a concert recording studio.
The hollow Tank’s unusual acoustics allow sound and environment artists to compose
music unique to the structure. The Tank can only host 45 people in its interior, but speakers
on the exterior allow audiences outside to hear what is emanating from within.
* Now this sounds like a night at the theatre! The B-Side by Eric Berryman centers on the
playwright’s love of the 1965 album Negro Folklore from Texas Prisons (Elektra). The songs
therein were recorded by author/compiler Bruce Jackson, who felt he was in a race against
time to capture the songs of the prison work gangs. Old inmates were paroled or dying off
and younger inmates had no cultural attachment to the blues or other vernacular styles. Many
of the songs were detailed in Jackson’s 1972 book Wake Up Dead Man. (His collection of
ribald prison poetry can be found on the 1998 CD Get Your Ass in the Water and Swim Like
Me on Rounder.) More recently, Jackson’s complete recordings of inmate J.B. Smith appeared
on the 2015 collection No More Good Time in the World for Me (Dust-to-Digital). Berryman’s
show involves the playing of the record album, singing along with the cuts both solo and
accompanied by a small cast of harmonizing vocalists interspersed with digressions on prison life.
(This writer has never seen a copy of the 1965 release or the 2013 reissue, but was excited to
read that the compilation contains the singing of Joseph “Chinaman” Johnson, considered the
inmates’ favorite singer and the most dangerous man the warden had ever known.)
* Joe Henry, producer and solo act, told the New Yorker’s Nick Paumgarten in the 12/18/17 issue
that his mother fears he will be called the Undertaker because Henry has produced so many
performers’ final albums, including those of Solomon Burke, Little Jimmy Scott, Allen Toussaint
and Mose Allison.
* Country music stars Glen Campbell and Tanya Tucker, during their long bender as a couple, once
sang America’s national anthem at the Republican Convention in 1980 while zonked out of their skulls.
* Producer/pianist David Briggs began his long association with Neil Young in the early Seventies
when he picked up the hitchhiking former Buffalo Springfield member.
* “Paranoid,” one of Black Sabbath’s most popular songs was written and recorded in the last halfhour of the recording session for their debut album. Designed to fill out the LP, it became the
title track.
* Arthur “Fire” Brown once had a painting contracting company in Austin, TX with ex-Mothers of
Invention drummer Jimmy Carl Black. The firm was called Black & Brown.
* You compulsive Beatlemaniacs probably know that Rolling Stones sacrificial lamb Brian Jones
played sax on “You Know My Name (Look up My Number)” as well as oboe on “Baby You’re
a Rich Man,” but if you did not….
* Lyle Lovett, the singer-songwriter with hair from outer space, participates in an equestrian event
held at rodeos called reining. Riders make high speed turning maneuvers while herding loose
horses. Lovett has participated in reining since his youth on a family ranch.
* Both Robbie Robertson and the late Levon Helm of the Band once attested to the story that Neil
Young’s guest appearance in 1978’s The Last Waltz concert film required some pre-digital, postproduction magic. It seems Young had a nasal phenomenon popularly known as “a bat in the
cave.” Once the performer and his management became aware of it, the film had to have a
visual effects matte inserted in every frame of the footage in which the offending bogie could be
spotted.

* Solo Sounds in a digital downloads-only label that releases single performer instrumental albums
centered around a theme or artist. Examples include Solo Steel Drums: Arthur Lipner Performs
John Coltrane’s Ballads and Solo Blues Guitar: Jimbo Mathus Performs the Replacements’ Let
It Be. The pitch seems jokey, but the commitment by the performers is legitimate with an absence
of cocktail lounge cheese.
* Actor Dermot Mulroney has a side gig as a cellist in film soundtrack orchestras. Mulroney has
contributed to blockbuster movies such as Jurassic World and Rogue One: A Star Wars Story
as well as less prominent titles.
* One of Broadway musical composer Stephen Sondheim’s first experiences with professional
show business was an unpaid job as a clapper boy for the 1953 Humphrey Bogart cult film
Beat the Devil.
* The on-again, off-again career arc of the rock band Guided by Voices is often framed by its prolific
principal songwriter Robert Pollard. However, one must pause at the news that April 2017 saw
release of the 100th album with Pollard’s participation, the 2-CD August by Cake (Guided by
Voices Inc. Records).
* A nearly six month-long (!) celebration of the 1993 film Wayne’s World in Chicago suburb
Aurora culminated in a 7/4/17 headbanging display. It was a matter of civic pride for the
town that served as the setting for the fictional adventures of the main characters played by
Mike Meyers and Dana Carvey. The crowd exceeded one thousand, many of them sporting mulletstyle wigs, while attempting to break a Guinness book record. The participants threw down to Queen’s
“Bohemian Rhapsody” as performed by the Fox Valley Orchestra.
* A prehistoric crocodile, identified from its fossil remains as a unique species, has been dubbed
Lemmysuchus obtusidens in honor of deceased Motorhead frontman Lemmy Kilmister.
* Singer-songwriter Peter Himmelman has a sideline as a creative consultant for business execs.
His company Big Muse uses songwriting as a metaphor for the way businesses bring a product
or service from conception to realization.
* Cassette-only label Horror Pop Sounds issues soundtracks packaged with a poster of the film in
question and a download code for a digital version of the album. The gimmick: the films do not
exist. Label head Alan Outram commissions composer/musicians to create the music after
brainstorming sessions to conceive the imaginary film’s mise en scene.
* The 1969 album Doctor Dunbar’s Prescription-Aynsley Dunbar Retaliation was not a reference to
the group’s bandleader/drummer namesake, but to a doctor in Britain’s National Health system in
the Sixties who liberally dispensed cannabis oil as a therapy.
* Jan Berry’s pre-Jan and Dean singles were recorded at home using a pair of Ampex tape recorders
which once belonged to Howard Hughes. Jan’s father worked for the wealthy eccentric, who
purchased the machines when they first appeared on the market. Mr. Berry was given the recorders
after Hughes decided to upgrade.
* Sheldon Allman could be said to epitomize the hustling antics common in the pre-Beatles fringes
of the Sixties Los Angeles music business. The reissue of his 1960 album Folk Songs of the 21st
Century (Modern Harmonic/Sundazed) displays the flair for novelty material which he transferred
to his co-writing credits on the theme songs for the animated cartoon series George of the Jungle
and Super Chicken. (Allman also loaned his voice to the sitcom Mister Ed whenever the fictional
equine would sing.)
* Paul Tanner, a onetime Glenn Miller trombonist, veered into studio work after the big band era
ended. His 1958 album Music for Heavenly Bodies on the Omegadisk imprint stands as part of
what was later bannered with the identifier “space age exotica.” However, Bodies stands out
due to Tanner’s introduction of his variation on the electronic musical instrument the theremin,
the “electro-theremin.” Played by utilizing a slide bar manipulated along a metallic strip to control
pitch, the device was essentially a slide potentiometer (for those readers more electrically inclined).
Tanner’s studio work eventually brought him within Brian Wilson’s musical circle, leading to
the electro-theremin’s use on the Beach Boys hit “Good Vibrations.” The instrument’s
portability and ease-of-play allowed the band to take it on tour. The Heavenly Bodies album, an
artifact of the hi-fi era, saw 2017 reissue on the Sundazed subsidiary label Modern Harmonic.
Nowhere Fashion Trends:
* Surgical masks with graphic overlays issued by clothing designers, perhaps sparked by the
number of visiting Chinese college students thinking American cities are as germ-laden as the
ones back home. At the 6/25/17 BET Awards, rapper Future wore a mask embellished with
Swarovski crystals, just so no one would think he was going to rob the event.

* Music acts with their own “athleisure” clothing lines: Country thrush Carrie Underwood’s
Calia line is available through the Dick’s Sporting Goods retail chain and is a big seller.
Graphic logos and color blocks applied with microprinting technologies serve to
distinguish one brand from another. Victoria’s Secret brand Pink has some leggings
embellished with what appears to be brown packing tape, unintentionally looking like an
improvised repair to a tear in the fabric.
* Rapper Khalid brings back the “Cameo cut” hairstyle popularized by Larry Blackmon of Eighties
funk band Cameo. (Khalid’s, however, is in need of a trim.)
* Former members of boy band One Direction spotted in attire evoking a new genre, gay mariachi.
(Add a photo of their Harry Styles in the 5/4/17 Rolling Stone wearing a Seinfeldian “puffy shirt.”)
Neologism Update:
“Instagram Dad”: a slacker father doing public relations via photos on the app (used to describe
unhinged rapper Chris Brown in the 3/11/17 Billboard)
No More Fat Jokes:
* Kelly Clarkson, looking very Kate Smith in the 12/9/17 Billboard
* A December 2017 photo of Christina Aguilera in what translates as an immense bathrobe, apparently
intended to conceal her sturdiness.
* Ex-Sex Pistol John Lydon in the 5/18/17 Rolling Stone recalling Christopher Penn circa the 1993
True Romance film.
* Young (“Bust a Move”) MC in the 8/10/17 Rolling Stone resembling the Buddha of Abundance.
What a Night at the Theatre!:
* Joan of Arc: Into the Fire, ex-Talking Head David Byrne’s musical opened 3/15/17 for a brief
engagement at New York’s Public Theater. The Catholic saint and fifteenth century French patriot
is portrayed as both rock star and political victim as per life in the Trump era.
* KPOP, a musical depicting the founding of a fictitious modern Korean record label held September
2017 previews at A.R.T. New York Theaters. Korean pop music is even more manufactured than its
Western equivalent. Personnel from boy bands and girl groups attend schools to learn comportment
and choreography, while plastic surgery is employed to make them appear more homogenously attractive.
* Escape to Margaritaville, a “jukebox musical” based on the catalog of performer-turned-leisure
brand Jimmy Buffett, staged previews in Chicago with an opening on 11/15/17.
What a Night at the Opera!:
* (R)evolution of Steve Jobs premiered 7/22/17 at Santa Fe’s Opera Festival. Composed by DJ Mason
Bates, it offered an impressionistic musical portrait of the Apple executive.
* Thomas Ades conducted his latest opera, The Exterminating Angel, at New York’s Metropolitan
Opera in a late October 2107 engagement. The work is an adaptation of the 1962 Luis Bunuel film
about a high society dinner party from which the attendees find it seemingly impossible to leave.
(Bunuel claimed to be inspired by the Spanish proverb, “After three days corpses and guests smell
bad.”)
Collectables Update:
* Elvis Presley’s 1962 Lockheed Jetstar private jet sold for $430 thousand at a GWS Auctions
sale in Beverly Hills, CA on 5/22/17. (This was not his later jet, the Lisa Marie.)
* Heritage Auctions sold the 1961 Fender Precision electric bass guitar played by legendary
Motown session musician James Jamerson on countless record dates. The 6/18/17 event saw
the instrument hammered for $68,750.00.
* Julien’s Auctions sold Santana drummer Michael Shrieve’s 1967 Ludwig drum set, which
was utilized on the group’s first two albums and is seen during the band’s segment featured
in the 1970 film Woodstock. The drums brought $187, 500.00 on 5/20/17.
* Jerry Garcia’s custom made guitar (dubbed “Wolf”), utilized during the band’s peak touring years,
sold for $1.9 million at auction on 5/31/17. Auctioneer Guernsey’s oversaw the charity function at
Brooklyn Bowl. Donor matching led to a total of $3.2 million donated to the Southern Poverty
Law Center, scourge of the KKK and other white supremacist organizations.
* The Beatles 1962 debut 45-RPM single on Parlophone, “Love Me Do” b/w “P.S. I Love You,”
sold for $14, 757.00 on auction site Discogs. It was the highest price for a seven-inch record sold
via the online service thus far.
* Bob Dylan’s 1963 Martin guitar, which he played onstage at the 1971 Concert for Bangladesh
benefit show, went for $396,500.00 at a Heritage Auctions sale of Entertainment and Music
Memorabilia held 11/11/17.

* An 11/4/17 Julien Auction sale saw a Prince-owned-and-played custom guitar go for $700 thousand.
* An 11/14/17 Julien Auctions sale saw Michael Jackson’s rhinestone glove find a new owner for
$350 thousand and Kurt Cobain’s MTV Music Video Awards “Moonman” statuette go for
$62, 500.00
Just in Time for the Holidays:
* Christmas Christmas-Cheap Trick (Big Machine) Rockford’s own offer a rocking Xmas selection.
* You Make It Feel Like Christmas-Gwen Stefani (Interscope) No Doubt vocalist and solo act does
the Xmas bit featuring a title duet with her love robot (and The Voice judge) Blake Shelton.
* Finally, It’s Christmas-Hanson (S-Curve) Nineties boy band delivers a sequel to their twentyyear-old holiday album, Snowed In (Mercury).
* Let It Snow-98 Degrees (Universal) Boy band anniversary symmetry as this one-time teen idol
vocal group offer a follow-up to their 1998 This Christmas (Universal)
* Warmer in the Winter-Lindsey Stirling (Concord) YouTube music video star renders her
customary violin/dance fusion. (Surprisingly, not available in a DVD version.)
* Everyday Is Christmas-Sia (Monkey Puzzle/Atlantic/AG) Camera shy pop singer-songwriter
releases her first Christmas album.
* Over the Holidays and Under the Influence-Butch Walker (self-released) an under-rehearsed
collection of holiday chestnuts featuring the social media-criticizing “Santa’Self”
Random Thought:
Greta Van Fleet—for all you kids who want a Led Zeppelin your own age
Generation Gap:
* Skip Marley, grandson of reggae giant Bob Marley, guests on “Chained to the Rhythm”-Katy Perry
* Mabel, British dance act with the debut EP “Bedroom,” is the daughter of Nineties R ‘n’ B act
Neneh Cherry (herself the daughter of jazz trumpeter Don Cherry).
* Nic Collins, son of Genesis drummer Phil Collins, tours with the group as a substitute
percussionist, leaving his dad free to sing.
* Deacon Frey, son of deceased Eagles mainstay Glenn Frey, joins that band.
Ozzy’s a Boob:
* “There have always been groupies. I just got caught.” (Ozzy Osbourne to London’s The Times,
thereby torpedoing his sex addiction defense to his wife.)
* In a brief interview in Rolling Stone’s 9/21/17 issue Osbourne admitted he would still drink if he
could avoid getting in trouble—and that he would wake up, “covered in my own urine in a fucking
gutter.”
Updates:
* London’s Saatchi Gallery hosted Inside Pussy Riot, a performance art/theatrical event 11/1412/24/17. The Russian protest collective’s Nadya Tolokonnikova centered the show on her
prison experiences in 2012, punishment meted out for the music video “Punk Prayer,” designed
to ask God to deliver Russia from Vladimir Putin. The activist’s show depicted digging of ditches
while singing Russia’s national anthem and other punishments. (Tolokonnikova’s tour of America
and its controversial response from Pussy Riot members still in Russia appeared in the Updates
section of the 2014 Jukebox Awards.)
* Martin Shkreli, former CEO of Turing Pharmaceuticals was convicted on securities fraud
charges. On 12/1/17 government prosecutors asked that Shkreli forfeit $7.4 million, including
$5 million in bail money and his copy of Once Upon a Time in Shaolin-Wu-Tang Clan.
Shkreli’s copy of the album is the only one in existence, a manufactured collectable by the
Staten Island-based veteran rap act. Shkreli won the item at auction in May 2015 for a
$2 million bid. The government was told that Shkreli had already put the album up for auction on
eBay and realized $1 million. Items owned by the onetime tycoon likely to see liquidation
include a Picasso painting, an Enigma code machine from World War II and his
financial interest in Turing Pharmaceuticals. (Shkreli’s purchase of the album and his
investment strategies were mentioned in the Updates section of the 2015 Jukebox Awards.)

Jack White, Weirdo:
In the 3/13/17 issue of the New Yorker, Jack White told writer Alex Wilkinson about his Icarus
project from July 2016. A turntable was mounted into a container and attached to a large helium
balloon. The turntable and a record were placed into play mode with the “vehicle” then sent off
into the stratosphere. When the balloon burst, a parachute deployed to return the turntable to earth
for its presumed recovery by strangers, comparable to a message in a bottle cast into the ocean.
Icarus was intended to commemorate the three millionth record from White’s Third Man label,
“A Glorious Dawn”-Carl Sagan, part of the late astronomer’s music sent into space on the 1977
Voyager probe. .
Courtney Love, Superstar:
Love is writing her memoirs, but has to rely on the onetime drummer in her Nineties band,
Hole to fill in the blank spots. Patty Schemel wrote her own autobiography in 2017, Hit So
Hard (Da Capo Press: Boston) and Love consults with her former bandmate to tell her stories she
does not remember.
The Further Adventures of Billy “The Brain” Corgan:
* Corgan released the solo album Ogilala (BMG) as William Patrick Corgan. Rick Rubin,
who controversially revived Johnny Cash and Neil Diamond’s careers via acoustic
guitar-based introspective efforts, produced what some perceived as a career reboot.
Corgan often fumes about an audience that expects him to keep offering music in the
style of his Smashing Pumpkins days. The 180-degree turn from Pumpkins rock to acoustic
balladeer led J.R. Moores to comment in the November issue of England’s Record Collector,
“less fun than consuming eleven consecutive courses of the same pumpkin-flavored sorbet.”
* Shortly after his solo album came out, Corgan decided to return to doing business as
Billy Corgan. The onetime Smashing Pumpkins frontman explained to Rolling Stone online
that he wanted Ogilala to come out under his birth name. Shortly after the record’s release,
it was credited to Billy Corgan on download and streaming services. This led some to
theorize that the album was not tallying enough sales for chart placement because no one was
doing an online search using Corgan’s birth name.
* An 8/16/17 online auction at reverb.com served as an opportunity for Corgan to jettison
unwanted excess musical equipment. The Website is establishing a reputation
as a place for musicians to hold the digital version of garage sale.
* Corgan wore out his welcome long ago in some quarters of Chicago’s gossipy music scene,
but a new level of contempt was aired in the 12/21/17 edition of the Chicago Reader, where he
shared a page in a special “Worst of Chicago” issue with alleged pedophile R. Kelly. The paper’s
Peter Margasak dubbed Corgan “one of the most ridiculous figures in the Chicago music
scene” and referred to Corgan’s appearances on the YouTube channel of InfoWars. Corgan
has guested with host Alex Jones (noted denier of the Sandy Hook school shooting) and
expressed the view that those marching for social justice are on an equal footing with the
Ku Klux Klan or that Bernie Sanders tax plans would “disempower the innovators.” At least
it guaranteed Corgan a free pass to the next Cubs game.
U2 Inc.:
* The Irish band announced a stadium tour for spring and early summer 2017 centered around
performance of the complete 1987 album The Joshua Tree. For a band hugely successful in
the salad days of the music business, the concept of not touring with a new album would be
considered heresy. Still, with the yet-to-be-released Songs of Experience as the likely
casualty of the group’s notorious second-guessing in the studio, it was not a surprise.
* In the 12/23/17 issue of Billboard, lead singer Bono was dismissive of the much-criticized
2014 decision to add the Songs of Innocence album to every user’s iTunes playlist automatically,
“Of all the great human rights abuses of 2014, I’m not sure where this ranks.”
* Songs of Experience made its appearance with a #1 debut in Billboard’s album chart, but with
an embarrassing total of 186 thousand equivalent album units (the magazine’s metric combining
audio streams, physical sales, digital downloads and other factors). The fact that this included
concert ticket sales that bundled a copy of the album with purchase was more than a bit shocking.
* “It’s very important that people who voted for Donald Trump feel welcome at our show.
I think that they have been hoodwinked, but I understand, and I would not dismiss the reasons why
some people voted for him.” (Bono trying to put butts in seats for The Joshua Tree tour while
talking to Rolling Stone in the 6/15/17 issue.)

She Lives Off Dead Beatles:
* On 6/14/17, at the annual meeting of the National Music Publishers Association confab in
New York City, CEO David Israelite announced that Yoko Ono would receive a co-write credit
on the song “Imagine.” Previously a sole writer’s credit for her deceased husband John Lennon,
the lyrics were figuratively “sampled” from Ono’s 1964 poetry book Grapefruit. The song
also received the NMPA’s Centennial Song Award.
* Ono sued an unnamed Polish beverage firm for selling a soft drink called John Lemon, a
lemonade sold in separate variations with added fruit flavors. The company was ordered to
sell its product stockpile by the end of October 2017. The widow’s lawyer asked for damages
from a court in The Hague, Netherlands of $5 thousand per day and $500.00 for every bottle
sold, despite no image of the ex-Beatle on the packaging. A September settlement dunned the
company $12 thousand. The product will now be called On Lemon.
Madonna, Everyone’s Minority:
* Madge appeared at the Women’s March in Washington D.C. on 1/20/17 wearing a black
knit pussy beanie--ever the rebel. She announced from the stage, “I have thought an awful
lot about blowing up the White House,” thereby stirring-up right-wing zealots in their
moment of triumph.
* The onetime Material Girl attended a Purim party on 3/11/17 in her role as imaginary Jew,
an outgrowth of her study of the Kaballah. With a costume party emphasis at the event,
Madonna came as Beauty and the Beast—wearing a ball gown and a wolf mask.
* Gossip site TMZ on 7/15/17 published a 1995 letter that deceased rapper Tupac Shakur
wrote to Madonna explaining that their break-up as a couple was due to their relationship
“letting down half the people who made me.”
Lyrics to Live By:
This is what I’ve been dreaming about
Life with the boring bits edited out.
--“Trick of the Light”Jarvis Cocker and
Chilly Gonzales
If you see him in a barroom
and he’s had too much to drink,
remember his name is Jesus
and he’s had too much to think.
--“Jesus Scared the Hell
Out of Me”Simon Stokes
We don’t want your tiny hands
anywhere near our underpants.
--“Tiny Hands”
Fiona Apple
Spring breakin’ in Daytona
in the middle of a keg stand
It’s all fun and games
til your daddy follows you on Instagram.
--“selfie#theinternetisforever”Brad Paisley
Picture a shithouse with no fucking drains.
Picture a leader with no fucking brains.
--“Picture That“Roger Waters
My wallets like an onion.
Open it up; it’ll make you cry.
--“Cookin’ in my Kitchen”
Altered Five Blues Band

Look what happened when you were dreaming
and then punch yourself in the face.
--“American Dream”LCD Soundsystem
In case my lack of reply had you catchin’ them feelins,
know that you been on my mind like Kaepernick kneelin’
or police killin’
or Trump sayin’ slick shit, manipulatin’ poor white folks
because they ignant.
--“Come Through and Chill”Miguel
I am so fucking bored.
Nothing to do today.
I guess I’ll sit around and medicate.
--“Rx (Medicate)”Theory of a Deadman
Right then you left again
and I just felt confused and nerdy.
My teenage angst will be with me
well into my thirties.
Answer my text, you dick!
--“Answer My Text”PWR BTTM
We’re the earth’s most soulful predator.
Try something less ambitious
the next time you get bored.
--“When the God of Love Returns
There’ll Be Hell to Pay”Father John Misty
It started out as a beacon of hope,
but the dream of liberty quickly turned into a joke.
The Indians and the Mexicans
were the first to feel the rope,
the blade, the gatling
murdered buffalo, brought cattle in
The storm clouds were gathering.
It’s how the west was won.
It’s how the west was won
at the point of a gun.
It’s what they’ve always done.
--“How the West Was Won”Peter Perrett

NOT A REISSUE
Never the Same Way Once: Live at the Boarding House May 1974-Doc and Merle Watson (Owsley Stanley
Foundation) Debut of a series dubbed “Bear’s Sonic Journals,” which purports to issue sessions from an archive of
1,300 concert tape reels left by the onetime chemist/recording engineer/sound equipment designer of the Grateful Dead.
The 7-CD boxed set captures the great folk musician of the Smokey Mountains accompanied by his son with bassist T.
Michael Coleman as they perform songs associated with Elvis, the Gershwins and everyone in between, including the
credit “Trad.” You can wing a set the way they do if you know what you are doing. Great picking and great singing.
Cornell 5/8/77-the Grateful Dead (Rhino) A legendary show among Deadheads due to its provenance—high quality
soundboard recordings from the band’s then-sound engineer Betty Cantor-Jackson. Traded for years between fans
using audience-sourced copies, the set list in this 3-CD package leans toward their early Seventies repertoire; more
song-driven than jam-oriented (though a fourteen-minute “Morning Dew” is held by fans to be one of the Dead’s
transcendent versions).
The Grateful Dead: 50th Anniversary Deluxe Edition (Rhino) The band’s debut has remained in print since its release,
but the special attraction here is a separate CD of excerpts from two 1966 sets the band performed in Vancouver,
British Columbia. The concert features most of their debut album and left field choices such as “Hey Little One,” a
regional hit for Dorsey Burnette in 1960.
Savage Young Du-Husker Du (Numero Group) The early days of the post-punk power trio centers on previously
unissued material—roughly 60% of this 3-CD boxed set. An accompanying hardcover book provides background.
Every Day Seem Like Murder Here-Hayes McMullen (Light in the Attic) Mississippi country bluesman and pal of the
legendary Charley Patton was discovered late in his life by blues record collector/researcher Gayle Dean Wardlow.
These 1967 field recordings serve as the equivalent of McMullen “downloading his playlist.” in a journey to the past.
Venice Mating Call and Greetings from West Hollywood-Tim Buckley (both Edsel UK imports) Expansions of the
1994 American release Live at the Troubadour (Manifesto/Rhino), these new sets pluck songs from the entire Los
Angeles Troubadour engagement. Greetings is a single CD and Venice is a 2-CD set. Further evidence that Buckley
was both an amazing talent and that he would be gone too soon.
On Our Way Home-Mortimer (RPM/Cherry Red UK import) This American trio’s tale is one of fortuitous
coincidences and bad breaks. Mortimer recorded a1968 release on the Philips label, which stiffed, but they handed a
copy to the Beatles’ American lawyer. They soon went to England and heard about an open door policy at Apple and
hoped to pitch songs to the label’s music publishing arm. John Lennon had heard the Mortimer album and told
publishing exec Mike O’Connor, who was anxious to hear their material. While auditioning songs for O’Connor,
George Harrison walked into the room and said, “Sign them.” Peter Asher produced Mortimer’s album sessions, where
Paul McCartney gave them the album’s title track, later re-titled “Two of Us” on the Beatles’ Let It Be album. Then
Allen Klein took over the business affairs of Apple, pruned the roster and Mortimer saw their second album cancelled
by the same man who dumped them when they were signed to the Cameo-Parkway label in America. The music here
is folk-inflected rock, which at its best moments recalls Buffalo Springfield and the early days of offshoot band Poco.
Some over-produced moments may harsh your mellow, but this is close to a lost classic.
Fly on Strangewings—The Anthology-Marian Segal’s Jade (Cherry Tree) Expansion of a 2003 reissue of the 1970 UK
folk rock trio’s sole album now features added material outnumbering the original’s track list. Fairport Conventionlevel folk rock augmented by demos and Segal’s post-Jade projects.
Kickin’ Child-Dion (Norton) Unreleased Columbia label album from 1965 sessions helmed by producer Tom Wilson.
Designed to launch the singer’s switch from doo wop to blues-leaning folk, some of the contents have seen previous
issue, but this version is intended to mirror that of the original master intended for release.

RECENT DISCOVERIES
Mountains-Steamhammer (Repertoire German import) Successor band to early British blues boom outfit Steampacket,
which started as a revue-styled band featuring vocalists long John Baldry, Julie Driscoll and Rod Stewart backed by
drummer Mickey Waller. Both Stewart and Waller were in the hard-rocking first Jeff Beck Group, an association
which carried over to Stewart’s first solo albums with their folk music elements where Martin Quittenton served as
session guitarist. These stylistic shifts serve as more of a hidden influence upon what is heard here. By the time of
the1971 Mountains, personnel had switched almost completely, with Martin Pugh replacing Quittenton. The blues rock
features a bit of musical stretching out, sharing certain similarities with Quicksilver Messenger Service. This is most
notable on the title track finale with its blues-crossed psychedelia, atmospheric drift and bits of flamenco guitar.
Colour Green-Sibylle Baier (Orange Twin) Exhumation of early Seventies tracks recorded as a kind of musical
therapy for a young woman whose only audience consisted of family and friends. Captured on a consumer grade reelto-reel tape recorder, Ms. Baier’s work evokes Vashti Bunyan in its level of intimacy and the kind of wounded
sensitivity heard in modern solo acts such as Meg Baird. These were the only singer-songwriter efforts Baier ever
provided, but her son Robbie released them to the world in 2005.
The Above Ground Sound of Jake Holmes (Phenix) Late Sixties folk rocker offering a jazzy spin on the style in the
manner of contemporaries such as Tim Buckley and Kenny Rankin, balanced with the light-hearted novelty of Biff
Rose. Notably, the album contains “Dazed and Confused,” a song Led Zeppelin swiped for their debut without
crediting Holmes, after altering some lyrics. (The band later settled a copyright infringement lawsuit.) Holmes went
on to write Sinatra’s concept album Watertown, which you could say makes him either Sinatra’s Tandyn Almer or his
Van Dyke Parks.
Call of the Valley-Shivkumar Sharma, Brijbushan Kabra and Hariprasad Chaurusia (EMI Hemisphere) Originally
recorded for the Gramophone Company of India, this 1968 release was captured during a single session in a Bombay
(Mumbai) studio. The unlikely combination of hammer dulcimer, guitar and flute paints a musical picture of a day in
Kashmir using the rhetoric of Indian classical music. Making its way to the south Asian community in London, the
record caught the ear of George Harrison and helped inspire his Wonderwall LP on which Mr. Sharma plays.
S/T-Fuzzy Duck (Esoteric/Cherry Red UK import) 1971 release on the MAM label showcases a hard-rocking quartet
featuring plenty of organ and guitar solos while treading a fine line between progressive rock and psychedelia. They
remind this listener of the first album from Captain Beyond, who showed a similar flair for being able to write songs
and arrange them in ways stylistically distinct from other heavy bands of the time. The rocking mallards’ only album
and a truly exceptional one.
Dedicated to the Bird We Love-Oriental Sunshine (Sunbeam Records UK import) Sometimes TV talent shows actually
work. A trio of hippies in late Sixties Norway, offering a fusion of Indian music and psychedelia-infused folk, took the
top spot of their home country’s Talent 69. Sharing a common language of English with flute/tabla player Satnam
Singh, the band’s songs were sung in that language. Lead vocalist Nina Johansen sounds like a less intense Dawn
McCarthy of current wyrd folk act Faun Fables. The material, with its pastoral subjects and Eastern mysticism, is
brought home by Rune Wale’s sitar work. Word-of-mouth spread the band’s music beyond their country of origin as
the years passed.

TOP TWENTY
1. HOW THE WEST WAS WON-Peter Perrett
2. THE NASHVILLE SOUND-Jason Isbell and the 400 Unit
3. DEATH SONG-the Black Angels
4. ILLINOIS RIVER VALLEY BLUES-Brokeback
5. DRUNK-Thundercat
6. COLORS-Beck
7. AMERICANA-Ray Davies
8. THE WORLD’S BEST AMERICAN BAND-White Reaper
9. SONG OF THE ROSE-Arbouretum
10. DON’T GIVE UP ON LOVE-Don Bryant
11. TALLY HO!-the Woggles
12. PEACE POTATO-Doug Tuttle
13. ELECTRIC LOONEYLAND-Serpent Power
14. SLEEPING THROUGH THE WAR-All Them Witches
15. CUT THE MASTER-the Sundowners
16. NEW BEGINNINGS-Radio Moscow
17. MODERN PRESSURE-Daniel Romano
18. VOLUME 1- BNQT
19. THE AGE OF ANXIETY-Pixx
20. VIBE KILLER-Endless Boogie
Bubbling Under:
SLEEP SAFARI-nick nicely

CAPSULE REVIEWS
1. HOW THE WEST WAS WON-Peter Perrett (Domino) Perrett fronted the Only Ones in late Seventies England.
They projected a style best described as “Donovan backed by the Jimi Hendrix Experience.” Perrett passed through a
drug-fueled wilderness before coming back with the 1996 Woke up Sticky (Jukebox Awards Top Twenty). Perrett’s
latest sees him backed by a band containing his adult children, serving up lyrics delivered with a laconic cynicism
recalling Lou Reed’s 1989 New York, New York. Perrett seems to have missed out on the reconciliation with life found
in Reed’s twilight years and the songs point to the view that one may get clean, but the darkness can remain. “Troika”
reworks the same theme as David Crosby’s “Triad,” giving it a pop spin.
2. THE NASHVILLE SOUND-Jason Isbell and the 400 Unit (Southeastern Records/Thirty Tigers) Isbell has long ago
shed his stylistic links with the Drive By Truckers to create a space in the Americana genre for country music verities
that make the current crop of “bro country” pretty boys play like amateur theatrics. The album contains meditations on
redneck identity gone wrong (“White Man’s World”), childhood in the South (“Something to Love”) and growing up
together in a relationship (“Molotov”). “The Last of My Kind” is a country music equivalent to “I Just Wasn’t Made
for These Times”-the Beach Boys, but “Anxiety” is too long and overwrought, with music to match. Here’s hoping
Isbell’s deep thinking about marriage and fatherhood does not lead him to write C & W boilerplate.
3. DEATH SONG-the Black Angels (Partisan Records) Rendered as group-then-title, the combination becomes an
allusion to a song on the first Velvet Underground album. Though that band’s influence can be apprehended, the sonic
associations are more along the lines of atmospheric Detroit rockers such as Outrageous Cherry and Destroy All
Monsters. Alex Maas’s vocal tend to recall Richard Davies of Supertramp, only less mannered and without that
bleating quality. You can even detect elements of the early Eighties days of the Cure and the British shoegaze bands.
Ultimately, this shows a wide variety of influences even as it establishes a musical stamp unique to the group. In that
way, it recalls the second album from Darker My Love (2008 Jukebox Awards #1).
4. ILLINOIS RIVER VALLEY BLUES-Brokeback (Thrill Jockey) Side project of Chicago bands Tortoise and
Eleventh Dream Day gets help from British expatriate James Elkington, who had time on his hands following the
conclusion of previous Jukebox Awards Top Twenty denizens the Horse’s Ha. The best moments here recall
Television, a boon in light of fans having to resort to Tom Verlaine albums on which he had a hard time recreating his
old band’s fire—when he did not have a hard time being himself. This collection of instrumentals also evoke the
spaghetti Western soundtrack work of Ennio Morricone and half-forgotten Nineties instro band Pell Mell (but not Los
Straitjackets). If Tortoise’s “post tock” had sounded like this, more people would have bought-in the first time, ones
not looking for hook-free muzak. Free tip: Next go-round let Elkington write some songs. He is a big Dylan Thomas
fan and the lyrics would prove interesting.
5. DRUNK-Thundercat (Brainfeeder) Monster bassist Stephen Bruner, doing business as Thundercat, established his
credentials via work with Los Angeles jazz/pop Afrofuturist Kamasi Washington and rap producers. This Top Cat
reveals himself as a talented singer as well (Holy Larry Graham!) in this collection consisting predominately of
miniatures with guest spots from rappers, such as current hotshot Kendrick Lamar. The musical vibe is Seventies jazz
fusion with echoes of Stevie Wonder from that same decade. To goose the feel for that era, Thundercat nets musical
guests Kenny Loggins and Michael McDonald on “Show You the Way”—a little too “yachty” for yours truly. To
balance the retroisms, often-humorous lyrics render social comment on the Internet age and being young and in love
with people who do not care about you. These qualities should keep anyone from referring to Thundercat as the male
Esperanza Spalding.
6. COLORS-Beck (Fonograf/Capitol) After a stretch of reflective pop songs and a Grammy win, Beck Hansen revisits
the mixture of hip-hop and psychedelia of his debut LP Odelay (1996 Jukebox Awards #1). The record is mixed loud
in the style of a hard rock/metal record with booming bass and drums out of the vibrating car next to you at the
stoplight. Maybe the Grammy win made him think he could grow his audience by using production quirks of the
present age—processed vocals and electronic instrumentation—combined with stylistic breadth. The results convey a
sense of being “unstuck in time” (cf. Kurt Vonnegut). The vocals on “Colors” recall the distortion of early Eighties
dance rock and chiming synthesizer tones. (Is that a DX7?) The distorted guitar on “Dear Life” sounds like the same
effect Elliott Randall used on the 1973 hit “Reeling in the Years.” Lyrics out of Beat poetry or Captain Beefheart?
Beck can be said to give you different shades of the same thing on each album. Call it personal style and a good thing.

7. AMERICANA-Ray Davies (Sony Legacy) Davies’ prolific songwriting in the Kinks’ heyday displayed his flair for
generating three or more songs out of one idea. (“Sunny Afternoon,” “House in the Country” and “Most Exclusive
Residence for Sale”—all on Face to Face—serve to illustrate the point.) As such, he was a natural for themed albums
in the age of rock operas, notably Muswell Hillbillies and Percy. Here Davies gives episodic glimpses of his adopted
country, sometimes seen through the windows of a tour bus, others in the backward glance of nostalgia. For an
Englishman, he certainly nails down a lost America some of us know only too well while backed by the Jayhawks,
stalwarts of a radio format which is (intentionally?) identical to the record’s title. However, the record does not cohere
as a unified statement. It more closely recalls the one-man shows Davies did some years back, playing his back catalog
and telling stories, some of which you have heard before. Plus Davies is an American now. He has been shot once.
We cannot expect the outsider perspective of Robbie Robertson in 1968.
8. THE WORLD’S BEST AMERICAN BAND-White Reaper (Polyvinyl Records) Hard rock band with a hint of
ironic distance, though not quite of Steel Panther magnitude. Had this actually come out with the help of the Seventies
or Eighties record business, a canny producer would have tightened up the takes and given tips on how to improve
some of the arrangements. In the world of tribute acts, some model themselves on styles or eras rather than individual
bands That said, Tony Esposito (not the former Chicago Blackhawks ace) is a smoking guitar player on this collection
of glam-tinged stompers worthy of a live set from Jukebox Awards faves Giuda and this album sounds better than the
studio efforts of those Italians.
9. SONG OF THE ROSE-Arbouretum (Thrill Jockey) Luckily, since the guys from Midlake did not offer their
customary evocation of a past community of modestly heroic sensibility (See below.), Arbouretum stepped up to the
plate. If that musical tactic sounds vague, it accurately describes an ability to establish an imagined, non-specific era.
Arbouretum’s songwriting is rooted in traditional forms as it borrows from early Seventies British folk rock and guitarbased progressive bands with ambitious lyric narratives that nonetheless tell stories in bits and pieces. “Woke Up on
the Move” epitomizes this with a melody seemingly familiar and worthy of a campfire ballad. Understated guitar work
helps create mood more than raw rhythms.
10. DON’T GIVE UP ON LOVE-Don Bryant (Fat Possum) Don Bryant was a background figure at the Hi label in
Seventies Memphis when Al Green was generating his string of hits. Though less successful as a performer than as a
writer (He co-wrote “I Can’t Stand the Rain,” a hit for his wife Ann Peebles.), Bryant re-emerges here as a strong and
soulful vocalist with tunes worthy of comparison to the non-Stax Memphis sound of the past. Salted with a bit of
gospel and some Fifties R ‘n’ B, the only misstep is a take on O.V. Wright’s “A Nickel and a Nail.” Chicagoans will
always rank the late Otis Clay’s version as the pick to click.
11. TALLY HO!-the Woggles (Wicked Cool) Retro band who come on like an aggregation from 1966 attired in hip
threads (though not a “suit band”) and give more of a knowing smirk to the style than spot-on rawness—the difference
between the Fuzztones and the Chesterfield Kings. This borderline tongue-in-cheek approach works well with their
songs’ subject matter, including Japanese film monster Mothra, cult TV show The Prisoner and a jungle queen without
boundaries. Ray Davies should listen to this to remember what Sixties British R ‘n’ B riffs sounded like.
12. PEACE POTATO-Doug Tuttle (Trouble in Mind Records) With opener “Bait the Sun,” Doug Tuttle will hook the
unsuspecting listener with harmonized guitars and overdubbed vocals. The album’s predominant sound calls to mind
the first several Byrds albums and that mid-Sixties Beatles-infused oxygen which everyone was breathing.
Unfortunately, Tuttle has filled Potato with fragments of unfinished songs—some ending as if the tape was abruptly
turned off. This makes the album equivalent to the rough cut of a film when it is not figuratively like a bag of potato
chips in which the bottom third of the bag is crumbs. If he finished the songs, the album would be over 35 minutes in
length. Notably, the title track is a two-and-a-half minute instrumental. Still, Tuttle deserves future scrutiny.
13. ELECTRIC LOONEYLAND-Serpent Power (Skeleton Key Records UK import) Follow-up to their 2016 debut
(Jukebox Awards Top Twenty) sees the duo of Ian Skelly and Paul Molloy giving a less-meticulously produced
recording and a less-diverse song stylings palette. As such, it is not up to the level of their previous visit. Still, a few
songs, particularly “Jekyll & Hyde,” are standouts in the pair’s forte, rock inspired by horror movies. Perhaps the pair
were distracted by work on Skelly’s reconstituted band, the Coral.
14. SLEEPING THROUGH THE WAR-All Them Witches (New West) Framed as a neo-psychedelic band by present
day observers, All Them Witches would be better described as a band influenced by groups who had been influenced
by that initial late Sixties wave. At times they sound similar to the prime period of Australian Eighties band the Church
with spoken/sung vocals in the Peter Perrett style (see above), not the Paul Major style (see below). They are not
excessively derivative, but their penchant for tension-and-release guitar out of “Smells Like Teen Spirit,” reasserts a
grunge era sensibility which made it okay for a song to erupt in deliberate noise. Their stretching out is more about
texture and atmosphere than boundary-pushing solos. Oddly enough, produced by the same Dave Cobb responsible for
albums from the better proponents of modern country music, including Jason Isbell.

15. CUT THE MASTER-the Sundowners (Skeleton Key Records UK import) From the same modern day Liverpool
scene yielding the Coral and Serpent Power comes this female-fronted group containing Fiona Skelly, whose brother
Ian is in the two other bands just mentioned. Another brother, Alf, is the guitarist on these selections of folk rock
spiced with late Sixties psychedelia, and the odd reference to the occult thrown in. The gals’ distinctive vocal
harmonies serve as the Sundowners’ signature with the result that the backing musicians seem afraid to assert
themselves and risk overwhelming the singers. A fuller band sound and stronger arrangements might help on the next
outing.
16. NEW BEGINNINGS-Radio Moscow (Century Media) Hairy power trio call to mind early Seventies hard bluesbased rockers such as the Groundhogs. However, this is less tribute band antics than a base from which to impose a
new twist on something that was powerful to begin with. Heavy guitar with layered distortion and plenty of panning in
the headphones is just the start. The ten-second-long feedback passage in the intro to “No One Knows Where They’ve
Been” had me laughing like the feral kid who gets tossed a music box by Mad Max. And I give a thumbs up to anyone
even accidentally alluding to my favorite novelty song of the Sixties, “Radio Moscow”-Nikita the K.
17. MODERN PRESSURE-Daniel Romano (New West) Who is Daniel Romano this week? The Canadian stylistic
chameleon, whose countrypolitan time travel effort If I’ve Only One Time Askin’ (2015 Jukebox Awards Top Twenty)
received a profound tip of this writer’s imaginary cowboy hat, surprisingly went full Dylan tribute on the 2016 Mosey.
Here, Romano hews to the Dylan style, but not in that “new Dylan” way. Romano concentrates on the post-Rolling
Thunder tour era of the singer’s career in the Eighties. I suspect Romano uses Dylan imitations in rehearsal as a way to
craft melodies and incorporate long lyric lines. However, there is a difference between influence and making one’s art
out of the pieces of someone else’s. Like the films of Brian De Palma, it can sometimes translate as the work of some
kid with an autograph book. Romano’s post-country efforts seem to yield diminishing returns. Still, he managed to get
a Canadian government grant so he could record the album in Sweden. Apparently it was not cold enough in Canada.
18. VOLUME 1-BNQT (Bella Union) The magic word Midlake set this writer dashing off to pick this up. Reality set
in when this collaboration of four of that Texas band’s membership with outside guests yielded less than the high
standards they commonly set. BNQT aspires to a wider range of styles, likely an outgrowth of the injection of
psychedelia to the moody pastoralism on Midlake’s previous release Antiphon (2013 Jukebox Awards Top Twenty).
“Restart” evokes early Seventies glam rock and much of the album has a sound out of that era. (Guest star and cowriter Alex Kapranos of Franz Ferdinand has an affection for that musical decade.) This is not that bad, but I was not
expecting a Dr. Dog or Local Natives-style pop rock effort.
19. THE AGE OF ANXIETY-Pixx (4AD Records) Ms. Hannah Rodgers, borrowing a moniker from a female comic
book superhero, features in an arty cover shot causing one to think this was the latest Neko Case record and that she
was shown captured by the Borg. The inner poster makes her look the way Halsey did last week. Rodgers would be
just another weird young pop singer making electronic, studio-cooked music if what she proffered did not lean in a
decidedly singer-songwriter direction with an echoing theme of the varieties of alienation. She is capable of altering
her vocal style to suit each song, but when you see a credit for programming, it usually means music beds which sound
like amplified kitchen appliances. Still, better than most single-named British gal singers, he snaps.
20. VIBE KILLER-Endless Boogie (No Quarter) Paul Major established a reputation for pioneering the collection of
private pressing rock albums that popped up around the world in the early Seventies. When record geeks form bands,
one expects better outcomes than what happens here. The material is a less funny version of Eighties cult band King
Missile. Major delivers rambling monologues over a groove set up by the band. Most are stoner character studies.
Endless Boogie’s name promises more than the group delivers. As an ex-girlfriend once said, “It’s called music
because there’s NO TALKING IN IT!”
SLEEP SAFARI-nick nicely (Tapete Records) Mr. N. was an anomaly in post-punk Britain at the dawn of the
Eighties. Like his contemporary, the solo Robyn Hitchcock, N-squared’s music referenced English psychedelic pop of
the Sixties. His early singles briefly drew record company interest, but proved the inspiration for XTC to execute their
Dukes of the Stratosphear side project. Unfortunately, the music on Sleep Safari shows evidence of too much ecstasy
consumed and a long recuperation in the chill-out tent, a legacy from the performer’s stint producing British acid house
records. Keyboard drones, electronic percussion, buried vocals and dub reggae—you get the drift. Come back home
nic-nic, we miss you.

